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PREFACE

I think all of us get into patterns that we no longer
understand and no longer have any emotional ties to.
We
just sort of go about our job as usual.
I think the
junior high school, more than any other segment of our
schooling, is the place where we really do need to begin
to step back again and ask once more:
What is it that
we're about? What is it that these young people are about?
And, how do we begin to match those things more produc¬
tively?
Vito Perrone to Joan Lipsitz

v

(1985) p.

354

ABSTRACT
CHANGING PATTERNS:
A CASE STUDY OF STAFF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
IN AN URBAN MIDDLE SCHOOL

,

SEPTEMBER
JUDITH S.

BERKOWITZ,
M.ED.f

Ed.D.,

1991

B.A.,

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

LESLEY COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by:

Changing Patterns

Professor Atron Gentry

is the case study of three staff

develoment programs carried out over an eight year span at
the John W.
ter ,MA.

McCormack Middle School

Each of the programs

order to

areas:

is described in detail

illustrate the theoretical

by the review of
the

the

literature.

and a definition of

The review of the personal
experienced teachers
that staff

in

framework created

The review includes two

staff development needs

urban teachers

located in Dorches¬

for experienced
early adolescence.

and professional

needs of

facing middle adulthood concludes

development

in school

can meet those needs.

The

definition of

early adolecence

is presented because of the

importance of

teacher training

including the developmental

needs of
From
the

the

learner.

interviews with teachers who participated

first year

it

in

is clear that teachers generally under¬

stand the needs of

early adolescents although they do not

always

intellectual

address

the

vi

needs

of their students

in a daily
interest

instruction.

However,

teachers do show an

in participating staff development programs that

offer them some autonomy and responsibility.
tives most

frequently

identified

programs were personal growth,
members,

The

incen¬

for participation

in such

team building among staff

and usefulness to their students.

The power of

role models underlined most of what they said and did.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Very little research focuses on the early adolescent
and the middle school years; what is available focuses
upon suburban youth and their middle schools.

This thesis

is a case study of three major staff development programs
in an urban middle school created as a result of a federal
court order.

By describing the content and the design of

staff development activities for an experienced faculty
and through interviews with participants I expect to
describe and assess the impact of professional development
activities,

and determine those that have had the greatest

effect on some aspect of the faculty's teaching behaviors.
In order to establish a link between the content of staff
development activities and appropriate middle school prac¬
tice,

I will describe instructional programs that were

designed and implemented as a result of these professional
activities.

From what participants say about their needs

and experiences I will make recommendations for future
staff development programs that provide opportunities for
the growth of experienced middle school teachers and
assist them in creating instructional programs that are
responsive to the developmental needs of early adoles¬
cence.

If,

as Vito Perrone

(1984) states, we are to suc¬

cessfully match what we are about and what these young
people are about,

then it is critical that we begin to

look at our middle schools,
youth.

ourselves

(teachers), and our

Significance of the Study
The

public

is often shocked or outraged by early ado¬

lescent behavior reported
pers.

in daily

There are no clear reasons

increasing numbers of
and engaging

youth and

low income youth who

Until

are

for the behavior,

but

in adult-like behavior.
live

Minority

in urban centers,

in

failing to achieve to their potential.

recently,

society has seemed to tolerate this

because these youth represented small
population.

and newspa¬

early adolescents are underachieving

in school

particular,

journals

However,

numbers of

the total

as the demographic make-up of our

country changes,

groups of minority youth grow together

into a majority,

and the number of

increases,
school
beck,

society can no

low

income youth

longer afford to accept the poor

performance of these two groups

(Johnson and Horn-

1989).
In order to

further clarify why my case study of

urban middle school

is

important,

the problems middle schools
middle

school

teacher

in the schools,

first describe

These

organizational problems,

early adolescents
ability of

face.

I will

an

include the

unmet needs of

and the

limited avail¬

research on middle schools and middle school

training.

Organizational Problems of Middle School
Most

early

adolescents

dren between the ages of
one of the
7-8.

across America

10-14)

is,

c

'

attend schools that have

following configurations:

With the exception of the K-8

2

(that

K-8,
school,

5 8,

6

8,

o

some of these

schools

are called

junior high schools,

schools

and some middle schools.

The primary criticisms

that

its

about peer

early adolescence;

and social

that there was

interaction at a critical

The
(King,

(Reinhartz

1979).

time

into vogue

1968,

and Beach,

to middle

42.9%

impacted relatively

few

1983).

all

intermediate

The term

1960's

in

1966

school

were cosmetic.

The

school'

from

came

1981).

junior high school

The grade configuration

site designated for educating the early

adolescent was

not

varying sizes,

skills,

for alterations,

'middle

schools were

(Alexander and George,

instances the changes

was unclear.

Textbooks

of

schools.

in the

In many

in

The name of the conference was changed

as middle

staff

little

last Junior High Schools conference was

because by
known

required

and that there was too much emphasis on

interscholastic competition which
students

maturity of

academic programs

early tracking and over testing;
discussion

of

its departmentalized program

intellectual

the early adolescent;

intermediate

leveled at the old model

junior high school were that
failed to match the

some

a middle
and

repairs

and training

school built for students of
interests.

In Boston,

monies

and paint were not allocated.

for teacher and administrative

development programs were not

funded

(Levenson,

1981) .
Principals
middle

school.

articulated

in

identified many reasons
Table
1967

I

for establishing a

summarizes these as they were

and a decade

3

later.

Reasons

TABLE 1
for Establishing Middle Schools
REASON

PERCENT
1977
1967
58.2%

47.7%

To provide a program specifically designed
for children in this age group

44.6

68.3

To better bridge the transition between
elementary and high school

40.0

62.7

To provide more specialization
5 and/or 6

in grades
30.0

20.0

To remedy the weakness of the
school

junior high
24.5

36.0

24.5

29.2

23.6

22.9

To utilize a new school building

20.9

18.7

To use plans which have been successfully
implemented in other school systems

12.7

13.4

6.5

14.2

To eliminate crowded conditions

To move grade

9

in schools

into the high school

To try out various

innovations

To aid desegregation

*The 1967 data are from the Alexander survey, 1967-68, and
the 1977 data from the Brooks survey, from Wm. Alexander
and Paul George, The Exemplary Middle Schools^ New York,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1981.
Reprinted by permis¬
sion of the publisher.
Both surveys of principals per¬
mitted more than once response.

Table

1

indicates that overcrowding may have been a

primary motivation for the establishment of middle
schools,
result of

but Boston did not follow this trend.
a case heard in federal court,

Committee was
school

system.

the Boston School

found guilty of having operated a dual
Students

living in white neighborhoods

attended high schools that began at grade ten.
living

As a

Students

in non-white neighborhoods attended high schools

4

that began
hoods,

at grade nine.

students

In the city's white neighbor¬

attended elementary and

junior high

schools with one type of

grade configuration,

dents

attended elementary and middle

in non-white areas

while stu¬

schools with another designated grade configuration.
In

1974,

under a

federal

court order,

schools were converted to middle schools
create a uniform,
school

system

junior

high

in order to

desegregated configuration within the

(Ellison,

1974).

Hence,

became the

primary site

adolescent

(Alexander and George,

although philosophy,
reflect the mission
to

all

middle schools

for the education of the early

staffing,

1981)

in Boston,

and curriculum did not

intended by researchers and educators

be responsive to early adolescent needs.
The Unmet Needs of Early Adolescents
Public

headlines

at a time of

dized test
lead of

education has

scores,

recent

and

found

its way

low public confidence,
low teacher morale.

schools,

to unravel

and

big city school

identify the

the mystique of

Schofield,

high scoring,

systems are attempting

high achieving schools
(Lipsitz,

very

little of

m

Little,

this research or policy has
(ages 10-14)

middle schools that serve these youth.
is

1980;

and

1982).

focused on the early adolescent

research

Following the

specific characteristics

order to replicate their successes

However,

low standar¬

federal policy and research which emphasize

successful

1981;

into the national

acute.

5

or effective

The need for

Consider these statistics
negie Council

on Adolescent Development

- A seventh grade boy
most

(Lipsitz,

in a

1977,
[CCAD]

1980;

Car¬

1989).

junior high school

likely student to be the victim of violence

is the

in

schools;
- The only
girls

15

years

average runaway

- The

average age
62%

- There
and the

is

that

14

or

15;
alcohol

is

a steady rise

in youth contact with police
10,

and most experts

around age

agree

14.

Surgeon General's report Healthy People

it has become painfully clear that the rate of

drug abuse,
is

is

seventh and eighth graders drink;

courts beginning at age

The U.S.

cide

of

is age

for beginning the use of

juvenile crime blooms

states

increasing birth rate

and younger;

- The

12.9 years;

that

age group with an

alcoholism,

inappropriate pregnancy and sui¬

rising most rapidly among the youngest adoles¬

cents.

The number of middle school

depression

children facing

and choosing suicide continues to escalate

while

federal

and

local policies

group

(Lipsitz,

1989;

Quality Education for Minorities Project

1977;

Cooper,

fail to address this age

1982;

Hamburg,

1985;

CCAD,

[Q.E.M.P.],

1990) .
An

increasing number of

lescents
and Wiles
size,
media,

as

fragile

(1981)

structure,
a

reports describe early ado¬

and unigue members of

society.

cite the changing American family
roles)

primary source

and the disturbing
of

6

Bondi
(its

impact of

information for youth.

the

A

1978

Federal

earlier reports

report on safety which summarized many

noted that given the

vision and role models
divorced parents,

in the

and the

lack of

adult super¬

family due to working or

increase

viewed by the early adolescent,

in media violence

the results though dis¬

turbing should not be totally unexpected:
1.
to

Crimes

committed by youth rose by

29%

from

1960

1975;
2.

Alcoholism increased 800%

3.

Physical

from 1970

to

1980;

and mental health concerns grew as a

result of:
-

increased smoking;

-

poor nutritional

-

number of

habits;

suicides doubled from 1970

to

1980

among

teenagers;
4.
problems

Sexual

activity began at earlier ages

of teen parenting.

A recent Carnegie Report
poor urban youth,
are

even more

cent to these

(CCAD,

1989)

susceptible than the average
forces.

For example,

For many the decision to

of

leave school

reading achievement tests.

early adoles¬

grade eight,

is made

In grade

level

however,

and White students

7

40% of

from high school.
in middle

in the results

four,

ethnic groups have similar scores.

completion of
above grade

immigrants

in Boston,

A contributing force may be seen

the various

indicates

minority groups and recent

minority ninth graders do not graduate

school.

and created

Chinese

students
By the

students

are at grade

level

Minority students,
show substantial

and particularly Hispanic students,

decline,

their potential.

as urban youth fail

Middle school

begins to become apparent
The sum of these
early adolescents,

is where this

(Levenson,

tive

life

work.

Yet

individual's pattern

is

formed

(Hamburg,

failure

Banks,

1989).

a picture of

particularly urban youth,

complete their schooling and will

age that an

1981;

statistics creates

pared for the world of

to achieve

who will

not

thus remain under pre¬
it

is at this critical

for a healthy and produc¬

1985).

Meeting the needs of the early adolescent requires
understanding of
span

(10-14).

the

stages

of development during this

an
age

The Quality Education Minority Project

(1990)

report noted that middle school

students

tinct.

They are neither taller versions of elementary

children or shorter versions of high school

are dis¬

students.

Understanding this contributes to an understanding of

the

problems these youth face as well

as to making their

school

Yet the academic perfor¬

program more

mance of

appropriate.

these youth and the results of ray research sug¬

gest that middle

school

teachers are either unaware of

early adolescent development needs or do not translate
what they know

into practice.

Limited Research on Successful Urban Middle Schools
Given that middle

schools are not organized consis¬

tently or effectively to meet developmental needs,

it has

been difficult for research on middle schools to be effec
tive

in

influencing middle

8

school

practice.

There are,

however,

some significant research directions to be con¬

sidered.
to

Three researchers

in particular have contributed

existing knowledge about effective schools

for urban

early adolescents and the characteristics they possess
that may contribute to the schools'
Edmond"s
of

"Effective Schools"

the earliest to address

urban elementary school

tics

research project was

one

achievement and document that

students

expected to achieve as well
the

effectiveness.

in poor areas could be

as their peers elsewhere

if

schools they attended possessed certain characteris¬
(Edmonds,

1979).

These characteristics were:
1.

strong administrative

2.

high expectations with a minimum level of

accepted achievement for all
3.

a school

ducive to

leadership;

students;

climate that is safe,

orderly,

and con¬

instruction;

4.

emphasis on basic skills

acquisition;

5.

frequent monitoring and testing of

and

instructional

objectives.
The

study,

tary schools
social,

however,

was conducted using only elemen

and therefore did not take

emotional,

into account the

intellectual and physical needs of

an

early adolescent.
Biftppn Thousand Hours

(1979),

study by Rutter depicted life
schools.
sons:

He

an effective schools

in London's poor

junior high

found schools that succeeded for three rea¬

the existence of

a process where the staff engaged

9

in significant

joint planning

for student

environments that provided privileges
for participation and an
rewards.

"ethos"

research,

responsibilities

created by

schooling,

as well

as the

and the

freguent pupil

Effective Schools

research on early adolescence

provided background for the work of
In order to

effective,

she

which were successful

established the

following

1. They meet up to a set of
related to

safety,

"non-negotiables"
ment tests

at,

comportment,

(1984).

vandalism,

both

as well

as

framework:

threshold criteria

and achievement.

These

include scores on standardized achieve¬

or approaching the district or county mean;

low absenteeism among staff
graffiti

higher parental

excellence

Joan Lipsitz

identify and observe middle schools,

urban and non-urban,

rates;

and

A merger of the concerns expressed by the public

for better urban

of

learning,

and a

and students,

and victimizing;
satisfaction;

sense of

lower

incidence

lower suspension

and a reputation

for

joy among children;

2. They respond to the developmental

levels of

stu

dents;

the

3.

They pursue competence

4.

They have won acceptance within the context of

local
5.

community and
They

bilingual
This

policy

mainstreaming,

learning;

its expectations,

function well

unresolved national

in

in response to or despite
issues,

i.e.

Title VII,

special

concern for school

10

needs,

etc.

framework represents a mesh of

ing the public's

and

concerns regard¬

improvement and the

concerns for developmental appropriateness at the middle
school

level.

Lipsitz used this framework to complete an

ethnographic study of successful middle school programs.
She reported on four middle schools with different set¬
tings,

governances,

and student body profiles,

and

described how each school responded to the framework in
unique ways.

A key to this response had been the vision

that came from within the schools and their communities.
The strength of her work is that it is one of the few to
document middle school successes in urban,

suburban,

and

rural communities.
Limited Research on Middle School Teacher Training
Middle school teacher training has rarely been the
focus of educational research.
points out,

Yet,

as Ernest Boyer

"whatever is wrong with America's public

schools cannot be fixed without the help of those already
in the classroom"

(Dandridge,

1989).

Beneath the success¬

ful schools framework is the critical role of the teacher
in creating an effective urban middle school.
Dandridge,

William

Dean of the Graduate School of Education,

versity of Massachusetts at Boston,

noted that while lead¬

ing reports raised issues about the qualifications,
ration,

Uni¬

prepa

and commitment of teachers to their profession,

teachers were ironically the primary source of improvement
and reform.
Educational Research Services

(1985)

cited numerous

studies which indicated that the problems of middle
schools were exacerbated by improperly trained middle

11

school

teachers

and administrators.

Most middle school

teachers were trained as elementary or high school
ers.
of

They

having

tions

into middle schools

a

result

level.

This

did not

imply

inexperience.

the problem was that a teacher who had been teach¬

became

students
level.

or elementary

inflexible

and his

Furthermore,

across the

and developmental

school

(Lipsitz,

certification

nation.

Where

is

needs of
1980;

in a new

at most colleges

those

CCAD,

in the

1989).

almost non-existent

it does exist,

preservice training for middle schools

school

the

public policy continued to respond to

departments may choose not to recognize

middle

for over ten

in how he viewed the school,

elementary or high schools
Middle

level

role even though he was placed

instructional

able

as

seniority than those already holding posi¬

at the high school

years,

the

less

at either

Rather,
ing

found their way

teach¬

and universities.

unions and school
it.

As

a

result,

is often unavail¬
In states where

certification has been established,

teachers

currently teaching at that

level have been exempted from

certification requirements

(Massachusetts Board of

tion,

only 44% of middle school teachers reported

1980).

having taken a course designed for middle schools
hartz

and Beach,

born.

1983).

(Rein-

Skillful teachers are nade,

not

To create more skillful teachers more appropriate

practices of
youth,

Educa¬

and

staff

development are needed.

Society's

indeed American society cannot wait for a

teacher turnover and a new cadre of teachers that may or
may not have appropriate middle school teacher training

12

and

experience.

for middle
Saphier

Middle school

schools.

and Gower,

(Knowles,

1979;

Dandridge,

1986a;

1987).

Limitations of
My research

teachers should be trained

is

the Study

limited exclusively to describing

three major staff development activities designed for
experienced teachers

in an urban middle school

in order to

examine how these activities contributed to a changing
pattern of

instruction.

activities

at the John W.

Dorchester,
activities

MA.

exclude central,

initiatives.

Force

I

and

II

this

same

The efforts of

1974

as

a

-

in

1990.

These

and other school

the McCormack Task
sole

study.
McCormack School continued to function

in

context throughout the case study and experienced

only minor organizational
in

district,

School

and the partnership activities are the

The John W.
the

McCormack Middle

spans the period from 1982

level

focus of

A case study of the three planned

as

a result of

shifts.

a desegregation order and in

result of the efforts of

acquainted with middle school
ienced no

Having been reorganized

a newly appointed principal
research,

further organizational

the school exper¬

shifts.

Others may wish to study settings,
they may

suburban or rural;

focus on newly prepared teachers

adults within a restructured context.
not within the scope of

this research.

13

1981

and younger

These,

however,

are

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This
A.

review of
Staff

literature encompasses two areas:

Development Needs

Teacher,
B.

the

for the Experienced

and

A Definition of

Early Adolescence

Both components are needed to create appropriate
instruction

in an urban middle school.

development programs should be
ers

personal

responsive to teach¬

and professional needs,

the program should

but the content of

link the research on early adolescent

development with practices at the
Teachers

The design of

school.

then can match their

instructional

ties with the needs of their students.

This underbase of

research on early adolescence provides the
teachers

activi¬

adjusting their teaching styles

rational

(Hinson,

for

et al,

1989).
Staff

Development Needs for Experienced Teachers

As Roland

Barth

(1978)

noted

"probably nothing within a school
dren

in terms

of

skill

in Run School.
has more

development,

which

is

teachers"

ers

147).

and professional

The current teaching force

experienced and credentialed,

majority of
states

(p.

the

that the

teaching force until
personal

will constitute a

the year

2000.

Barth

and professional growth of teach¬

should be nurtured within the

development.

impact on chil¬

self confidence and

classroom behavior than the personal
growth of

Run

schools through staff

These needs will now be explored.

Personal Growth
In recent years a variety of
interested

in stages of

adult development

that educators have always been
opment.

This

years

access to

improved medical care.

interested

in child devel¬
increasing

of good health attained by adults with
Some of

the results of

research on adult development suggest a seguential

pattern of
results

growth from adolescence to adulthood.

suggest patterns

depends upon the
of

in the same way

interest has been sparked by the

number of

this

researchers have become

Other

in which the developmental

individual's age.

The

stage

limitation of most

the adult development research is that the subjects of

study were predominantly white middle class males.
research

is

important,

however,

because

it sheds

This

light on

the personal development of an aging cadre of teachers
within the nation's
Adults
of middle
are
a

stage of

workplace.

of

stage.

35-60

are at a stage

across the nation,

Eriksonian terms,

1989).

many teachers

they are often at

stagnation

in the

identification with a career and acceptance

forces

either

ing role

In

Dandridge,

Generativity suggests a need for skill devel¬

gests the need of
ations

1987;

generativity or a stage of

strong

external

(Bee,

from approximately ages

adulthood and,

at this

opment,

schools

in

for

evaluation.

stage also sug¬

adults to contribute to
a parenting role at home

in the workplace.

tedium at work,

This

Stagnation,

alienation from the

unstructured ends.

and/or a mentor¬

however,

suggests

job and preference

(Newman and Newman,
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future gener¬

1983).

for

Other researchers who have constructed their own
schemes

for adult development continue to reinforce

Erikson's
has

stage of generativity.

constructed a

Jane Loevinger

3-tier scale of

sponds to Erikson's

stages of

she describes the passing

and

which allows

an

generativity.

stage that adults
own

stage one

It

stage

evaluation to stage
level where tolerance

is at the third,

autonomous,

acknowledge and finally appreciate their

individuality.

stage seeks

In

from the conscientious

individualistic

independence emerge.

(1976)

development that corre¬

guided by one's own rules and self
two,

Erik

In the workplace the adult at this

a good reputation based on competence

(Bee,

1987) .
As
(1978)

a result of

previous

constructed a chronological

stage of development
passes
erase

research,

(ages

from a need to make
feelings of

40-60).
it

"big"

Dr.

scheme

Roger Gould
for men at this

He notes that a man
(p.

325)

childhood helplessness to a need to

transform life and work with a new energy.
energy

is

acquired as

childhood myths
types,

etc.,

This new

a direct result of having given up

acquired from parents,

society's

stereo¬

and having refocused energy toward renewal,

re-evaluation and re-establishment of
(Alden,

in order to

a career path

1979).

While the development of males and females may differ
in

earlier stages,

developmental

there are

fewer differences

cycle during middle adulthood

Men are now entering a

in the

(ages

40-60).

stage that requires meaningful
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relationships that may,

in

terns

and private

in their personal

always

fact,

contradict earlier pat¬
lives.

Women have

expressed a need for significant relationships.

Women at this stage,
because

however,

are more career oriented,

those women who parented while

have children who are out of
Thus,

there are

able

for careers

the house most of

fewer family demands
(Gould,

in their

1986;

20's now
the day.

and more time avail¬

Levine,

1989).

Given the characteristics of middle adulthood,
fessional

growth can be a catalyst for personal growth

that encourages
path of

adults at middle adulthood to seek the

generativity,

and reject a path of
tion"

pro¬

(Dandridge,

this

is,

to follow a path of

stagnation,

i.e.,

a

"road of

newness
repeti¬

1989).
Professional Growth

The

reasons

fessionals
growth

is

for encouraging teachers to grow as pro¬

are varied.

The

related to changes

teaching profession.

first reason to encourage
in society and within the

The teaching profession now reguires

on-going preparation and skill development for its teach¬
ers

in order

for schools to keep up with a diverse,

idly changing,
contradicts

rap¬

and technologically advanced society.

an earlier notion that the growth of

This

the

adults within the teaching profession was represented by a
flat curve of
its

parts

(Newman

—

no growth.

flat curve was the sum of

a career that was repetitive and routine

and Newman,

Schuster,

This

1983;

and Wheeler,

Dandridge,

et at.,
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1990).

1986a;

Levine,

1989,

A second reason
with questions of
sion.

There

for professional

competence within

growth has to do

the teaching profes¬

is no standard within the profession with

which to measure a teacher's training or knowledge.
Teachers

lack a national

license or a

certification requirements vary

national

test,

and

from place to place,

from

time to time.
However,
1985,

68%

of

teachers are acquiring more training:
all

The presence of
ticipation of
there

is

or

professional growth programs and the par¬
in such programs does

But,

and to their
a

that training may be unrelated to the
instructional

response to salary

accumulates

are unable

(Shuster
This

to rise

in the school

and Wheeler,
is

needs

(Dandridge,

incentives.

an

et al.,

irrelevant subject area
1990).

particularly true at the middle school

report that they have

teachers

little understanding of

lescence

(Levenson,

teachers

have training specific to middle

school

public

between this

1981).

personnel

through experience
The

"dead-

department organization;

least one third of middle school

middle

So,

1989),

as teachers reach career plateaus and

others may have mastery of

At

indicate

an attempt by teachers to respond to their own

it may be

wood"

Boston teachers had an advanced degree.

teachers

growth needs.
school

in

level.

in Boston
early ado¬

Across the nation only 41s

say they

schools.

of

Most

learned what they know

and from in-service training.

responds by drawing the correlation

lack of

commitment and appropriate training
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of

middle school

of

teachers

mitment of
service

teachers.

But

is questioned,

the commitment

one must also question

policy makers.

training has

if

As teachers'

risen

(as

nished

(Dandridge,

Teachers'
appropriation

in

in-

indicated by collective

bargaining agreements which mandate time
planning responsibility)

interest

the com¬

and allocate

funding for in-service has dimi¬

1986a).

growth needs are
for staff

ignored through a

development programs.

lack of

In Boston,

whether or not the school budget has been

funded or under¬

funded by the Mayor,

the cry

and school

mittee

Travel

sites
as

is the

same.

to view model

from parents
by school

programs

a waste of money.

is

personnel

com¬

to other

frowned on by the public

They ask the superintendent to fund

only staff who provide direct services to students,

but

decry support programs

for those who provide the direct

services to

One reason for this

support
that

for staff

such funds

patronage.
teachers
of

students.

development programs

are

assigned to positions

not worthy of

education across
1981;

funding

is the perception
filled through

The unwillingness to permit travel

are

and George,

lack of

implies that

obtaining a broadened spectrum

the nation

Reinhartz

(Levenson,

and Beach,

1981;

1983;

Alexander

Dandridge,

1986a) .
Matching Personal and Professional Needs
in Urban Middle Schools
Teaching today

is not a

"hot"

field:

people do not aspire to be educators.
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most young

There are

fewer new

teachers

entering the

profession because

where money and status

are synonymous,

teachers don't make

the kind of money needed to emulate the
rich and
fact.

famous.

lifestyles of

In the past teacher vacancies were eagerly

access to a wider range of
schools.

the

Any early adolescent can verify this

by young women graduating from college.

have

in a society

Now women

filled
find

job opportunities and graduate

In order to prevent teacher shortages,

schools

a responsibility to nurture the adults who are exper¬

ienced teachers
Table

2

and who have

remained

in teaching.

attempts to demonstrate how staff

ment can help meet the needs

of mid-life adults

develop¬
in school.

TABLE 2
Matching Personal

Characteristics of
Middle Adulthood

.

and Professional Needs

Needs at the
Work Place

The Role of Staff
Development

Need to find work
meaningful

increased skill
development

support ;

2

meaningful relationships at work

strong
identification;
reaffirm career
path

mentor others
in the field;
offer renewal

3.

need to self
direct

succeed in high
pressure
performance

1

.

Erickson,

1950

Bee, 1987;
Gould, 1981

Alden, 1979;
Newman and
Newman, 1983
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competence

in

allow responsi¬
bility for plan¬
ning and allocat¬
ing time,
resources, evalua¬
tions; initiating
bottom up programs

Knowles, 1979;
Bee, 1987;
Dandridge, 1989

This

chart summarizes

adulthood,
staff
of

adult needs

development

the characteristics of

in the workplace,

in schools.

It

is

the authors who have been cited

review.

This alignment of

staff

other
to

is the place

institution

the diverse,

middle

in this

literature

development activities
in the workplace

for this growth because no

is prepared to train teachers to respond

multi-lingual

schools.

and the role of

a compilation of many

with adult characteristics and needs
indicate school

middle

This point

early adolescents

is

illustrated

in urban

in the case

study.
In urban middle schools the design of
ment

activities can meet the needs of

staff develop¬

experienced adults

facing middle adulthood and should begin with an under¬
standing of

early adolescence.

The second literature

review will

explore the definition of early adolescence.
A Definition of Early Adolescence

Adolescence
learns who

she

is the period during which a young person

is and what she

feels.

which she differentiates herself
culture

(Freidenberg,

making the
to

adulthood,

ical
to

transition,

changes

1960).

It

is a time

in three stages

In Stage

I,

she

albeit erratically,

cents

are

(Hamburg,

future.

is still

and psycholog¬

Middle adolescents tend

consolidate these changes during Stage

look ahead to their

from her

from childhood

while groping with biological
in the here and now.

in

In Stage

III,

II and begin to
late adoles¬

negotiating the transition to adult realities
1985).

The onset of
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puberty through early

(Hamburg,

1985).

adolescence

is

"trasencence"

The onset of

the

puberty through early

stage which psychologists

(Cooper,

1982;

Eichorn,

Imagine two human stick drawings
measures
These

two

inches;

label

1966).
side by side.

the other measures

four

One

inches.

figures represent thirteen year old companions.

They may represent two males or two

females,

one

is male

female

A

Portrait of

"

also

potential

(two

inches)

and one

is

a Thirteen Year Old"

or perhaps

(four

inches).

further enforces the

dichotomy between early adolescents who are the

same age.
TABLE 3
Portrait of a Thirteen Year Old
6

feet

2

inches

in height

4

feet 7

inches

So awkward that she trips
going up the stairs

Olympic gold medal win¬
ner with a perfect 10.0
in parallel bar competi¬
tion .

Alcoholic,

Sunday school leader,
Little Leaguer

drug addict

Wears mouth braces

Competes in Miss
Teenage America

Turned off

Curious and enthusiastic

Unable to

and

looking

Reads the Wall
Journal

read the comic

page

Can solve geometry
problems

Has trouble with whole
numbers
A regular

in

juvenile court

Already a mother of

Street

An Eagle Scout
Still

two

plays with dolls

Jon Wiles and Joseph Bondi.
Making Schools Woi^. Reprinted
with permission from the Association for Supervision and Cur¬
riculum Development.
Copyright (c) 1986 by the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development. All rights
reserved.
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The difference between the two
year olds

is symbolic of

emotional,

intellectual

adolescents

imaginary thirteen

the differences
growth and

in biological,

identity among early

in general.
Biological Characteristics

Adolescence

is marked by the onset of

separates early adolescence

puberty that

from childhood and

impacts the average child between the ages of
fourteen.

Gisele Konopka

researches

female adolescents,

tion of

(1973),

ten and

a sociologist who

offers a biological defini¬

this period summarized as that span of

person's

life between the obvious onset of

completion of

bone growth.

child undergoes
and social

growth.

though there
nation of

is

this

puberty and the

At this stage of

rapid physical,

emotional,

a young

puberty,

the

intellectual

Girls grow faster than boys,

and

a wide span in the commencement and termi¬
period,

the sequence does not vary.

Usually growth for girls begins between the ages of
eight and twelve years
years.

For boys,

thirteen years
years.
12.8

and ends around fifteen to eighteen

growth begins

from between nine and

and declines between seventeen to twenty

The average age of puberty

years

(Tanner,

characteristics,
biological

1971).

in America

The appearance of

is now
secondary sex

menstruation and ejaculation are

markers"

of

early adolescence

(Lipsitz,

The wide variance among youth in physical
physiological

development occurs

wide

physical

range of

1980).

size and

around age thirteen.

differences among students
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"usual

is

The

attributable to differences based upon uneven bone and
muscle growth.

This phenomenon accounts

coordination as well
(ASCD,

1975).

as

numerous

Nutrition

incidents of

lack of
broken bones

is the only variable known to

retard the growth spurt.
and muscular changes,

for a

Peak growth

includes

skeletal

development of male genitalia,

breast buds and changes

in the voice.

Those who grow more

rapidly may experience extreme restlessness or high energy
which,
As

without warning,

the bones

tours,

turns to fatigue

and muscles change,

and now everyone

breasts or genitals

1971).

so do weight and con¬

is unique.

early;

(Tanner,

Some will develop

some will develop acne or

obesity.
Baffling changes
These may be due

in mood and temperament also occur.

in part to the glandular hormone changes

but are often attributed to
1985).
to

The

short time

The concern over body

ness

stress

(Hamburg,

early adolescent may go from tears to

anger within a

adolescent

interpersonal

for no apparent reason.

image

is pervasive.

is very concerned with her physical

(Hamburg,

1985).

It

period who does not ask

laughter

The early
attractive¬

is a rare youngster during this

"Am I

normal?"

(Eichorn,

1966).

Intellectual Growth
Studying human development,
series of
stages
an

are

stages to describe
sequential

earlier to a

mastery of

Jean Piaget established a

intellectual growth.

The

and a person's ability to move

later state

intellectual

from

is dependent upon the

abilities at each earlier stage.
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Intellectual growth in children as described in the work
and words of Jean Piaget is a sequence of these five
stages.

One way to visualize this is to see it as a

series of steps.
Stage Five
Formal Operations
Stage Four
Concrete Operations
Stage Three
Preoperative
Stage Two
Preconception
Stage One
Sensory Motor
Preoperational thinking is characterized by the trial
and error learning of children from birth to school age,
and does not have a great impact on early adolescent
thinking.

The child's goal

is related to her own purpose

and acquaints her with her environment.

The concrete

operational stage builds on this ability to attain infor¬
mation in the environment by allowing the child to sort
and select solutions to problems.

At this stage a child

can see objects and symbols in both direct and inverse
relationships and can understand the implications of cause
and effect.

The stage of formal operations is initiated

while the child is in middle school and is characterized
by the ability to complete mental operations,
and think logically.

hypothesize

This growth has been shown to be

affected by the extent and exposure to a variety of
experiences

(Eichorn,

Intellectually,

1966).
the early adolescent is usually mov¬

ing from concrete to formal operational learning.
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More

recent research indicates,

however,

that early adolescents

are far more concrete in their thinking than was pre¬
viously recognized
lescence,

(Hamburg,

1985).

At the onset of ado¬

the individual is predominantly concerned with

the here and now,
and injustices,
bad or good.

and though very concerned with rights

she usually interprets events as either

Peer pressure plays a major role in the

child's thinking as a result of overgeneralizations made
from immediate experiences which tend to distort the
social perceptions.

In other words,

the child views

everything in an egocentric way and lacks the ability
needed to process information objectively
At the extreme,

(Hamburg,

this lack of objectivity allows the

early adolescent to develop a personal fable.
Elkind,

a child psychologist,

tality

One side represents a

"uniqueness" and "aloneness".

a sense of

David

pointed out that there were

two potential sides to the fable.
sense of

The other side is

invincibility and even more disturbing,

(Lipsitz,

1985).

1980).

Consequently,

immor¬

adolescents show a

great willingness to take unexplained risks.
The emerging phenomena of early adolescence include
the growing ability to consider contingencies and take
preventive actions as well as a developing sense of per¬
sonal and social destiny.

The development of these areas

represents the onset of operational thinking
1980).

For example,

(Lipsitz,

prevention programs now take on new

importance because as early adolescents look into the
future,

they understand their own vulnerability.
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Further
thinking

insight

into the development of

is offered by recent discoveries

fessors Herman Epstein and Conrad Toepfer.

intellectual
(1978)
Dr.

by pro¬
Epstein

found that the human brain experienced periods of
growth spurts
other times

great

at certain times and virtually no growth at

(ASCD,

1975).

The spurts of greatest physical

growth do not coincide with the times of greatest brain
growth.
the

In between spurts there are plateaus.

spurts

and plateaus creates the

pattern that repeats
growth,

plateau,

repeat.

brain—to-body ratio
twelve,

itself:

image of

brain growth,

the

body

in which the

is between ages ten and

and coincides with early adolescence.

plateau,

a three-step

plateau,

One of the periods

increases

Charting

Following a

last brain growth spurt comes between ages

fourteen and sixteen.
Some teachers who are unfamiliar with the Epstein and
Toepfer research have
graders

as

lems of

cognition.

referred to their seventh and eighth

"brain dead"

during this time because of

prob¬

Epstein and Toepfer associate these

problems with the body growth spurt and have recommended
interactive teaching strategies.
of

intellectual

Understanding the phases

growth greatly enhances a teacher's abil¬

ity to help early adolescents attain their academic poten¬
tial
dead"

and transform what they may have thought was
into

"brain:

alive

and well."

body growth to brain growth occurs,
cents to begin to
outside of

Then a shift

"brain
from

allowing early adoles¬

reason about social decisions which are

themselves.
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Successful
encouraqe

urban middle

school

their students to move

teachers know how to

from concrete to opera¬

tional

thinking during the brain growth spurt.

create

links

for their students between the academic cur¬

riculum and the

students7

own experiences.

experiences that enlarge the students7
brain each experience
Once

the

folders

sit details

They

becomes

a

are created,

into the correct

on meaning and relationships
more easily understood.

"file

They create

world.
folder"

students can
"folders."

Within the
of

memories.

learn to depo¬

The details take

between events and

Students are ready

ideas

are

for abstract

thinking because they have a real understanding of

the

concrete experience.
Absolute answers give way to relativism.
begin

earlier

in

females who

learn to nurture at a much

younger age while play with dolls
the dawn

of

a

sense of

This may

(Gilligan,

1982).

It

is

future.

Social/Emotional Growth
Identity
with

formation

is an on-going process,

infancy and continuing throughout

life.

beginning

However,

identity development

is most apparent during early adoles¬

cence.

changes,

the

The physical

cognitive growth,

enjoyed by the early
which there

is

cent's

concept

cal,

self

an

intellectual,

experienced

both internal

and the wider set of

and external,
experiences

adolescent have created a scenario in

interior struggle.
is

The early adoles¬

largely the sum of

all the physi¬

and psycho-social changes now being

(Hamburg,

1985).
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The basis for these changes

in

personality and the development of

cents

is central

to Eriksonian Theory

her personality develops,
ing needs
to

an ego among adoles¬
(Erikson,

1968).

As

the early adolescent has emerg¬

that must be met.

These needs are very apparent

anyone working with the early adolescent because the

child's

behavior revolves around meeting these needs to

attain self

esteem.

Need for Acceptance?
^
is

need met in the development of

the need

gauge,

for acceptance.

describe,

or

identify the youngster,

the early ado¬

in relationship to the peer

She depends heavily on what others acknowledge

about her and say directly to her.

It is an evolving

identity because the early adolescent's self
still

identity

No matter how an adult may

lescent only values herself
group.

the

image

is

changing.

Need for Feedback and Affirmation
A second need

is

for

feedback and affirmation as

young adolescents begin to
are

now two sources of

group —
The

form peer relationships.

feedback —the family and the peer

to whom they may turn

peer group is extremely

yet total

for advice and role models.

influential but there

detachment from parents,

and studies

burg,

and emotional
1985).

other half
to

attachments

Konopka studied

using open-ended
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loyal¬

from parents to peers
1,000 girls

interviews.

(Ham¬

(half White,

from a range of minority groups),

eighteen,

is not

indicate

that children are quite ambivalent about shifting
ties

There

the

aged twelve

She

found this

stage to be a move toward interdependence with commitment
to both parent and peer relationships.
ding

sense of

friends,

commitment

is

not only toward self

but also toward the social

ning to discover

(Lipsitz,

The nature of

1977,

order they are begin¬

the

family members to the
The teacher,

early adolescent's prior school
important source of

lacking understanding of
instead of
impact of

and

1980).

early adolescent up to this point.

also become an

the bud¬

these commitments to parents depends

somewhat on the availability of

upon the

In fact,

depending

experiences,

feedback.

may

Teachers

this need may offer sarcasm

good natured humor and never understand the
their negative feedback to the

student.

Need for Self Esteem
A third need of the early adolescent is to develop a
sense of
tive

For some,

any posi¬

school-related experience can contribute to feeling a

sense of
is

achievement and commitment.

self-esteem in her accomplishments.

also true that among those

great,

negative peer

for whom peer

influence may result

However,
influence

it
is

in negative

achievements.
In the
has

had a

mance.

Black and Hispanic communities,

peer pressure

distinctly negative effect on academic perfor¬

Black students experience

a need for fictive kin¬

ship —identification with other community members — and
often express that need
accepted norms
1986).

in the

The result

in ways that are oppositional

larger culture

is that academic
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to

(Fordham and Ogbu,
achievement is often

seen as
males
of

"acting White"

or

"doing the Anglo thing."

Black

have been particularly susceptible to this because

a continuing cycle of

effect on the

unemployment

importance of

schooling

Within minority communities there are
role models
derived

and

its negative

(Maeroff,

1988).

few Afro-American

in the media or community whose status

from academic achievement.

is

Shrinking the cycle of

underachievement/unemployment means promoting AfroAmerican role models whose status depends on academic
achievement.

Urban youth may then begin to explore career

goals dependent upon academic achievement and find that
doing well

in school

is

"acting Black"

as well

as

"acting

White."

Need for Independence
Independence or autonomy
adolescents.

This

oppositional

to the

medical
words

research.

like

is the

fourth need of

independence need not show itself
family;
Dr.

"rebellion"

is

a

Gertrude Hamburg

(1985)

and

are not growth¬

"alienation"

For the early adolescent,
re-negotiation of

points

as

this has been substantiated in
states that

enhancing and do not represent the real meaning of
omy.

early

auton¬

independence or autonomy

relationships with parents.

She

out that since early adolescents will continue to

live at home

for

some time,

However,

when parents

serve

role models

as

adolescent will

there

is no true autonomy.

are unavailable
at this critical

for advice or to
stage,

turn to the peer group.

the peer group have the

same
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the early

All members of

limitations since they are

usually at a similar stage and age.
peer group will

The members of

approve or reject the youth's

the

behavior.

When early adolescents become alienated from parents

and

school,

fol¬

lows

"hanging out"

in an attempt to create a supportive community

(Lewis,
the

with a core peer group or gang

1989).

While the peer group may be supportive

early adolescent,

force

(Hamburg,

its allegiance may not be

1971);

these outside

likely to begin the

smoke

behavior,

For example,

girls of

life-long habit of

did not consider the

family models,
but

it does

racial,

this age

smoking to

(Roosemalen and McDaniels,

however,
ie. ,

(Newman and Newman,

influences may be cultural,

and/or socioeconomic.

study,

early adolescents to outside

has been well documented

their friends

a positive

1985).

The susceptibility of
influences

to

1989).

are

impress
Their

influence parents who

may have had on their daughters'

demonstrate social

and peer

influ¬

ence .
Sexual
The
ment of
sexual
of

final
the

Identification and Intimacy

need,

as

early adolescent

identification.

ways,

for example,

versations

seen by Erikson,

among

is the need for

the number and length of

other.

Some describe this

ships.

During early adolescence,

Judy Blume,

intimacy and

The need is expressed in a variety

friends who may have

their own sexually

in the develop¬

phone con¬

just seen each

as constant testing of

identifiable,

a popular novelist,
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friend-

both girls and boys have
closely knit groups.

has caught the essence of

these groups and their

interests

development

in two publications,

Me Marqapet

(1970)

in their own sexual
Are

and Then Again.

In each novel the main character
her physical growth as

sure

However,

between

of

of

is concerned with his or

as the

lack of appropriate role

puberty create confusion

intimacy on the one hand,

activity on the other.

onset of

in

early adolescents as they try to distinguish

love and

and sexual

(1971).

the combined effects of peer pres¬

and an earlier onset of

the minds

I Won't

It's

identity and gain acceptance by a

and the media as well

models

Mavbe

God?

it pertains to his or her own abil¬

ity to develop a sexual
peer group.

You There.

sexual

activity

and sexuality

Currently the modal

age

is between fifteen and sixteen

years of

age.

A decade ago the modal

eighteen

and nineteen years of

age

age was between

(Tanner,

1971;

Hamburg,

1985).
Another aspect of the need for sexual
is

found

(male
of

in examining cultures that accept the

superiority)

phenomenon.

the culture makes

tures

to

identification

Acceptance of this aspect

it difficult for males

accept female dominance by mothers,

teachers.
father as

Though it has
an authority

children remains

lescent years
This

lost some

wives or

the

idea of the

This then may inhibit the per¬

both boys

(Lipsitz,

force,

in some cul¬

figure with close control over his

strong.

sonality growth of

"machismo1'

and girls

in their early ado¬

1977).

concludes the summary of

adulthood and early adolescence.
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the research on middle
The research on middle

adulthood spoke about personal

and professional

which stressed the development of
from within,
workplace.
areas of

seeking a new level

an
of

growth

individual,
competence

directed

in the

The research on early adolescence described

change

and growth and suggested some ways teach¬

ers responded to early adolescent growth and needs.
middle

school the basis of

should be
the

development program

an understanding of the adolescent

adult teacher.

foundation
and

any staff

This

literature

In

learner and

review has

laid the

for understanding such programs by examining

identifying those needs.

The case study that follows

examined ways that schools can be the place where
teachers'

needs can be met

while teachers
cence,

focused on the needs

thus creating a

research.
problems

in staff

development programs
of

early adoles¬

link between the two areas of

The case study demonstrated successes
in

linking theory to
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instructional

and

practice.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

study

I ho case
validity of

theoretical

literature.

of

the

of

adults

sional
the

the

method was chosen to demonstrate the

That

framework

role the

a

description of

school

in the

review

framework established the needs

lacing middle adulthood

growth,

formed

can play

for personal

and profes¬

early adolescence,

and

in meeting the needs of

both.
The case study methodology allowed the researcher to
describe the
of

staff

experienced,

the

impetus

development programs that met the needs

urban middle school

for them to create and

strategies that were
This kind of

study

teachers and provided
implement

instructional

appropriate to early adolescence.

fits

into a tradition of

research conducted by Lipsitz,

Lightfoot,

ethnographic

Rutter,

and oth¬

ers who studied

schools.

Ethnography is descriptive and

non evaluative.

These researchers used ethnography to

illustrate the

social

they studied.

The case study detailed three phases of

staff

development:

context and uniqueness of

the McCormack Task Force

the McCormack Task Force
activities

the

(1987-90).

activities

descriptions of
created and
the

school

(1985-87);

(1982-85);

and the

impact of

sponsored by the McCormack School/Bank of

ton partnership
of

II

I

schools

The descriptions

included many

in which the teachers participated,

most of

the

instructional

Bos¬

and

activities they

implemented within their classes and within
for

students.

The site

for these activities was

mack Middle School
Middle

in Dorchester,

MA.

School was selected because of

the John W.

McCor¬

The McCormack
its resemblance to

other neighborhood urban middle schools across the city
and across

the state.

Yet the McCormack was unique within

the city because the school
tunity

has always provided an oppor¬

for staff development.

when the

state

For example,

legislature provided funds to cities to

create desegregation programs,
middle

school

during an era

the McCormack was

the only

in the city to offer staff development

activities that

included stipend opportunities

for the

participants.
The

author of this case

researcher

is herself

four years

of

a middle school teacher with twenty-

classroom experience.

and coordinator of the three
the case

study.

staff

staff development programs

in

include coordinating

implementation of school-based management

development programs

and Boston's other middle schools,
cultural

She was the author

Her other experiences

the planning and
plans,

study who was also the

for the McCormack school
serving as

consultant to city-wide projects

a multi¬

including the

Kennedy Library Foundation curriculum projects,

and

designing and

implementing student and staff middle school

programs

linked suburban middle schools with the

that

McCormack Middle

School.

In the case study she was

iden¬

tified as Jane Cohen.
The

narrative describing the activities,

from transcriptions

of

the
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the excerpts

interviews conducted by the

researcher,
the years
tion of

and documentation

from each program saved over

created a unique research model.

This collec¬

experiences can now be shared by others wishing to

study urban middle schools.
The Case study si to
The McCormack Middle School
trally

located middle school

Public

Schools.

Boston,
was

in

that

large,

urban,

is part of the Boston

1967

McCormack Middle School

(grades

in yellow brick to house grades

Built prior to the years of Vietnam War era of
obedience,
Its
the

cen¬

Located in the Columbia Point section of

the John W.

built

is a

each side has

6—8)

4-8.

civil

dis¬

long rows of windows.

neighbors are the housing complex directly across

street,

the University of Massachusetts at Boston,

Kennedy Library,

the Bayside

Exposition Center,

Bank of

Though only

8 minutes by car from the

Boston.

financial

district of

without notice.
hood has

Boston,

Within the past two years the neighbor¬

nected by a breezeway to the Paul A.
was

and the

this neighborhood languished

been redeveloped and renamed.

recently,

the

surrounded by a

The school

is con¬

Dever Elemenand until

littered playground covered

by tar which had become as wavy and uneven as the ocean it
faced.
Profile of Faculty and Students
During most of

the time covered in the case study the

student body numbered around
Dorchester,
the city.

South Boston,
The racial

600.

Children came from the

and Columbia Point sections

of

composition of the student body was:
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Afro-American,
and Other,

27%;

2%.

Hispanic,

30%;

As a result of the

White,

40%;

Asian,

implementation of

system-wide student assignment plan

in

1989,

Afro-American and White student became

and the

student population numbered almost 700.
informal

surveys

Over

85%

of

English speakers.

the students met the criteria established by

federal government for participation

and

lunch programs.

bilingual

needs

(175

programs

The

education

students)

the

who was

including the principal,

since April,

Robert

in the school.

1980,

He

in the city.

He

with the excep¬

a three month temporary assignment elsewhere

system.

his

five support personnel

at one time a teacher

in

is Afro-American and at the time of his

appointment one of

of

special

included approximately ten

sixty teachers,

been the principal

tion of

students),

or the Advanced Work Class

faculty of the school

and three administrators,

has

(90

for regu¬

students).

paraprofessionals,

Martin,

in free breakfast

Students came to the school

lar education,

(50

Span¬

languages most commonly used.

the

program

inverted,

indicated that 60% of the

student body might not be native
ish and Portuguese were the

a new

the percent¬

ages of

Previous

2%;

the youngest principals ever assigned

Though he was properly certified at the time

appointment,

he had no previous administrative

experience.
A faculty profile
composition of:
10%.

White,

An earlier study

indicated the racial
75%,

Afro American,

indicated that half
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and ethnic
15%,

Hispanic,

of the faculty

had at

least a master's degree while the other half

had

not completed degree programs beyond a bachelor's degree.
Twenty percent had taught less than ten years;

eighty per¬

cent had taught more than ten years,

with a

tion of

that sub group having taught

fifteen or more

years.

When union officials spoke of

characterized the

faculty as

large propor¬

the McCormack,

"independent",

they

neither

strongly pro—union nor vehemently anti-union.

A Case Study Emerged
From within this context emerged a series of
development activities
an eight year

year of

the

activities

in three phases that stretched over

span from 1982 to

included qualitative,
first of

1990.

This case study

in-depth descriptions of
the three phases of

the

first

staff development

at the McCormack and the students'

that resulted;

staff

programs

succeeding years were described in much

less detail.

Though the

activities

did not begin as a staff development pro¬

gram,

—

it was

design,

last phase —the bank partnership

included because of the similarities

implementation,

development programs.

its

and results to the earlier staff
This case study was also the story

of McCormack teachers who participated
and the

in

in these programs,

impact that these programs had on some aspects of

their teaching behavior.
There were
focus

of

whom,

otherwise described as

1981).

the

two parts to the case study.

The primary

first part was to relate who did what to

Materials

"situated practice"

for this portion of
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the case

(Little,

study were

collected over the entire
descriptions
tapes of

8-year span.

Sources

for the

included field notes and both video and audio

experiences preserved over the years,

and recol¬

lections of conversations with individuals who played
pivotal

roles

in implementing different aspects of the

programs throughout the eight years.
the case study was the analysis.

The second part of

The analysis of the case

study was based on a review of the verbatim transcriptions
of

interviews with participants by the researchers and two

independent reviewers

(Results appear

in the Appendix.)

Research Questions
The research questions were based on the concerns
expressed by Vito Perrone
and on the researcher's

(1984)

in the opening paragraph

involvement in both satisfying and

nonproductive staff development activities during her
twenty-four teaching career.
1.

They were:

What kinds of staff development activities met

the psersonal

and professional needs of experienced

teachers?
2.

What kinds of

staff development activities met

the unique development needs of early adolescents?
3.

If middle school teachers were aware of the

developmental

needs of

early adolescents,

would they adopt

teaching strategies that better meet those needs?
4.

In what ways did staff development activities

create positive behaviors among staff and students
multi-racial,

multi-cultural,

school?
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ina

multi-lingual urban middle

The design of

staff

development activities

departments takes many

forms.

was

form had the greatest

to determine which

programs
to

The purpose of

are planned by central

in school

question one
impact.

office personnel

Some

in order

further the training of teachers and their abilities to

carry out a centrally mandated program.
opment programs
closer to the
priorities.
to plan

cated

are planned at a district

school,

school

also

the other end of the spectrum:

grams

development was

time allo¬

left unplanned so that

and administrators had no reason to remain

for middle

is

and usually reflect the district's

building without students.

acute.

that

programs that meet school-wide priorities.

for staff

teachers

level

Sometimes teachers worked with administrators

staff

There was

Some staff devel¬

school

The need for

in-service

teachers has already been shown to be

How then to provide engaging staff
for middle

in a

school

teachers that will

development pro¬
alter or create

new practices?
The

focus of

need to

the

second research question was on the

let teachers know that much of the student behav¬

ior they see every day
developmental
teachers
needs.

stage.

as well

What was

teachers

aware

Experienced,

for the

urban middle school

as urban middle school

students have

the best way to make urban middle school
of

Furthermore,
aware of

in the classroom is normal

the needs of their students?
once

the needs of

an urban middle school teacher was
the early adolescent did the teacher

provide more appropriate and engaging
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instruction that met

the

stages

and phases of

middle school
produce

teachers

instructional

research?

engage

programs that are recommended by the

intellectual,

learning?

Did urban

in the planning required to

Did teachers consider the

biological,
have on

early adolescence?

social,

implications that

and emotional

Responses to this

growth

important question

indicated whether or not teachers understood the work of
Piaget,

Erikson,

and others who have studied this age,

whether or not they translated this work
tical

into daily prac¬

applications.
The

the

and

last question had immediate

school.

amount of
or the

Without a

sense of

implications within

equity and fairness,

training would resolve early adolescent

no

issues

issues that continually exist among adults.

The

answer to this question also provided clues to resolving
the questions of

equity and fairness

in schools,

tributed positively to what can be done
nity,
of

plagued with racial

fairness

and access

and con¬

in an urban commu¬

intolerance and

lacking a sense

for all.

Data Collection
There were two

sources of

data

historical written documents which
cences
of

of

three pivotal

the projects

for this case
included the

persons during the

study:

the

reminis¬

implementation

and verbatim transcripts of the

inter¬

views with twelve teachers.

HiRtorical

Documentation

The written documentation for the McCormack Task
Force

I

included reports

from teachers,
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evaluations by a

school

department employee,

who was

ist and notes made by a doctoral
School

of

published

Education who were
in

1982-83.

McCormack Task Force

an evaluation special¬

candidates

editors

at the Harvard

for the Resource

Historical documentation
II was culled

Rook

for the

from written responses

completed during evaluation sessions with a consultant,
the

Dean of

Lesley College School of

Documentation

from the bank partnership activities came

from yearly self
personnel
member
ings
the

and

Graduate Research.

evaluations

conducted by school

from meetings organized by a

from UMass/Boston School

of

and bank

former faculty

Education.

These meet¬

addressed Partnership problem-solving sessions
school

for

and bank.

The Interviews
McCormack teachers who participated in the first year
of

the

school

first staff

development program and remained in the

for the eight year duration were

interviewed.

The

the

the activities of three staff development

impact of

efforts

described

purpose of

interviews was to assess

in the case study upon some aspect of

the teaching behaviors of
to the

the

invited to be

these participants.

The answers

research questions were based upon their

interview

responses.

Profile of Teachers in the Case Study
The teachers
grounds.

spanned diverse racial

Fourteen teachers were

and ethnic back¬

invited to participate.

Two

teachers chose not to be

did

not keep two scheduled appointments;
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interviewed.

Eric Anderson
William Zucker

did not respond to the
Twelve

interviews were conducted by the

Ten of
years

invitation to be

of

Eight of
icans,

the twelve

age;

interviewees were

two were

just under

forty to sixty

the teachers were White Americans,

attained the
Bachelors

level

of

Degrees.

a Masters

Teachers"

uted between secondary,

ten or

researcher.

forty years of

and two Hispanic Americans.

(special

interviewed.

needs,

Degree;

two Afro-Amer¬

of

the group had

half

had attained

certifications were distrib¬

elementary,

vocational

fewer years of

Half

age.

bilingual

education).

experience

and other

Three teachers had

in the middle school

while nine teachers had eleven or more years"

experience.

Only one teacher had previous teaching experience
a high school;
ence,

and

four teachers had elementary school

seven teachers had middle school

many ways

in

experi¬

experience.

In

this group was representative of the entire

staff.
The

interviews took place

in May and June

were conducted by the researcher.

Teachers were

to participate by written

letter and hence,

self

(This

selected population.

Appendix.)

1990.

They

invited

represent a

letter appears

in the

Many of the questions could be answered using

Likert-type

scales.

teachers were

Verbatim transcripts were made while

interviewed.

The Interview Questions
Each

interview began with a

allowed the
well

as

to

"warm up"

activity that

interviewee to recall her own adolescence as
focus

on her current students.
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Question one

and two asked the

interviewee to

ine and a political,

economic,

identify a hero or hero¬

or social

event that was

most memorable during her own early adolescence and then
to tell

the

respond.

interviewer how she thought her students would

Question three asked each

four or five adjectives

from a

during early adolescence.
interviewee

for

some

aspect of

impact of

list to describe herself

These guestions

a series of

directly to the

interviewee to choose

prepared the

guestions which related

staff development programs on

teaching behavior.

The next questions asked for descriptions of
development programs experienced by the
the

staff

interviewee and

researcher noted most positive and most negative

details as well
staff

as elaborations of

the most

influential

development activity cited by the teacher.

activities of

each of

The

the three staff development phases

were described by the

interviewer and possible answers

were

3-point Likert-type

provided using a

pose of

these questions was to determine

for participation.
tors that

scale.

The pur¬

specific reasons

Question seven asked about other fac¬

influenced teacher participation.

The answers

here were often open-ended.
During the

interview a

series of questions related to

early adolescence were posed to the
interviewee described the
adolescents

The

impact that knowing about early

and their development had on any aspect of

teaching behavior.
of

interviewee.

her

Teachers were asked about each aspect

early adolescence.

The next question described
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instructional
cents.

strategies to be used with early adoles-

Interviewee responses

choice

from a

The

3-point Likert

last questions

multicultural
The

scale.

referred to the development of

context and content

interviewer asked the

staff

could be given using a

in staff development.

interviewee to suggest ways

been successful.

The

felt may have

last questions asked directly about

teacher's behavior,

assessment of
All

that

development highlighted the school's diversity and

to describe any previous activities that she

the

a

instructional

her own knowledge about

strategies
issues of

and selfdiversity.

questions could be answered using a Likert-type scale.

The questions were divided so that issues of
linguistic background,

ethnicity,

race and sex were distinguishable.

Analysis and Results
In this case study,

research questions provided a

framework for reviewing verbatim transcripts of
views.

The review

researcher,
tioning of

who were well
a school

Doctors
derson

was made by three people,

'87)

inter¬

including the

acquainted with the daily func¬

and with educational research.

Lowry Hemphill

(UMass

the

(Harvard

'85)

and William Hen¬

reviewed the transcripts

independently.

They then met with the researcher to review the key points
related to the research questions.
references)

and references

their relationships)

(what else teachers

(Little,

researcher and the reviewers.
after the transcripts were
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Recurrences

1981)

(repeated
say about

were noted by the

The analysis was

jointly studied.

completed

The researcher

then organized these recurrences and references

in a way

that allowed the teachers to answer the research questions
in their own words wherever possible.
answers

tallied from Likert-type scale responses

substantiated the results of
rences.

The results of

the references

The researcher then used the

practical model

for

future staff

urban middle schools.
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the

further

and the recur¬

results to suggest a

development programs

in

CHAPTER 4
A CASE STUDY:
Changing Patterns

CHANGING PATTERNS

is the case

staff development activities
School,

study of

at the John w.

an urban middle school,

groups of

experienced teachers

and their

teaching behaviors,

school

learned about themselves
what they

learned about the

retold

These activities

eight-year period

from

in the case study
1982

to

1990,

first part consists of the historical documenta¬

The historical documentation

illustrated repeatedly

how programs whose designs met the needs of
workplace
needs

and are

in two parts.

The
tion.

and to what

learned to address these within an urban

setting.

spanned an

McCormack

which details what and how

early adolescent needs of their students,
extent they

three planned

of

adults

in the

encouraged experienced teachers to meet the
early adolescents.

The design of

each staff

development program centered on meeting the needs of
adults
ing,

in

the workplace,

to develop skills,

more meaningful.

i.e.,

the need to be self direct¬

and to find work relationships

The case study further

illustrated that

as these development programs and the Bank of Boston part¬
nership progressed,
design

school

adolescent

the teachers were better able to

programs that met the needs of their early

students.

The planning and implementation of

each program are described.
The
the case

second part,

"Viewpoints,"

is the

analysis of

study activities based upon a review of the

transcripts of
June,1990.

interviews with teachers conducted in

Excerpts

from teachers'

researcher mirrored what was
review of

the personal

conversations with the

learned

in the

and professional

literature

needs of exper¬

ienced teachers,

and the unique needs of early adoles¬

cence.

in the case study revealed the

Teachers

impact of

this knowledge on their teaching behaviors or how they
translated what they learned into program offerings within
an urban classroom and an urban school.
The

staff

development programs and the partnership

activities continually matched
about

.

.

.

more productively"

people are about"

and

"what we're
to what

[teachers]

"these young

(Perrone to Lipsitz,

1985).

This

link between the design and the content described
literature review

in the

is the reoccurring theme of this case

study.
Each of

the

staff

development programs

study was designed and

implemented by the researcher,

facilitator,

coordinator,

pant who was

identified as Jane Cohen.

support

in the case

teacher,

and sometimes partici¬
She had ongoing

from collaborating institutions whose roles are

described within the narrative.
In the

first part of

development project

the case study,

each staff

is described year by year.

first year

is described

trated the

link between design and content.

of

in great detail

because

The very
it

illus¬

Descriptions

succeeding years were much briefer and only covered

those

program components that differed from the
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first

Y ar.

Participant

each of

feedback was collected at the end of

the three programs described in the case study and

organized by the researcher.

This

feedback is a

part of

the historical documentation,

and reinforced what was

reviewed about the needs of middle adulthood in the work¬
place and indicated to what extent teachers
the needs of

their students

The analyses

incorporated

into daily practice.

is the second part of the case study,

called

"Viewpoints."

ing of

teacher interview responses to the interview gues-

tions
All

it entailed the collecting and sort

in a manner that answered the research guestions.

persons retained their anonymity through the use of

pseudonyms.

Teachers

each other by
porated here
Lastly,
comparable

at the McCormack usually addressed

first names,

and that informality was

in the narrative.
it should be made clear that there was no

record of

such staff development opportunities

at any other Boston middle
in

Boston was

still

school.

very young when

McCormack programs were unigue.
tion was made of
1974

elapsed between the
middle schools

a

it all began.

In the

federal

The

Introduction men¬

court order.

in Boston

in

Five years

issuance of the court order creating

in Boston,

efforts at the middle

and any staff development

school

level.

Staff Development Efforts

of middle

Middle school history

the origin of middle schools

as a result of

The

incor¬

first central

staff

in Boston7s Middle Schools

development effort on behalf

schools was made by Superintendent Robert Wood.
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He was the fifth school superintendent in as many years.
Dr.

Robert Wood acknowledged that the middle schools were

the weakest link in the school system.

Yet,

he allocated

all desegregation funds to the city's high schools and the
new magnets schools
Finally,

(Levenson,

1980).

in response to a series of problems,

Wood established a Middle School Task Force.

Dr.

His concerns

around middle schools involved declining student enroll¬
ment in the system after grade five,

and court action by

middle school principals to move en masse to elementary
schools because salary differentials were eliminated.
Other complaints surrounded middle school facilities and a
lack of trained personnel or any centralized plan for cur¬
riculum efforts.
of teachers,

He asked an assistant to create a panel

parents,

administrators,

and community and

university leaders to plan a series of responses.
These responses included:
— a six day conference at Tufts University
attended by teams;
— support for individual school "action
plans";
— time and money set aside for action plan
implementation;
— an extra staff member budgeted to each
middle school in the city to help carry out plans.
(Cooper, 1982)
The conference and the ensuing activities were Bos¬
ton's first response to the concerns of middle schools.
The focus of the Task Force evolved into a centralized
curriculum and staff development project by 1981.
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Robert Spiliane was named as Boston's Super¬
intendent.

He continued to support middle schools by

nding a new middle school administrative position—
Director of

Instruction—and a non teaching position-

instructional Support Teacher—for each school.
The Director of Instruction's duties included teacher
evaluation and school-based staff development.

The

Instructional Support Teacher had similar responsibili¬
ties,

minus teacher evaluation.

from the

"extra"

staff person assigned after the confer¬

ence at Tufts University.
for middle school

Both positions evolved

Thus,

there was central support

staff development.

All of these events

had an impact at the McCormack Middle School.
Impact at the McCormack Middle School

Throughout the school there is a sense of
'McCormack Spirit,' banners and signs on the
wall; kids walk through the halls without coats
oi" hats; even the smallest sixth grader goes
alone to run an errand.
The school feels wide
open; the many doors, unlocked cabinets,
unguarded paintings, and graffiti-free walls
testify to a feeling of safety and security.
(Cooper, 1983)

In 1983 that is what one doctoral candidate saw when
she visited the school.
first "babysteps"

Expectations and safety were the

cited in the introduction toward creat¬

ing better middle schools.
document signs of school

Her mission was to observe and

improvement.

These signs of

improvement she sought were based upon the list presented
by Joan Lipsitz and spelled out in the study mentioned in
the Introduction.

This sense of safety was notable since
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McCormack students came

from neighborhoods where racial

antagonisms were very high,

yet there was

these antagonisms within the building.
disruptions were characterized as

Very

"racial"

The atmosphere and expectations were
the Mccormasl^chao^jianual
message appeared

little sense of

(1982)

few student

in nature.
reinforced

in

where the principal's

in English and in Spanish.

students6 t^h6 J°hn W- McCormack Middle School
students, teachers, parents and administrators
are encouraged to work together to create the
educational

experience possible.

^on^?C°rinaCk Sch°o1 has one of the most profes¬
sional , accessible, and academically demanding
faculties in the Boston Public School system.
Above all else, we are dedicated to keeping our
educational standards high while fostering the
personal, emotional and intellectual development
of our students.
Our goal is to graduate stu¬
dents who are educationally sound, socially
adaptable, self-confident, and able to compete
in any high school.
(page 1)
This message was reinforced by the principal
he

said to students,
expectations.

This was

development program
This
school
tute of

and teachers
first year of

about approprithe

first staff

in this case study.

responsibility for creating a better middle

at the McCormack was
Learning

Massachusetts
by the

parents

in what

at

federal

dated school

shared by staff

and Teaching
Boston.

school

(ILT)

at the

Insti¬

at the University of

A partnership had been created

desegregation court order which man¬

and university partnerships.

The Task Forces
The McCormack School,
created

its own

with help from staff

at ILT

response to the new interest in middle
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schools.

The staff development programs that were the

focus of the case study became the way in which the prin¬
cipal

and his staff agreed to proceed.

The

first staff

development program was dubbed the McCormack Task
perhaps

in order to force an association or

Force,

implied con¬

tinuation with the previous citywide Middle School Task
Force which had promoted the needs of
and middle schools

in the city.

these efforts had to meet

early adolescents

The program created by

local school needs as well

as

funding priorities established by the source—the Massa¬
chusetts

Board of

Education.

The priority of

all

funding

from the state was to promote student and staff desegrega¬
tion programs that would support the court desegregation
order.

Planning and technical assistance were provided by

ILT staff members.
McCormack Task Force I:

Year I

The need for a program arose out of constant com¬
plaints of

teachers,

administrators
Instructional
lack of

in

formal

and support staff

Support Teacher at the McCormack,

They noted how

its

the

about the

absence frustrated attempts to

successfully prepare bilingual
for the mainstream and
Teachers

and special needs

for successful

noted that sometimes

learning experiences

levels

like Jane Cohen,

a coordinated curriculum within the city or

school.

dant

and informal meetings with

school

experiences.

students would have redun¬

as teachers at different grade

implemented similar teaching units.

had huge gaps

students

in their educational
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Other students

experiences because

some

teachers never taught certain skills or content

units.

These complaints were

teachers.

not restricted to McCormack

At that time there was no centralized curricu¬

lum used by teachers.
These
role

as

at the

comments were then

Instructional
Institute

for Learning and Teaching at the Univer¬
Boston.

Hence,

the

local goal

coordinated curriculum that would

McCormack Middle School was
promote desegregation
dates

in her

Support Teacher with staff members

sity of Massachusetts,
creating a

shared by Jane Cohen

of

improve the

incorporated with the need to

in order to meet the

funding man¬

from the state.

The Beginnings
The planning and the program had the support of the
principal,
school
able

Mr.Ray Millard.

conference

He participated

in the middle

at Tufts University and was knowledge¬

about middle school

issues.

He encouraged teachers

to make certain educational decisions based upon their
daily experiences with students and supported this program
by agreeing to allow funds designated for desegregation to
be

used for teacher training.
Jane Cohen became the Task Force coordinator as a

result of

her efforts to work with the school

staff

at

ILT and her success

ing.

The project director's

program description

within the

school

in obtaining the needed fund¬
role was well defined in the

in the written proposal.

sibilities were comprehensive

and

Her respon¬

included these tasks

and with the University:
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faculty and

1.
2

..

posting of positions within the school;
scheduling initial orientation;

school

as a 1:*-aison to the university and to the
department's external funds office;

tion t|Sthenteiml;the °alendar schedule °£

l'

Proc®ssin<? paper work
and teacher release ;

for stipends,

intorma-

materials,

6.
coordinating consultants, time and space;
.
responding to individual and team reguests
assistance;
8.

preparing the curriculum draft; and
reporting to the staff and the principal.

The project director was responsible
programs
nator

for

for coordinating

and resources with the UMass partnership coordi¬

in order to provide maximum service and opportunity

for the McCormack School

students.

The project director then encouraged teachers to
apply

for the Task Force positions.

informal

meetings with

teachers

to discuss the tasks

plete the

She held a number of

individual teachers

and groups of

and time required to com¬

responsibilities.

The Task Force membership was open to all McCormack
faculty;
number of
was

however,

the number of applications matched the

funded positions.

spelled out

in the planning because of what Jane Cohen

knew about teachers

as role models

She knew that racially
promote the

The need for team diversity

for early adolescents.

isolated groups of teachers would

same phenomenom among their students.

of what Jane Cohen knew about adults as
were given

a wide range of

professional

growth.

options within

a

learners,

Because
teachers

activities to further their own

They created their owntraining

structured framework.

The

mack Task Force became the multi-cultural
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first McCor¬

teams who met,

planned

instructional

units and budgeted and selected

appropriate materials
Major budget cuts
affected

20%

of

to complement the unit.
implemented

another middle

ing a

school"

"years

an

1982
the

in the building and/or

It was

incorporate new teachers because adults
a

of

Therefore,

important factor

representative Task Force.

needed to have

Fall

the established faculty.

coordinator also considered
at

in the

sense of belonging.

in develop¬

important to
in the workplace

Table

4

illustrates

the diversity and the spectrum of team membership.

TABLE 4
McCormack Task Force

T

Year I
TEAMS

TEACHER'S NAME

Language Arts

Social Studies

Science/Health

BPS
+/- 10 yrs

RACIAL/CULTURAL
IDENTIFICATION

Eric Anderson
Carol Starr
Jean Dale
Denise Saunders

Gr
Gr
Gr
Gr

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

+

Paul Bartlett
Jose Ortiz
William Zucker

Gr 7 Social Studies
Yes
Gr 6-8 Spanish History/Cult. Yes
Gr 6,8 Social Studies
Yes

+

Irene Pola
Brenda Sanchez
Karen Polaski

Yes
Gr 8 Science/Health
Gr 6 Adv. Bilingual Sci/Hlth Yes
No
Gr 6-8 Social Studies

+

Gr 7 Hath
Gr 6-8 Biling Hath; ESL
Gr 6-8 Unified Arts

Yes
No
Yes

+
+

White
Hispanic Amer.
White

Gr 6 English/Social Studies
Chapter I Reading
Chapter I Reading

Yes
Yes
No

+
+
+

White
White
White

Gr 6 Advanced Work Class

Yes

+

White

Hath/Unified Arts Nancy Curland
Iris Suarez
Ralph Kelley
School Clinate

TEACHING POSITION

PRIOR MIDDLE
SCHOOL EXP.

Sally Painter
Patty Reed
Joseph Burton

Project Director Jane Cohen
Table

4

had no middle

6 Reading
6 Rdg/Language Arts
6-8 Physically Handicap
6,8 Advanced Rdg/English

indicates
school

a number of

experience;
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facts:

White
Afro American
White
Afro American

-

+
-

Afro American
Hispanic Amer.
White

-

+

-

+

-

White
Hispanic Amer.
White

three teachers

seven teachers had taught

at

schools other than the McCormack the preceding year;

ten teachers had more than ten years of
BPS,
the

while seven had
table,

service

less than ten years.

but also significant,

was the

in the

Now shown

in

fact that six

teachers had been assigned to teach a new field and or at
a new grade

level.

Some teams were organized around a

Particular discipline while others were purposely

inter¬

disciplinary.
These
sional

factors,

training and educational

disagreements
to

coupled with a wide variety of profes¬

among team members,

select common goals.

ual

philosophies,

produced

yet the teams were able

Nobody quit.

On occasion

individ¬

members who were dissatisfied with the team's progress

asked Jane to

intervene

in the team's activities.

She then

helped that member clarify the areas of disagreement and
encouraged the member to return to the next team meeting
to discuss
all

those areas of disagreement with the team.

times the

At

Project Director remained outside the team's

decision-making mechanisms.
The Task Force was

expected to create new teaching

units whose methodology was
cent

learning needs.

opportunities

appropriate to early adoles¬

Jane's major task was to create

for the Task Force teachers to develop a

research base of

information about early adolescence.

The

Task Force coordinator then created staff development
opportunities
ally,
needs.

for all

which promoted
Input came

the teams,
issues

together and

individu¬

related to early adolescent

from two respected researchers.
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The

first meeting,

entire Task Force.
looseleaf
book

notebook

in the

of

Specifically,

a middle school

these

sitz

(1984)

a copy of

and

items were:

1986);

(1980)

results of Joan Lip-

Studies,

1976),

Social

process

for children as a means of

in the middle school

ideas

factors

for the

Education,

characteris¬

on developing effec¬

selections with

integrating multi-cultural

goals

readings and excerpts

about four successful middle schools;

the state's report

tive middle schools;

note¬

student and the programmatic

(Wiles and Bondi,

study

This

child and middle school

implications
s

included the

the project and projected

and a series of background

instruction.

1982,

from the project director.

related to the middle school

tics

of

At this meeting each member received a

included an outline of

deadlines

Fall

for recognizing

(National Council

and the use of the arts
attaining educational

(Pennsylvania Department of

1973).

The Teams
Teachers were divided
specific team membership,
levels

into teams.

addressed classroom strategies:
and Health,

Studies.
designed

The

those

the

School

activities during and after

tone within the McCormack that would
This
informal

outlined
grade

Four of the teams
for Language Arts,

Math and Unified Arts,

fifth team,

4

including teacher names,

and content areas taught.

Science

Table

and Social

Climate team,
school to set the
foster achievement.

team evolved as teachers saw a need to develop
learning experiences that met early adolescent
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needs.

Each team had the

following responsibilities:

=t0 ?l02k °Ut after-school time
develop a calendar for team meetings;

in order to

wh^r-<=2A^«=^?K?Sta?iish a teain consensus on the content and,
where possible, the skills to be developed;

of

. 3:
^ set a schedule and deadline
instructional strategies;

for

implementation

....
to bu^et team expenditures with an allotment of
$300-$400 per team and to order materials;
5.
to seek assistance
areas of need;

from the

Project Director

6.
to identify areas of staff or team training
order to develop or implement the units;

in

in

7.
to meet with the Project Director on a monthly
basis; and
8. to report to the Principal
regular intervals.
In order to
had the

consuming.
own thing"
or peer
once

even

in teams of three,

without

approval

or

teams

and team

became time"doing their

feeling the need to seek consultation

for

instructional decisions.

More than

team members approached the project direc¬

tor to seek assistance
bers,

decisions,

Many teachers were accustomed to

individual

faculty at

accomplish these responsibilities,

latitude to make a variety of

decision-making,

and the

"to tell

in confronting the other team mem¬

so and so

...

"

The director's

response was to encourage the team member to return to the
next team meeting
A new staff
guage Arts

and deliver the message personally.

member commented on her experience on the Lan¬
team.

Carol

Starr noted,

I

was a little scared . . . this was my
first year at the school.
I was a little
scared as to just what was required.
. • I
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The program design
cessful

in the

first year had been suc¬

in matching the characteristics of

workplace.

adults

Teachers were self directing and

and working relationships meaningful.

in the

found the

They had demon¬

strated a willingness to begin to meet the needs of
adolescence.

early

This was even more apparent after reviewing

the details of

each team's effort which

The Lancpiage Arts team .
had four members

Jean Dale,

and Denise Saunders-and a

is now presented.

The Language Arts team

Carol Starr,

Eric Anderson

first year budget of

$400.

They reported their progress orally to the project direc¬
tor.

They agreed that the topic of

directly

relevant to the students.

students,
their

perceptions,

teacher then
for

were developing a

They decided to address

responsibilities

skills

They knew that their

like most young adolescents who were changing

social

and wrong.
the

their unit should be

sense of right

legal rights as well

that accompany those rights.

identified the appropriate

as

Each

language arts

implementing such a unit.

They also wanted to coordinate the units and skills
so that

in successive years the students would pass

grade to grade
foundation

from

and the earlier experience would provide a

for the unit at the next grade

level.

To com¬

plete the tasks

they divided

into subcommittees:

Carol,

and Denise.

The subcommittee division was

and Eric

made according to grade

level,
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content,

Jean and

and proximity

Within the schooi.

These subcommittees met weekly,

but

ntire team came together whenever needed and to plan
a

school

wide essay contest.

and Carol
Skills

focused on the responsibilities and

in decision-making.

Both teachers emphasised the

need to incorporate visual
'vities.

aids to stimulate prewriting

They purchased a pictoral series which pre¬

sented conflict situations

in cartoon format.

Children

were asked to consider different points of view,

to swap

places with an adult,

Jean's

skill

and to reverse sex roles.

lessons usually began with brainstorming and cate¬

gorizing before her students were ready to complete sen¬
tences.

Carol began with role plays,

and then asked the

children to write.

From newspapers Joan also used appro-

priate columns

"Dear Abby"

Eric's
issues of

like

topic was crime,

juvenile

paper articles
a crime
obtained

justice.

and

"Ask Beth."

and Denise dealt with related
Eric relied heavily on news¬

involving youthful offenders,

series,

and case studies and related materials

from the Citizenship Education

Center at the

Institute

worked closely with the
implement his
foreshadowing,

videotapes of

lessons,

Institute Resource

for Learning and Teaching.
school

He

librarian to develop and

which focused on the skills of

flashback,

etc,,

as a prelude to writing

activities.
Denise

purchased a

presented case
unit

studies

commercially prepared series that
of actual crimes.

She used the

to help eighth grade students develop debating
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Skills,

and creative and expository writing skills,

deluded in the case studies were descriptions of crimes,
scenery,

etc.

Students discussed the material

and then developed mock trials based on the data given in
the case study,

she had planned to do only one trial,

the students begged for another.

but

In her other classes,

students complained that "It's not fair that we can't do
the trials too."
The Language Arts team also took responsibility for
sponsoring the third annual school-wide essay contest
entitled,

"In the year 2,034

.

dent writing in previous years,
alone.

.

.

To encourage stu¬

Jean had organized it

The team established a timetable of prewrit¬

ing/writing activities and prepared directions for the
other English/Language Arts teachers.

All student essays

were scored holistically by the entire staff.

To accom¬

plish this Denise met with a faculty member from the UMass
Writing Project.

He trained Denise to organize and

arrange the papers for scoring,
for training the staff.
ticipated;

and offered suggestions

Over 60% of the student body par¬

each grade level had first,

second and honor¬

able mention prizes.
The Math and Unified Arts team.
Arts team,
land,

an interdisciplinary team,

Iris Suarez and Ralph Kelley.

team reached a consensus,

The Math and Unified
included Nancy CurIn explaining how the

Nancy described the team's deci¬

sion to address a complaint from the unified arts depart¬
ment about the students'

inability to measure correctly.
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Referring to the crux of

the problem,

Ralph quipped,

ireferrina9^f^Cti°nS are fractio"s up here
math clasli
nn
?eC°nd floor loc^ion of the
have
L
' downstairs [in the shops] when you
convert «th9*t0 measure' whe" you have to
eiahthl
IT °f
measurements . . . into
askina
Sixteenths, y°u might as well be
asking them to convert water into champagne.

these

thlt

He was
what was

speaking of

learned

because of

Nancy

to another situation,

cognition that are associated with

noted that when the Unified Arts
students

for

instruction,

included regular education students

bilingual

and special

the students
project,
Nancy and

needs students.

to end up with something

tools

teachers got

the groups usu¬
integrated with

Ralph also wanted
functional

from this

so he drew a blueprint for bookends on which
Iris based their units.

With their budget of
of

inability to apply

growth.

their groups of
ally

in one class

problems of

intellectual

the students'

for circular and

$300

they purchased class sets

linear measurement.

developed measurement activities

Nancy

for her class.

She then

passed them on to

Iris who taught them in Spanish to bil¬

ingual

What she did was significant because as

she

students.

pointed out to the

faculty,

The Industrial Arts program represents the
first opportunity for the integration of bilin¬
gual students.
What I attempted to do was
develop units with lessons that would prepare
them to go there and succeed: learning to mark,
to measure, to cut, and to lay out.
The
ing

team agreed that the problems

in transferring math skills were
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students were hav¬

not unique,

and that

students had difficulty relating to the conceptual and
levels of
this

instruction in many areas.

issue with the team as well

Jane Cohen

To discuss

as the entire faculty,

identified a UMass/Boston faculty member to

speak at a school

in-service meeting.

This professor had

completed numerous studies in the cognitive development of
children and

its relationship to

learning

math concepts

and skills.

The Science .nOealthleaiD,

The

interdisciplinary

Science and Health team included Irene Pola,
Sanchez
$300.

and Karen Polaski.

Brenda

Their materials budget was

They selected nutrition as a topic because of their

concerns

about students'

food choices and the effect these

choices had on the students'
example,

physical growth.

For

Irene noted,

. . . I mean, they make some horrible food
choices at 8:30 in the morning: to be eating
garlic potato chips!
The team observed that the students themselves were
very concerned with acne and weight.
the

For students to see

relationship between science and nutrition,

the

science teachers wanted to implement their respective
units

simultaneously with the home economics teacher's

implementation of her unit.
The budget was used to purchase filmstrips and chemi¬
cals

for student

toxic.

Brenda

when she
visual

experiments.

Sanchez

These chemicals were non¬

echoed an opinion of

other teams

stated that they tried to order as much audio¬

equipment

as possible because
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veryWimportant°in

*6lththat the visual

part

is

can be pretty bored if the't S<™etimes the ^ids
the time
anH °°rea.l£ the teacher talks all
down

'

d th6Y

liste" « write things

Because of Karen and Brenda's participation
inter-district bilingual program,
additional

they were able to obtain

funds for nutrition kits

Food and Nutrition Council

in an

from the New England

in exchange for an after-school

in-service meeting between all McCormack science teachers
and a Council

representative.

these kits as

excellent for working with either with mono¬

lingual or bilingual
in a

students.

Brenda had recommended

All materials were placed

newly developed science center for all teachers to

use.
As

a

team they expressed their satisfaction with

increased student
were

implemented.

attitudes
what.

interest during the time these units
They stated that they changed kids'

about eating and

A McCormack

observed two

influenced food choices some¬

faculty member remarked that she had

students

in Brenda's science classes who had

given up buying chocolate milk
The Social Studies team.
Paula
they

Bartlett,
all

taught social

interests.

As

concerned with
leled

William

studies,

lunch.

Members of this team were

Zucker and Jose Ortiz.

a bilingual

Though

they represented diverse

teacher,

Jose was particularly

incorporating more activities that paral¬

instruction

in the regular education social

program so that his
integrated

in the cafeteria at

studies

students would succeed when they were

into the mainstream.
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The team agreed on
an opportunity to
State and

"Massachusetts."

Jose saw this as

introduce his students to their new

its culture.

Paula hoped thafc

unit ^

gxve her students a broader sense of what the state
about,

"not

just downtown,

is

and the arcade."

Jose and Paula became involved in the history of the
Native American,
With a

early and more recent,

portion of the $300 budget,

materials

for teaching about

they had ordered simple

Indian culture,

roller map of Massachusetts.
materials

in Massachusetts.

and a spring

They examined the commercial

and spoke to a member of the Turtle Mountain

Chippewa

tribe who was an experienced curriculum developer

for many

federal

projects about Native Americans.

They

realized that commercial materials were confusing.
Jose
ing of

and Paula were

films

and materials about the

Massachusetts,
Indian Council,
Using these
units.
the

invited to view a special
first

to use curriculum materials

screen¬

inhabitants of
from the Boston

and to tour the Peabody Museum at Harvard.

resources,

They were

Paul

and Jose developed their

supported by the school's pairing with

Children's Museum which provided the team with

resources,
and kits

field trips to the Meeting Ground,

for teaching games

reotyping

in the media.

booklet by

Frank James,

and

identifying

consultants,

Indian ste¬

Jose translated Who Are We?.
into

Spanish.

a

This booklet was

available with the Children's Museum Discovery Kit for use
by any teacher.
ing,

the

school

As

a

result of

their work and the pair¬

library acquired duplicates of the kits
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in Spanish and in Engiish,

and videotapes relating to cur-

rent Native American history in the area.
Though the end result was different from their origi¬
nal

focus

on the

state of Massachusetts,

they were satis¬

fied with the materials they acquired which represented an
accurate,

detailed understanding of

Massachusetts.
few students

identified as Native American,

McCormack had

they discov¬

lessons that many children at the

Indian ancestry from tribes

and Canada.

in the United

This unit helped those students

developing accurate
when

in

Paula and Jose noted that although very

ered through their

States

Native Americans

in

identities during their adolescences

identity formation occured.
f^e—School—Climate_team.

The School Climate team was

coordinated by Sally Painter who also served as Student
Leadership/

Student Council

mack veteran,

adviser.

and Joseph Burton,

a

Patty Reed,

a McCor¬

former fifth grade

teacher who was new to the McCormack,
According to

Patty,

and programs

during and after school

completed the team.

their goal was to develop activities
that would

. . .
give students a positive attitude toward
themselves, school and achievement . . . and
would establish positive interactions between
students and their peers, and between
students and teachers.
They

felt that encouraging these kinds of

would then contribute to the development of
school

pride

for

feelings

a common

students who come from very different and

sometimes

racially

also have

time to

isolated neighborhoods.

Students would

explore their commonalities.
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Joe became
movies

responsible

for organizing all

for students who had received no D's

their report cards;

dents

and

he also was supervisor of

attendance ceremonies at the close of
are awarded certificates

and

award
F's on

perfect

each term when stu¬

"I'm Perfect"

pins.

Patty took responsibility for organizing the hobby
the career

fair,

etc.

and for developing a

ter with her students.
during school

hours

McCormack

in the

session.

This was

fifth graders'

school
cot,

supplies

parent newslet¬

with Joe she planned an open house

for fifth graders assigned to the

Fall

to tour the school while

it was

in

followed by a similar program for the

parents.

ceremony at the end of
bolster school

fair,

They also planned a
the school

year.

final

awards

In addition,

to

spirit Patty sold sweatshirts and other
embossed with the school

"McCormack Cobra"

open on Wednesdays

at

at the

school

lunch time

name and

its mas¬

"store" which was

in the cafeteria.

Sally Painter always organized the Student Council to
include the maximum number of

students.

Each class

sent

both a

representative and an alternate to monthly meet¬

ings.

She

lum and

saw the

Student Council

instructional

brainstorm,
problems,

activity.

to solve problems,

and to

as meaningful

She taught students to
to document

seek assistance

issues

classmates
groups,

and

in resolving them.

encouraged representatives to see themselves as
setting examples

curricu¬

She

leaders by

for the other students when dealing with

from other neighborhoods,

or speaking another
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language.

ethnic groups,

racial

In order to reach those

students

who were never

elected to anything but had positive energy to give to the
school,

she developed a special group called the

The Cobras

included any student with a parental

slip to remain after school

on Wednesdays;

"Cobras."
permission

at that time

the Cobras were charged with doing good deeds around the
building;
ers

removing graffiti

hanging post¬

announcing the end of the marking period,

the principal's office.
each Cobra
the

from the walls,

At the end of

or dusting

the school

received a navy visor embossed with,

emblem of

the McCormack Cobra.

At the

year

of course,

first meeting

Sally was overwhelmed when eighty students appeared.
the

season progressed,

and she was

As

other after-school programs began,

left with a nucleus of twenty students

didn't have to get elected to

feel good"

"who

about themselves

and their school.
Sally spoke of

the awards and fairs that the Student

Council's candy drive had financed:
returned to students
grants,

etc.

through prizes,

every penny had been
ribbons,

class

She noted,

. . .
rewarding positive stuff ... I just
think that's the right direction for us to go.
Joe,
mack

a

former

fifth grade teacher,

and to early adolescents,

the gap
school.

in

said he was unprepared for

student behavior from elementary to middle

He was unaware of

early adolescents.
a

new to the McCor¬

prize or ribbon to

the

fragile self-esteem of

He hadn't realized the significance of
an eighth grader.
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But he

found out.

Joe told of meeting a grade eight student with per¬
fect

attendance who was overlooked during the ceremony.

That child wanted his pin!
that age cared,
the child.

Joe was surprised that a hoy

hut he was also glad a pin had meaning to

He also wondered,

studertsitmiSh»iTiVe recot3nition ] can work for
uoents, maybe it can work for teachers, too.
In addition,

the committee

organize after-school
cuisine,
mental

stitchery,

studies,

When a
school,

activities

including chess,

stamp collecting,

wood crafting,

crocheting,

gourmet
environ-

and art.

researcher asked students to comment on the

they almost always referred to activities and

classes where they were active
noted their
girl

funded eight teachers to

participants.

daily classroom routine.

They rarely

One seventh grade

wrote
They have a lot of activities you can par¬
ticipate in, like Kodaly Chorus, track, cheer¬
leading, and a lot of stuff to take your mind
off all the tests.
They allow you to really get
into it.
School can be really be enjoyed.
At the

School
lard

close of

a presentation to the

Climate Committee

addressed the

faculty by the

at a year-end meeting,

importance of

Mr.

Mil¬

their work:

Let me just say that those of use who have
been in middle schools understand the lengths to
which adolescents will go for any certificates
that cite them as having been number one at
pretty much anything . .
. that's very, very
important.
I just hope the team understands
that we appreciate [interrupted by faculty
applause] ... as faculty and administration
the response that their awards have on the
morale of the school.
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Presentations such as these,
the sight of

student projects,

teachers meeting to discuss curriculum issues

created a ripple effect in the school.
ers'
of

and

All of

efforts were documented and printed

the McCormack Task Force Resource

the teach¬

in a draft copy

Book.

The Ripple KffppiThough the McCormack Task Force
teen

faculty members,

aries by

its

included only seven¬

influence exceeded those bound¬

involving many other areas of the school.

participated in

informal ways

and this helped

create

new opportunities

for

feedback

cents.

Pauline Kennedy,

the

librarian,

throughout this

project.

for early adoles¬

included magazines
children and
Harvard

School

corner

instruction.

she maintained an

for the staff.

They

Review.

CLipsitz.

by Bondi

in

New purchases

and books related to middle school

Educational

Up Forgotten

was very important

Besides assisting teachers

locating resources within the building,
enlarged professional

Other

1974)

and Wiles

included Phi

Science

Delta Kappan.

and Children.

Growing

and The Effective Middle

(1981).

She also ordered and

delivered the museum kits to the teachers.
A responsibility of the project director was to com¬
municate with and
than

involve parents

in previous years.

School

This meant attending the monthly

Parent Council meetings to report on activities and

Task Force
manual

in a more active way

of

progress.
helpful

One group of

hints

parents organized a

for parents who wished to help

their children succeed at the McCormack.
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Another parent group acted as an advisory committee
the Children'S
" APril‘

planning a McCormack Family

IndiVidUal P—ts an* groups of parents

assrsted the School Climate team with the
grade open house,

the yearbook,

fairs,

the newsletter,

the fifth
and the

translations.

Many teachers counted that they felt pore appreci¬
ated by the community upon witnessing this
parent participation and cooperation.

increase in

Parents also passed

the word that if teachers wanted to see more parents,

eve¬

ning hours would be more successful because of the high
number of working parents or those who had small

children

and no baby-sitters during the day.
Jane Cohen,
cultural
dents
of

institution pairings.

and physical

training

arranged the

Funding also provided stu¬

education teachers with fourteen weeks

in body movement and modern dance from the MJT

Dance Company.
cal

the Task Force coordinator,

This training provided the physi¬

education teachers with a chance to diversify the cur¬

riculum offerings.
Choral

instruction was provided for sixth and seventh

9rabers by Kodaly Music Center.
week to

instruct

technigues
special

selected groups of

and videotaping.

dents.

students

in video

The students then videotaped

school-wide activities sponsored by the School

Climate team or a visitor
video of

A videographer came every

school

life was

Each programs

from the Children's Museum.

A

used for recruitment of new stu¬

added more diversity to the school.
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The

funding allocated

the state

from desegregation

funds

from

for the Children's Museum became seed money

obtaining additional
Resource Program.

state

in

funds through the Cultural

Museum resource personnel worked

directly with teachers to develop classroom social studies
materials.
kits;

All teachers had access to any of the Museum's

science teachers

found them particularly valuable.

Sixth and seventh graders became members of Detours to
encourage them to see the city on the MBTA.
also

The pairing

included a Harmonics program to integrate concepts of

music and math.

Students composed musical scores on the

newly acquired computers.
Night.

The Museum sponsored a Family

Four hundred people came out to see each other and

performances

by the

school's dance troupe and chorus.

The Task Force became a vehicle for involvement and
coordination

for other school

Director and the School
nent members
school,
mate

to

of

Improvement Committee

for the

insure that the Task Force and the School Cli¬

Project committee did not duplicate their efforts

The

of

in

early adolescents.

first year's Task Force descriptions demonstrated

how teachers

supported their own skill develoment,

ceeded under pressure,

biological,

suc¬

and took responsiblity for new pro¬

from the bottom up.

learning situations
tual,

The Project

Climate coordinator became perma¬

a School

meeting the needs

grams

programs.

These new programs created

and strategies that met the

emotional,

students.
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and social needs of

intellec¬
their

McCormack Task Force I:
While the
of

Year II

first year tasks centered on the formation

teams of teachers who developed their own training

options and implementation strategies,

Year

II's focus

centered around developing a unitary system for revising
curriculum from Year I

,

as

wpi i

+-u

as well

puter education for teachers.

as the expansion of

com-

This decision to follow a

unitary system represented a compromise between Jane Cohen
and central

office personnel.

Central office personnel

had been very busy putting curriculum guides

in the field

for use by teachers during the first year of the Task
Force.

Persons

in authority stated

Task Force would lose funding

in writing that the

if objectives of the Task

Force did not conform to teaching objectives

issued cen-

trally.
New Teams
Thirteen teachers continued from Year I.
continued are

indicated with an asterisk on Table

following page.
team,

remained

Those who

Only one team,
intact.

according to grade

level

5 on the

the Science and Health

The other teams were grouped
and were asked to take an inter¬

disciplinary approach to a theme of mutual concern.
Cohen's

request came as

adopting
lectual

an

she tried to prod teachers

interdisciplinary approach to meet the

needs

of

their students.

remained cross-graded.

The

School

Jane
into
intel¬

Climate team

Each team had a new member.

These

vacancies

occurred because two teachers preferred not to

continue,

and three teachers
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left the

school to accept

administrative positions.

However,

as a result of wit¬

nessing a Task Force in-service training program at the
close of Year I,

other teachers were interested in joining

the project in its second year.
The team membership is summarized in Table 5.

TABLE 5
McCormack Task Force T
Year TT
PRIOR MIDDLE

TEAM

TEACHER'S NAME

Science/Health

Grade Six

Grade Seven

Grade Eight

Project Director

SCHOOL EXP.

Irene Polo

Gr 8 Science/Health

Yes

Brenda Sanchez

Gr 6-8 Adv. Bilingual S/H

Yes

Karen Polanko

Home Economics

Yes

BPS

RACIAL/CULTURAL

+/- 10 yr

IDENTIFICATION

+

White

+

White

Hispanic Amer.

Jean Dale

Gr 6-8 Physicaly Handicap

Yes

+

White

Sonia Maldonado

Gr 6 Bilingual

No

+

White

Carol Starr

Gr 6 Soc.Stud/Language Arts

Yes

-

Afro American

Joseph Burton

Gr 6 Chapter I

Yes

+

White

Ruth Blount

Gr 6-8 Bilingual Spec. Needs

No

_

Nancy Curland

Gr 7 Math/Reading

Yes

+

White

Tara Pennamen

Gr 7-8 Reading/Computer Ed.

No

+

White

Jose Ortiz

Gr 7-8 Spanish/Soc. Studies

Yes

_

Hispanic Amer.

Denise Saunders

Gr 6-8 Language Arts/Reading

Yes

-

Gr 8 Language Arts/Reading

No

Jack Slade

School Climate

TEACHING POSITION

Afro American

Afro American
+

White

Sally Painter

Gr 6 Soc.Stud/Language Arts

Yes

+

White

Nancy Nixon

Gr 6-8 Art

No

-

Afro American

Patty Reed

Gr 6 Chapter I

Yes

+

White

Jane Cohen

Gr 6 Advanced Work Class

Yes

+

White

Teams met,

ordered materials and carried on rather

autonomously except for the tasks associated with rewrit¬
ing teaching units from the first year.
Revising the Resource Book
In preparation for revising the Resource Book,

Jane

hired a doctoral student from Harvard Graduate School of
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Education as a curriculum consultant
teacher.

She

This editorial
itonal consultant

Force Resource Book

surveyed the Task

u

h was a compilation of
units,

and studied the compromise and

office.

i

feedback from cen-

she met individually with each Task Force

teacher and then with each +-~
ach team.
ing guidelines

Year

She offered the

follow¬

for revisions:

content.C5seSeithertonetoveralirtitTCtrVe °f the major
different titles for each lesson
°" haVe

ences,

attitude^o^feelings!31^ t0 concePts-

experi-

languagforthrBPshSurr?^!3515 a"d Stated in the
deal with multiple obiectives/sk1^ Gl“;des- Most lessons
tion to the major objective and reia^ ^ut limit this sec'
sive numbers of objectives
• ®-|-ated objectives. Excesinstruction.
^ indicate an area of diffuse
Materials.

Be specific

so

_

iorkshee?rmentionedhrnS?he lessonf ?hif'
other teachers will reach for first'.

°ften “hat

and studentCbehaviorBand^expectations?CVarynthe°typesaofer
classroom activities and include homework.
In the
at

Spring of

least twice

units
unit

to

1984,

each team met with the editor

review and discuss

revisions and the new

being shaped and tested in classrooms.
revision was

shaped by the

The task of

feedback from central

°ffice which dictated that continued funding was contin¬
gent upon
lines.

rewriting all

issued guide¬

The editor reported that teams often spoke of

resisting the mandate.
words

units to meet newly

like

"our team"

She noted how they spoke,
and

"we."
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using

She sensed that the

teachers

felt they were abdicating ownership of

laborative effort from the previous year.
teacher autonomy for funding,
completed and I.L.T.
ity

yet,

their col.

Jane hah traded

the rewriting task was

at UMass/Boston assumed responsibil¬

for retyping and reprinting the publication.

However

the completion of this component of the staff development'
program was somewhat in conflict with adult needs

workplace.

in the

Teachers were not making some key decisions

about their tasks.
New Technology

In addition to writing and revising the curriculum
units, many teachers told Jane that they wanted to explore
the uses of computers in classroom instruction.

Nancy

Curland noted the need for teachers to catch up to their
students'

interests and skills in using computers.

To meet that need, Jane arranged an inservice com¬
puter course, entitled "Instructional and Managerial Uses
of the Computer in a Middle School."

A software consul¬

tant who was a former BPS classroom teacher served as
teacher to both teachers and parents.

Teachers received 3

inservice credits from the Boston Public Schools upon com¬
pletion of the course.

More than 75% of the McCormack

staff received credit for their participation.

There was

also a computer course for parents.
As the second year ended,
edited and printed.

the Resource Book was

The most successful part of the pro¬

gram was computer literacy in which teachers had the
greatest input.

Throughout, teachers demonstrated a
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willingness to
new,

participate

in

these

activities that were

met their
own growth needs,

and those of their stu-

dents.

McCormack Task Force I:
In year three of
to

the Task

Year ill

Force,

function much as they had in Years

the teams continued
I

and II.

some

teams worked together more closely than others.

Many

teachers worked with their teams and simultaneously com¬
pleted a new fifteen-credit computer certification program
offered by the Technology Department of the Boston Public
Schools.

When Jane asked teams

resports,

for informal progress

each team reported difficulties

in scheduling

meetings because at least one member of each team was
enrolled

in the citywide technology program.

In addition the newly published curriculum in math
and

language arts mandated by the central

issued
tems

for

immediate

in place.

office was

implementation without support sys¬

This meant teachers'

efforts were divided

between two tasks.

The Impact of the Resource Rook.
The

800-page guide of the Task Force's work was pub¬

lished and distributed.

When non-participating teachers

realized how much time and commitment the participating
teachers

had

controversy
to wonder
ers

invested and the direction they were taking,
ensued.

Some non-participating teachers began

aloud what was expected of

them.

Certain teach¬

were very concerned about the newly implemented stan¬

dards

for teacher performance
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evaluation which detailed

specific criteria and allowed grading at three
unsatisfactory,
It was

satisfactory,

and excellent.

evident that there was

faculty members

and two members of

deeply

in this

involved

at teachers
seemed to

levels:

some polarization of
the Task

polarization.

meetings groups of

Force were

Jane noticed that

teachers sat together,

ignore others who sat with them.

At the princi¬

pal's cluster meetings certain teachers would raise
of

concern.

dictable.
united

Teachers'

issues

responses and behaviors became pre¬

one subgroup of teachers

always

front against the other subgroup of

The

and

presented a
teachers.

issue surrounding the polarization was teacher

performance.

Jane noted that both subgroups of teachers

were defensive about their expectations and
strategies.

This

instructional

issue created tensions within teams

because team members

found it stressful to avoid the nega¬

tive discussion and energy that surrounded the polariza¬
tion .
At the

same time the partnership with the University

of Massachusetts

at Boston diminished markedly.

versity reorganized,

and the state

desegregation

the

ship.

The

funds,

Institute

for Learning and Teaching became a

merged state colleges.

dent

a

legislature cut state

funding source for the partner¬

college whose primary faculty

versity as

The uni¬

included professors from

The school had

looked to the uni¬

facilitator for teacher training and for stu¬

incentive programs.

collaborations with

local

The new faculty no
middle schools.
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longer sought

The principal
change

in

now

faced the third administrative

leadership in the

absorbed by the

local district and was

frustrations of dealing with a

secondary

administrator within the school who was unfamiliar with
early adolescents.

Even

in an adverse climate,

Force allowed experienced teachers to
instructional

needs,

purchase material
implemented the

identify their own

create the curriculum options and

for meeting these needs.

activities

creating those options,
to the needs of

the Task

in the Resource

All

teachers

Book.

each team attributed

In

its decisions

early adolescence.

Responses of Teachers to the Task Force
At the
participants
tive
of

end of McCormack Task Force,

Year

III,

the

interviewed each other and reported a posi¬

and a negative statement on each of

four activities

the team.
After reviewing both the positive and the negative

comments of

teachers,

McCormack Task Force
about the
made

Jane
I,

instructional

some decisions

felt that as a result of the

teachers began to think deeply
process and their students and had

about the character of

their own staff

development needs.
The

responses were collected and saved by the

researcher.

Jane noted that the teachers were proud of

their work.

Jane

was a factor,
tance

felt that although having enough time

some teachers may have needed more assis¬

in articulating their goals.

some of

the

responses.
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Table 6

incorporates

TABLE 6
Feedback - McCormack Task Force
Positive
Step

Negative

- Teaming of Teachers r

I

setting up meetings

Getting together; thinking
somethings through; wrote a
good project; team really
got into it; spontaneity of
groups; closer relationship

Step

II

Finding time for meet
ings; personality con¬
flict within teams;
rewriting made a task a
chore; hard to make the
lessons fit central cur¬
riculum objectives.

- Writing Lessons

Thought through different
ways of dealing with a common
topic; thinking through
objectives; once lesson
on paper you could evaluate
its merits; outside consultant
was excellent and provided
good experience for team
members; it took discipline
to get things down on paper.
Step

III

- Refining

Too much technical work;
it took more time than
expected; served no
purpose.

lessons to meet objectives
Where is it going
from here?; hard work;
time consuming;
goals differed from team
goals.

Consultant, an outsider,
gave good advice; means to
be more uniform; goals
of lessons became more
pointed.
step

I

IV -

Documentating the Work:

The Resource Book

Too large, overpowering;
Is anyone using it?; book
produced in a vacuum;
document too big.

Available to use; impres¬
sive product; beautiful
demonstrates momentous
achievement of teachers,
raises issues of how best to
share;
At the end of

the

first year,

shared her thoughts with the entire

Carol

Starr

faculty:

public education has been accused of
not allowing our children to think, and I hope
that this will not be pur case . . •th<it from
now on we are going to make our children thin
and think very deeply
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.

.

•

McCormack Task Force II:
The McCormack Task Force
a three-year
y le of
II

funding cycle.

it was

designed to

the

needs

its predeces¬

and to provide desegre¬

Those activities were consistently

integrate the teaching staff as well

meet the needs of
of

adult

as to

learners and prepare them to meet

early adolescents.

Jane Cohen recruited teachers via a staff memo.
ticipants

new

intent was to have

same goals as

improve the middle school

gation activities.

a

the McCormack Task Force

so named because the

the Task Force carry out the
to

ended at the completion of

with the beginning of

funding from the state,

began.

sor.

I

Year I

are shown

in Table

Par¬

7.

TABLE 7
McCormack Task Force TT

Year I
PARTICIPANT

TEACHING POSITION

*Paula Bartlett
*Joseph Burton
*Jane Cohen
*Jean Dale
Pauline Kennedy
*Sonia Levino
*Sally Painter
*Patty Reed
*Brenda Sanchez

Gr. 7 Social Studies
Gr. 6 Reading
Advanced Work Class
Special Needs
Librarian
Gr. 6 Bilingual
Gr. 7 Social Studies
Chapter I Reading
Gr. 6 Advanced Science
Gr. 7-8 Bilingual Science
Gr. 6, 8 English
Gr. 6 Social Studies
Gr. 7, 8 Social Studies

*Denise Saunders
*Carol Starr
*William Zucker
Year

RACIAL/CULTURAL
IDENTIFICATION

II

- Joined teachers

Grade 6,
*Nancy Curland
Grade 7,
*Tara Pennamen
Grade 7,
Henry Tabor
*indicates prior Task
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Afro. Amer.
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
Hisp. Amer.

from Year

Afro. Amer.
Afro. Amer.
White
I

White
7 Math
White
8 Reading
White
8 Math
Force participation

Table

7
again

pants:

indicates the diversity of the partici¬

in both teaching program and

Identification.

,n

Many of these names were familiar.

All

of

these teachers except Henry Tabor had participated in the
first Task Force.

Jane expected that teachers would continue to work
with the same team in an autonomous manner,
lessons created by the team,

and observe each other while

teaching these

lessons.

these

would also be videotaped.

lessons,

teach the same

Each teacher,

while teaching
The observations

would permit the teacher to evaluate her own performance
m the classroom.

She would select a

"clip"

video which would be spliced together with
each participant
strating

The

include peer observation and videot-

made by Jane.

Jane wrote the proposal

from appropriate staff

primary source

of

funds

school-wide
previous

at the Children's Museum.

for the project was the Massa¬

Jane continued to be responsible

for recruiting participants,
consultants,

and pro¬

time was a coordinator and a participant

chusetts Arts Council.

the

from

instruction at the McCormack Middle School.

ject and this
with help

"clips"

in order to create a videotape demon¬

The decision to
wss

from her

scheduling training,

hiring

ordering materials and coordinating the
activities

for students that continued from

efforts of Task Force members.

Peer Observation Training and Practice
Jane

Cohen

faculty member

in her role as coordinator,

recruited a

from the Lesley College Graduate School of
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Research.

„e was selects* because ^

^

recommended as a possible candidate by staff members at
™ass

Boston and Lesley College.

As a participant in a

prevrous program at UMass Boston,
ity to

Jane recalled his abil¬

listen to teachers and support their use of quali¬

tative details

in measuring educational gains.

observing each other,

Prior to

eleven teachers met the consultant.

He directed three
ee training sessions held at the Children's
Museum in Boston.
consultant

fees,

MA

•

were

Th-io
his space,

, ,
the catered dinners and

funded as a result of

increased

school/museum collaboration supported by the Massachusetts
Arts

Council.

At the

training,

the consultant explained the prin¬

ciples

of description that govern non-judgmental

tion.

Teachers did some experimental observations of each

other within the Museum.
were

observa¬

During the sessions teachers

asked by the trainer to describe the process of

selecting partners

for the formal peer observations that

were to take place

in the classroom.

The Project Director

spoke up and explained the aforementioned plan for the
interdiciplinary pairings of teachers.
firmly,

groups of

Politely but

teachers announced that they had made

their own arrangements

for observations and being

observed.
In

fact,

each teacher had arrived with and was

sit¬

ting with the person with whom each would observe and be
observed.
teachers'

The Project Director
decisions.
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immediately acceded to the

hers came to the meeting in pairs and did not
separate

for conversation with others during the opening

refreshments.
the
at the

The seating

first day of

in many ways resembled a class-

school.

Teachers sat

in cligues

far ends of the room.

thought that teachers were demonstrating
verbal
peer.

ways their
However,

in non¬

insecurity about being observed by a

Jane also realized that she would alter the

program design by deciding on the pairings and by not
allowing teachers the autonomy to be self directing.
teachers'

The

decision to speak up reminded Jane that she

needed to match their needs to the program.
Following the training the teachers planned observa¬
tion schedules,
vations,
pher,

when the teachers completed their obser¬

they notified Jane.

a graduate

Jane then hired a videogra-

student at Lesley College.

This was the

second new phase of the program.
Videotaping Instruct!on
Teachers had only one training session with the
videographer;
Childrens'
pared a

tape.

Museum and dinner was

served.

Teachers pre¬

schedule that would allow each teacher two oppor¬

tunities
quite

it was held in the early evening at the

for videotaping.

Jane noted that teachers seemed

excited about the prospects of

seeing themselves on

One teacher noted that she wanted the

available

last date

so her diet would make a difference.

Another

teacher wanted to be taped immediately after his vacation
while

he was tan.

This

project proceeded without any
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problems.

Teachpre:

-r

eachers told Jane that the videoqrapher's
style made them feel
video camera.

almost comfortable

in front of

the

These activities took place through the

winter.

At a mutually agreeable time In the spring,

the Task

Force met at the Children's Museum with the observation
consultant to share written observations and videotapes.
All

of the written observations were photocopied and

shared by all the participants.
the

These observations were

result of pairs and trios of teachers meeting,

ning,

scheduling,

plan¬

observing and sharing with each other.

The videotapes were of

full

class

lessons that had been

seen only by the videographer and the teacher who was the
subject of

the videotaping.

Teachers credited the consultant's
thoughtfulness as two of the reasons
having been
this
One

succesfully carried out.

with Jane

for the observations
The teachers shared

informally at the close of the school year.

teacher noted that the project had been far less crit¬

ical

than

ing of

she expected and

the

and reaffirm¬

What the teachers

and observations

learned

is described at the end

second year's description.

Jane
Force

far more helpful

her teaching efforts.

from their videos
of

low key style and

learned during the activities of the second Task

that the research

that teachers
planned the

(Bee,

was accurate

in noting

participated most effectively when they

activity and found

instructional

1987)

needs.

it useful to their daily

Those activities that Jane planned
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ith university or Children's Museum assistance without
teacher

input

failed to meet the expectations stated

the proposal.
meet the

Specifically,

intellectual

centrate on

needs of

interdisciplinary

that now that the novelty of
pleted,

teachers were

in

not ready to

early adolescents and con¬
instruction.

Jane hoped

Year I's activities were com¬

the teachers would be more

receptive to an inter¬

disciplinary approach next year.
McCormack Task Force II:

Year

In the second year of this Task Force,
teachers
83.

increased to

fifteen,

as shown

II
the number of

in Table

7 on page

Included were teachers who said that they had been

very cautious

about participating

in the previous year but

had seen and heard positive statements
pants.

from other partici¬

The project and activities continued in a manner

similar to the previous year.
Museum with the

Teachers again met at the

Lesley faculty member and then scheduled

their own observations and videotaping.
they were

Teachers said

now more willing to observe a teacher teaching

the same content,
willing to observe

or the same students.

Teachers were

someone other than a close

friend.

What Teachers Learned
At a

final

Museum in the
result of
quite
tions,

Task Force meeting at the Children's

spring,

the teachers

the McCormack Task Force

a bit about the school.
many teachers cited the

acknowledged that,
II,

as a

they had learned

As a result of the observa¬
large

amount of

academic

work that dominated classroom activity during the periods
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y observed.
required ho.eworK.

They also noted consistency in the
They noted that students as.ed similar

questions regarding simple directions rather than content.
The consultant summarized his findings to the group.
He stated that teachers had learned more about the process
of learning as a result of the observations.

Each teacher

engaged in a student's-eye view of what transpired in the
class.

Teachers were able to see the same children having

similar difficulties in different settings.

Teachers,

having seen new methodology and materials used by their
peers,

learned from each other.

Every teacher mentioned a

growing respect for one another after having observed each
other's situations.
Teachers spoke of the impact of viewing themselves on
tape.

After observing the videotapes, a few teachers

admitted that they needed to work harder to make the
learning more exciting.

The librarian, Pauline Kennedy,

who was close to retirement after a career than spanned
almost forty years, viewed her videotape and then said she
was an example of the adage you could "teach an old dog
new tricks" because as she observed her own videotape, she
saw behaviors that she was going to change the very next
day.
Teachers, however,

did not address student learning

problems. Jane had not presented a strong focus on the
needs of early adolescents, because she believed that the
experience would be redundant.

She admitted that when the

topic of early adolescent needs came up in training
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sessions,

teachers

talked less about the

intellectual

needs and more about other areas of change during this
and stage.
ers,

While the project provided renewal

for teach

its limited connection to a research base kept the

project from meeting Jane's expectations
instructional

for greater

improvement.

A final video was never produced,
did

age

select their favorite moments.

although teachers

The key reason

for the

video not being completed was that the Project Director
and the videographer met two or three times,

but

found

it

extremely difficult to connect the various teaching clips
into one coherent tape.

Furthermore,

the tape did not

serve either student or adult needs and was of

less

impor

tance to the teachers.

The Childrens Museum as a Partner
aspects of
working

the Task Force

individually with multicultural developers

the Children's Museum to create
These kits were
culum.

studies teachers.

wide teaching objectives

of

issued new system

in science and social

studies two

issued,

but

in either area and teachers

expressed

for help in group meetings with faculty.

This was

successful
the

office

This training was

after the reading and mathematics were

no training existed

a

studies curri¬

These kits then became available for use by all

important because the central

a need

from

interactive teaching kits.

integrated into the social

science and social

years

included teachers

adult

example of

staff develoment meeting the needs

in the workplace.
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As

a result of

the

Museum partnership,

staff members

worked with the school
to produce a
The Museum itself served as
meetings,

arts nights,

dents who were

recruitment brochure.

a neutral

and McCormack Family nights,

stu¬

identified as being at risk of non¬

promotion or overage for their grade
museum two days per week to
and

location for parent

lead group activities

were very cooperative

level,

went to the

learn how to set up exhibits

for younger children.

Teachers

in making the program successful.

By the close of the school year,

however,

the Chil¬

dren's Museum underwent reorganization and a new director
was

hired.

The Arts Council

the

partnership with the McCormack had already been

beyond the maximum number of
the

state

retain

legislature.

its

funding,

had notified the Museum that
funded

consecutive years allowed by

For the Children's Museum to

state

legislators wanted more services

for other urban and suburban communities.
Teacher Responses to McCormack Task Force II
As was the case at the end of the first Task Force,
Jane

again asked teachers to

interview each other and

record both positive and negative comments about the Task
Forces

activities.

drens'

Museum.

mack Task

Force

This meeting took place at the Chil¬

Based on the teachers'
II was successful

look at their own behaviors
styles

in

sionalism

a

comments the McCor¬

in getting teachers to

and their students'

learning

forum that promoted a growing sense of profes¬
and collegiality.

ments which appear

in Table

91

Jane summarized their com¬
8.

TABLE 8
Feedback - McCormack Task Force

Positive
Step I

-

II

Negative

Peer Observation Training

Gained an appreciation of
Can't think of any
some of the work of our peers;
thing? feedback based got
to see the good things
on too few observations
happened; created a sense of
tim.
group professionalism;
nurtured feelings of trust;
gave meaning to the task;
learned to separate what we
feel from what we observe.
Step

II

-

Peer Observation Feedback

I saw teachers caring about
what happens to kids and
teaching; I appreciated
having objective compilation;
felt good about consultants;
relieved that it was all
positive.
Step

III

Some things oversimpli¬
fied. Is it a true pic¬
ture of the school?;
embarassment at things
I was overlooking;
time.

- Videotaping
Time? only saw what
videographer chose to and
tape; disappointment in
student passivity.

We got to do it twice; made
some real changes in teaching
lessons after I saw my¬
self; good to see what was
actually going on in the
classroom; seeing myself as
a student sees me; revealing,
reinforcing, different, fun;
saw things I didn't know about
myself.

Teachers were generally very pleased with the
videotapes
worst

and observations.

fears

were very

and,

hence,

They did not match their

enhanced their self

few negative comments.

ready to address the problems of
lectual

growth.
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esteem.

There

Jane hoped teachers were
early adolescent

intel¬

en
ble

funding ended that year

it

funding sources were dried up.

list of

local

seemed that all

Jane Cohen compiled a

businesses and agencies

ter describing the school

and

and sent each a

its programs,

responded with generous checks:

tributed

$500

and the Bank of

This was

the beginning of

let¬

and asking

contributions that would continue these programs.
businesses

visi¬

for

Two

Polaroid con¬

Boston contributed $1,000.

a partnership.

McCormack Middle School/Bank of Boston Partnership
In

1979

the

State Legislature enacted the Community

Reinvestment Act that reguired banks
state

operating

in this

and desiring permission to expand to prove their

commitment to the cities and towns by reinvesting an
unspecified amount of money in the communities
it drew
chose

investors.

One way

to do this was by

That the bank was
not accidental.

from which

in which the Bank of Boston

investing in public education.

seeking a middle school partnership was
It already had existing partnerships with

an elementary school

and a high school.

The development of the partnership with the Bank of
Boston was
ships.

different from the

It was the

institution whose
everyday

life of

did have was

a

territory"

first experience with an

personnel knew very

little about the

an urban middle school.

firm grasp of

and how to provide
the workplace.

school's

school's previous partner¬

incentives

What the bank

how to set and measure goals,
and recognition to adults

Bank employees were considered

by administrators,
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teachers

in

"fertile

and parents.

Many

of the mid

level

bank executives and other employees had

grown up

in the city,

schools,

and still

attended parochial or public

lived

in the city.

tunity to cultivate the abilities of

Here was an oppor¬
the citizenry to sup-

port a public urban middle school.
Jane
match.

considered this a very

In

addition to well-publicized support for the

Boston Plan
was

was

for Excellence,

the bank's operations center

located at Columbia Park,

school.
a

This was

small

people

in

services,

lucky and prestigous

a

few hundred feet from the

extremely convenient.

Second,

com munity within a community,

banking

employing 1,000

and non-banking functions

health services,

the bank

including

plant operations,

food

etc.

A chance conversation between a marketing director at
the bank and Jane

Cohen,

the

Instruction Support Teacher

(formerly the project director of the Task Force),
have been the
later the

ceremony

lit the match."

Three months

Director of Operations at Columbia Park formally

invited the
later the

"spark that

may

principal,

Mr.

Millard,

to

lunch.

A month

partnership began with a handshake and a signing
in

front

of the media,

hundred bank and school

the press and over one

employees.

prepared by the principal

The

joint statement

and the bank directors read:

All children have the capability to learn and
all schools have the obligation to cherish and
foster this principle.
As partners, we state a
commitment to promote school excellence and to
pledge to work collaboratively and diligently to
provide an environment where all the children at
the John W. Mccormack middle school are moti¬
vated to learn to the best of their abilities."
(Partnership mission statement)
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At this point,

jane Cohen was designated by the prin¬

cipal to be the school's liaison.

The Director at the

bank selected a bid-level executive to act in a similar
capacity.
Bank of Boston Partnership:

Year I

The Director and Mr. Millard decided to implement a
short term project that would support the former superin¬
tendent's centrally created initiatives and introduce the
bank employees to the school.

This resulted in inviting

45 volunteers to the school three days a week to assist
teachers participating in a centrally mandated after
school reading program.

That year the McCormack School

went from thirteenth to seventh-ranked middle school among
Boston Public Schools according to the results on the
Metropolitan Achievement Reading Test.
bank support and teachers'

Jane felt that the

attention to details had helped

make that happen.
In planning for year II,

bank employees were well

trained to prepare rationales and proposals for new pro¬
jects.

The school and bank partners had to follow this

procedure in order to obtain funding or the release of
volunteers from work.
Jane Cohen recommended to her principal that the
rationales for a wide variety of activities could be
merged under one umbrella:
lescence.

meeting the needs of early ado¬

Teachers were needed to design and implement

each component of the partnership program.
into the partnership,

Three months

it became apparent to Jane that the
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partnership activities

resembled the design and content of

the McCormack Task Forces

I

and II.

activities became a source of
result was more appropriate
cents,

as

The partnership

staff development.

instruction

The

for early adoles¬

is demonstrated in Table 9.

TABLE 9
Student Partnership Activities Aligned
with Early Adolescent Growth
Year IT

Physical Growth

intramural

sports

aerobics
softball
prerequisite: annual physical

Social Growth

'Walk for Hunger' march
Pen Pals
Activity periods:
journal¬
ism, photography, yearbook
layout
Careers program

Emotional Growth

fairs and contests,
Perfect Attendance
luncheons
McCormack orchestra,
performances

Intellectual Growth

This plan,

exam

chorus

Tutors, mentors,
Reading is Fun, Banking
education, field trips:
Envirolab cruise of Boston
Harbor, Children's Museum.

which demonstrated the alignment of

early

adolescent growth with appropriate programs and activi¬
ties,

was

instructive

Focusing on the needs

for both volunteers and teachers.
of

keting strategy as well.
importance of marketing

early adolescents became a mar¬
Jane Cohen

learned about the

ideas to achieve wide acceptance.
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The

school

the events

and the bank used the

reading results and

to market the partnership among both skeptical

teachers and bank employees and to convince bank execu¬
tives
port

at central

office to

increase their

for the partnership.

were

Jane and all

a part of this

of

they felt in their

the Task Force teachers

first program.

Teachers who often felt

isolated now felt connected

to the outside world when the volunteers
arrived.

sup¬

Volunteers and teachers told

each other how excited and successful
first venture.

financial

from the bank

Patty Reed commented that the presence of the

volunteers made her more aware of her dress and demeanor.
She

noted that because both the women and the men were

always garbed

in professional

business attire,

she also

wanted to appear and perform in a professional manner.
Teachers

also expressed surprise to see the range of

volunteers.
teer

The director of the

as were many senior and

members

of

level managers and

spring the bank sponsored an

and a

volunteers
room of

junior

branch was a volun¬

their department office staff.

In the
Luncheon"

local

the

spring and

"Kick-off"

and the

school

staff

bank's central
fall

breakfast

"Acknowledgment

in the

fall

for the

in the executive dining

office.

Both events became

rituals.

Bank of Boston Partnership:

Year II

In the second year the school and bank volunteers
implemented the activities outlined

in Table 9 on page 96

and based on the needs of early adolescents.
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Ideas

came

from formal

and

bank employees and teachers.

informal

The school

recruited coordinators within both
implement each activity.
the school

five of

former Task

Force members:

Patty Reed

(Mentors

and tutors),

schedules
Each

forward were

Sally Painter

(ID cards

(end of

At

(Bank Education

(yearbook production),

and William Zucker

Each set of

seven activities.

Nancy Curland

Ralph Kelley

liaisons

institutions who would

There were

Sonia Levin-Maldonado

a—ways),

and bank

the teachers who stepped

program),

ture),

feedback from

and furni¬

the month book give-

(pen pals).

the coordinators met to create their own

to plan and implement the necessary activities.

invited the other to visit her respective work space.

More often,

teachers

lunch at the bank.

found themselves

invited to meet over

Both Nancy Curland and Sonia Maldonado

commented on how

invigorated they felt after

bank cafeteria.

They found

without students,
school.
nity to

intercoms,

lunch at the

lunch a time for reflection
and other distractions at the

Lunch at the bank also gave teachers an opportu¬
look at the possibilities for the partnership in

terms of

services,

supplies and the possible pool of

volunteers.
The teachers
but many of

enjoyed having the additional support

them commented on how they now had to plan

more carefully than before.
lesson plans
vide

in duplicate and triplicate

instructions

students.

They found themselves writing

Carol

in order to pro¬

for the volunteers who were working with
Starr stated that she had to be sure
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"to

stay on track
directions
social

in order

to remain synchronized with the

she had given the tutors working with her

studies students.

about their own renewal

That year teachers were talking
and meeting the needs of

early

adolescents.
That year the McCormack ranked first
Zone,

in the

East

according to the results of Metropolitan Achievement

Reading and Math Test results.
White

students
In the

formed.
school

In grade seven Black and

attained the same median score.

spring of

1989,

two planning teams were

The Technology Task Force,
personnel

use technology

developed and wrote a

for

school

$250,000

bank and
plan to

instruction and management to

student achievement.
market the

comprised of

Mr.

improve

Millard worked successfully to

and the plan,

dubbed

"Quantum Leap,"

senior bank officials during his summer vacation.
other planning team worked on the
the

needs

of

"core"

During the
itself

in the

"Quantum LEAP"

to

integrate technology
increase

for teacher

parents,

hardware

instruction
licity to

gift from the bank.
in all

in-service,

results.
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LEAP was a plan
life

Funds were pro¬

evening computer courses

and software purchases

the

the school

aspects of the school

student achievement.

and monitoring of

share

Year III

limelight because of the enormous size

the

vided

plan built around

third year of the partnership,

of

in order to

The

early adolescence.

Bank of Boston Partnership:

found

to

for

for student

student progress,

and pub

In accepting the money

Mr.

Millard agreed to work with his staff to increase the

reading scores of a core of

at-risk students to a speci-

fied median score.
To carry out the
Jane

"core"

plan and the technology plan,

recruited at least a half dozen additional

tors.

Twelve of

members of
Burton,

the eighteen coordinators were previous

either of the Task Forces.

and Carol

volunteered to

coordina¬

Tara Pennamen,

Starr became coordinators.

implement the

Jane Cohen

in-service training

tion to her other responsibilties.

in addi¬

She successfully

recruited three teachers who were not participants
Task Forces.

Because of

meetings within the school between the principal

roots of the school.

Small

projects were created for them.
Table

on-going
and his

10,

More teachers wanted to help.

which follows,

outlines the expansion of

activities to promote the needs of
The additional
branch office and

activities came

early adolescents.
from the nearby bank

from central headquarters.

as office staff

and the partnership.

Periodically,

number of

lives

as

the bank would present

and teachers would be

to take their classes on field trips.
enriched the

Executives

expressed enthusiasm for the students

one-time-only opportunities

the

idea

the partnership very quickly became absorbed at the

grass

well

in the

Very soon almost every teacher had an

to recommend to the bank for funding.

staff,

Joe

invited

These events

of the students and served to

increase

teachers who were touched by the partner¬

ship.
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TABLE 10
Student Partnership Activities Aligns
>Lith Early Adolescent Growth
Year ITT
Physical Growth

Intramural sports
soccer including clinic with
professionals
aerobics
softball
prerequisite: annual physical exam

Social Growth

'Walk for Hunger'
Pen Pals
Activity periods:
ism, photography,
layout
Careers program

journal¬
yearbook

Emotional Growth

Fairs and contests
Perfect Attendance luncheons
McCormack orchestra, chorus
performances
Media publicity for students
and school
Student exhibits at bank
Alvin Ailey American Dance

Intellectual Growth

Tutors, mentors, technology
and software, Reading is Fun,
Banking education, field
trips:
Envirolab cruise of
Boston Harbor, Big Apple Cir¬
cus, Glory. African Meeting
Museum

After a trip to the Big Apple Circus coordinated by
Sally Painter,

the mentor liaison,

teer tutors and their students,

for two hundred volun¬

Sally noted that

. . . our kids were the oldest kids there but
it didn't matter.
It was wonderful to see our
kids smile and even laugh at silly, innocent,
kid stuff.
Denise Saunders praised the Grade 8 field trip to the
movie Glory.

She noted that many students had never been

to a media event in which Afro-Americans played a posi¬
tive,

patriotic role.

This enhanced the self esteem of
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her students.

She described it as a cross-culturai expe¬

rience which helped students understand the historical
background for affirmative action.

Interdisciplinary Instruction
The large variety of schoolwide technology activities
refocused teacher attention upon interdisciplinary induc¬
tion .

This was ironic because years earlier Jane had felt

that interest in new technology had obstructed teachers'
interest in interdisciplinary instruction.

At the in-

service "software expos" planned by Jane and her counter¬
part from the bank,

teachers experimented with new soft¬

ware and hardware.

Jane observed science and math teach¬

ers discovering science programs with applications that
mixed math and science skills;

reading,

English,

and

English as a Second Language teachers noting that they
could collaborate in producing student writing;

and social

studies teachers discovering software that mixed math and
social studies skills.

Before the end of the year,

every

teacher expected most of their students to submit word
processed reports and because teachers were willing to
help students with a subject other than the assigned one.
The software program that created the largest change
in the ways teachers looked at their subject matter was a
math and language arts software program.
and the bank

(67%)

The school

split the costs required to install the

hardware and software for two computer labs.
equipped with twenty-five student computers,
a printer,

(33%)

Each lab was
a server and

plus additional hardware to create individual
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networks within

^^^u
oom.

software were

test was

installed

The math and language arts

in doth

labs

and a

target popula-

students who scored poorly in the

reading and math

identified to usp i-h-io
use this program.

This target pop¬

ulation was

scheduled

for

isn

+.
mutes

in the

lab with math

and reading teachers.

As reading and math teachers familiarised themselves
with the

instructional

software,

they recognized many

places where students read passages related to social
studies or science or solved science problems using the
math software.

Groups of teachers decided to meet infor

mally to discuss planning activities

in the classroom so

that similar skills and content could be taught at the
same time,

wherever possible.

Many of
of
the

these

the prior Task
impact of

the

encouraging these

reading and math teachers were members
Forces.

Jane could only speculate on

previous staff development programs
teachers to take the

participation did demonstrate,

however,

initiative.

in

This

that teachers were

willing to plan appropriately for their students when
staff

development met their personal

needs.

Six years

prior,

teacher training in technology

had almost sabotaged the goals
I.

and professional

of the McCormach Task Force

Now it was clear that the training and staff develop¬

ment had come together.

Team Building
Noting that there had been some small
coordinating aspects

of

difficulties

the student activities,
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Jane and

in

her counterpart at the bank designed a workshop for the
coordinators as

a way to address any problems that would

affect the partnership or the

response of bank employees.

This workshop for developing problem-solving skills
was

planned for the partnership coordinators by Jane who

collaborated with the partnership liaison at the
Both volunteers and teachers,
new possibilities,
easily resolved.
the

school

in creating new programs and

discovered new issues which were not
Given the differences

time,

discussed

in a non-threatening forum.

to

in culture between

as a workplace and the bank as a workplace,

issues of

UMass

Bank.

School

of

the telephone and expectations had to be
The Dean at the

Education provided a member of his staff

facilitate the planning and implementation of

this

meeting.
At the meeting teachers
the needs of

found themselves articulating

early adolescents by defining those needs

the bank personnel.

The meeting was productive because

teachers could explain reasons
the

for

for student behavior and

importance of maintaining activities.

Each set of

coordinators articulated their concerns and looked ahead
to the new year's program.
The partnership activities provided opportunities
teacher growth becaise they were self directing.
as

a coordinator gave

work more meaningful.
ities

all

teachers opportunities to
Teachers who participated

said they felt satisfied and competent

they had accomplished

Serving
find their
in activ¬
in what

in and out of the classroom.
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for

While

some
of

teachers complained of

the

number of non-school

building,

others

being

in a

"fishbowl-

because

personnel who visited the

saw it as a positive

influence.

A first

year McCormack teacher commented to Jane that not since
prep school

had he seen so much media and outside atten¬

tion on a school.
was

that he

dents

The message he got

should maintain high standards with his stu¬

at all

times,

because he did not want to be embar¬

rassed by public exposure
At an
the

school

if he was

year

are

involved.

faculty,

Upon observing the program,
"Look at all these

I didn't know."

that there were many bank personnel
opportunities

held at the close of

for bank volunteers and school

senior bank official muttered,

people who

lax in his teaching.

"Acknowledgment Luncheon"

programs were distributed.
one

from this publicity

Jane speculated

seeking the same

as the McCormack school

staff.

This concludes the historical documentation which
illustrated the review of the
teachers

literature about experienced

and early adolescence.

described,

From what has been

staff development program met the needs of

experienced teachers

and teachers actively worked to

create programs that met the needs of their early adoles¬
cent

students.

Each team opportunity met adult needs.

Each student activity met early adolescent needs.
now needs

What

to be analyzed is to what degree the teachers'

experiences

translated

and whether

or not they felt that any of these programs

was

instrumental

into appropriate daily instruction

in altering some aspect of their teaching
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behavior.

To paraphrase Vito Perrone's words,

activities

helped teachers match what they were about more

productively with their students'

needs?

which

The Viewpoints

section addresses this question.

Viewpoints
This

section

is based upon the

teachers who participated
Force

interview responses of

in Year I

of the

first Task

and continued to teach at the McCormack School

throughout the span of
interviews was to
development
tion upon

the case study.

assess the

impact of

efforts described

some aspect of

in the

The purpose of

the

the three staff

historical documenta¬

the participants'

teaching behav¬

iors .
Excerpts

from the

related survey

interviews and the results of

items created a profile of the teachers and

permitted the researcher to answer the research questions
with teachers'

own words.

sequence that answers the
plete

results of
The

teachers

survey

Their answers are arranged in a
four research questions.

items

appear

Com¬

in the appendix.

interviews began with warmup questions

in which

in the case study were able to recall their own

experiences

of

early adolescence.

Their responses demon¬

strated surprising similarities among this diverse group
of

teachers.

Teachers'

Early Adolescences Compared

Teachers were asked to identify role models and key
I

events

from their own adolescence.

ally political

leaders

Role models were usu¬

and educational
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leaders.

Political

heroes and heroines

included Eleanor Roosevelt and Mary

McLeod Bethune

Curland and Ms.

F.

Kennedy

D.

Roosevelt

(Mr.

leaders.
little

(Ms.

Burton,

(Mr.

Ms.

Kelley).

Starr);

Reed);

President John

and President Franklin

All of these were national

Most teachers saw their own students as having

interest or admiration for political

Stated Joe

heroes now.

Burton
1 think the kids feel unaffected by it
1^°. tlCS^*
• • it doesn't reach down to
their level . . . nothing they can do about
• • •

Ms.

Painter added:
Political events have to be pretty
close for them.
. .
to recognize it.

Thus,

teachers

felt that the

important than the national

level

local

level was more

in the

lives of early

adolescents.
The

identification of a teacher serving as role model

was the second common response from this diverse group.
Most of

the

teachers mentioned either personal character¬

istics or high expectations

in their choice of

. . . any teacher that I came
with ...
(Ms. Curland)
Ms.

Saunders

cited a math teacher

...he taught us above grade
something I try to do now.
Ms.

Sanchez

.

He was the
He was real

.

Mr.

Burton

in

level

[to]

contact

:
and that's

mentioned her biology teacher.
first male teacher that I had
straightforward with kids.

spoke of

the nuns

in parochial

There were a couple who seemed to be
really kind and caring.
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.

school.

Ms Dale remembered a science teacher who was
. • • just a very warm, friendly teacher who
gave us some fabulous projects lo do.
Ms.

Painter recalled

"women

in physical

Their answers revealed how close or
their students were

The other teachers

music personalities
choose

for heroes

alluded to the

as

view of

for their stu¬

identified sports and

people their own students would

and heroines today.

The teachers

influence of the media on the kids'

in making these choices.

Ms.

cally handicapped students,

Dale,

a teacher of

saw these choices as a way

with their own physical
The teachers
own

teachers

in

choices.

in which her students dealt

limitations.

in spite of the social,

forces that surrounded them.

saw herself

as

"active"

or

family problems,

political

Each of the

"busy"

or "involved"

and protected despite prevailing conditions:
anti-Semitism,

physi¬

reported apparent naivete during their

early adolescences

or economic

lives

was particularly emphatic

identifying sports personalities as her students'
She

»

Only two teachers recognized that

they themselves mightserve as role models
today.

.

far apart teachers and

in relation to the students'

the world around them.

dents

education

unemployment,

discrimination and vio¬

lence .
Ms.
life,

Curland noted the

impact of the Holocaust on her

yet she described herself
.

.

.

active,

happy

.

easily."
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.

•

as
could make

friends

Mr.

Burton spoke of

said he was
Ms.

"happy with

Starr spoke of

his

father's

family

unemployment but

life."

being protected:

Being a black girl, and I do mean black,
growing up in those times you were never con¬
sidered a pretty one . . . fortunately I had
Lnice] hair which was another problem for black
giriSl_ * ’ * my life was around the church and
church words . . . didn't have much of an
opportunity to get hurt.
Ms.

Cohen told of

living

in a small town:

My parents were divorced . . . uncommon in
a small town . . . People would say 'poor Jane'
but I was too busy to think about it.
Mr.
.
.

Kelley remembered growing up during the war:

. we didn't know where Pearl Harbor was
we all thought it was up in Maine.

Ms.

Saunders recalled Dr.

.

King's assassination:

I remember Dr. King's death and I remember
standing at the bus stop the day after the
assassination and we were discussing it as
young people . . .
wondering how come all the
adults seemed to be so traumatized by it . . .
Though these conditions parallel
1990's,

teachers'

adolescences
impact of

perceptions

events

in the

of their students'

contrasted with their own.

neighborhood problems.

early

They noted the

There was particular

concern expressed by the teachers about poverty and the
cycle of
ers

crime,

saw this

impact
events.

drugs and violence that it created.

Teach¬

localized situation as having a greater

in their

students'

Noted Mr.

lives than world or national

Burton on the

impact of violence,

... a lot of kids feel very insecure and feel
trapped . . . like they're going to have no
choice but to get caught up in it.
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Responses to the Research Questions
After the warmup questions,

the

focus

of

the

inter¬

view turned to answering questions that would provide
answers to the research questions.

The

four questions

were:
1.

What kinds of

personal
2.

staff

and professional
What kinds

of

needs of

If

opmental

middle

experienced teachers?

staff development activities met the

unique development needs of
3.

development activities met the

early adolescents?

school teachers were

needs of

early adolescents,

aware of

the devel¬

would they adopt

teaching strategies that better met those needs?
4.

In what ways did staff development activities

create positive behaviors among staff
multi-racial,

multi-cultural,

and students

multi-lingual

in a

urban middle

school?
To answer the

first question teach ers were asked to

identify the high and low points
ment careers
the three

in their staff develop¬

and the specific activities within each of

staff

development programs that had the greatest

impact on their teaching behaviors.

There were some ques¬

tions that were not applicable to all

,

Conditions

Teachers were
bership.
the

,

Incentives

Excerpts

first question

interviewees.

and the Role of School Leadership

asked questions about their team mem
from their interviews are responses to
"What kinds of

ities meet the personal

staff development activ¬

and professional needs of

ienced teachers?"
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exper¬

The

interview responses

of

the

ized by the researcher around three
answers
school
and

appeared

raised by the
role as

Comments

areas

incentives,

upon which their
and the

role of

Specific questions about conditions

in the Appendix.

cipal's

of

conditions,

leadership.

incentives

found
was

touched:

teachers were organ¬

in the questionnaire which
The role of

interviewees,

the school

leadership

who commented on the prin¬

they weighed the choice of

on the role of

is

the principal were

incentives.
not the

result

having been asked a specific question about school

leaders.

Conditions
The teachers
which situations

explained under what conditions and in

they achieved professional

growth.

Ms.

Starr noted
. . . [ones that] tried to deal with adults
that are adults rather than making us feel
inept or ignorant.
Her comments
They wished to be

reflected the other teachers'
treated as

into the training.

adults,

and have some

They wanted the content of the

development activities to be

and daily classroom instruction.

spoke of

having new experiences

Denise

which she

related

staff

Still others

in a non-threatening set¬

Saunders wanted to feel that any group in

participated was open to diversity.

These
teachers

input

related to the needs of their

students

ting.

comments.

statements

hoped to
from prior

also reflected the conditions that

create

for their students.

They also

experience conditions they would not
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like to repeat.

For example,

Jane Cohen cited a

but unsatisfying experience.
view of
school

lucrative,

Generally teachers took a dim

staff development offered by middle management
department personnel who had

little classroom expe¬

rience.

Teachers expressed a great deal of

with the

impersonal

nature of

displeasure

specific past experiences.

Incentives
Activities that promoted collegiality and time
reflection among staff members were considered an
tant outcome
activities
helpful:

the team meetings

ers

activities

learned

(McCormack Task Force

(bank partnership).

growth.

the

II)

and

Each of

This contributed to their

Teachers described the

collegiality on their performance.

Reed thought,

I),

allowed modeling behavior in which teach¬

from each other.

professional
this

identified three

(McCormack Task Force

peer observations

coordinator meetings

these

Teachers

impor¬

from the case study activities that had been

sharing of
the

for any activity.

for

impact of

For example,

Patty

"We get better results when we work

together."
Sonia Maldonado said that good staff development pro¬
grams

reduced her sense of

Curland were
styles.

interested

Brenda Sanchez

objective.

isolation.

Joe Burton and Nancy

in questioning their own teaching
considered peer feedback to be

These comments also reflected a

level

of trust

among participating teachers.
Teachers expressed
not

available.

frustration when collegiality was

For example,
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in May,

1990 Denise

Saunders,

who worked on the production of
coordinator

from the bank,

the yearbook with

a co-

was overwhelmed by the mess

on her desk during the heaviest month of
was unable to share this feeling.
frustration around the lack of

production and

Sally Painter expressed

conversation with her co¬

coordinator at the bank and thought this might hurt the
mentor program by allowing "certain kids to slip through
the

cracks."
These

feelings of

learning environment.
tive

place

turn

inward,

place,

to

thus

frustration can easily upset a
When adults do not have a construc¬

air their concerns,

choosing the

were

in the survey,

sonal
role

incentives

from the

list

team building within the

and opportunities to order additional materials

Three of the

for teachers

in the case

four priority items suggest that per¬

and/or professional

relationships play an important

in creating incentives.
The opportunities of

those

in

personal growth opportunities,

the highest priorities

study.

isolated and

"road of repetition."

sharing time with other faculty,
school,

feel

they refuse to participate and stagnate

In selecting appropriate
presented

they

lowest priority continued to be

that would take teachers

sibilities:

a break

away

in the daily routine after school,

released time during the school day,
within the

school

from teaching respon¬

or district.

and leadership roles

Most teachers

dividends

from leaving their students.

it

I

all:

"

don't

like

Sally Painter said

leaving my class."
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found few

The

preferences of

the case study population were

evenly divided between receiving a stipend or salary
and/or university credit as an

incentive.

This split may

reflect the division between the needs of

the teachers

with a bachelor's degree and those with at
ter's degree.
credits

Those teachers with more advanced education

were more

less

least a mas¬

likely to prefer a

stipend,

while those

education were more anxious to gain credits.

School Leadership
At some point during the teachers'
discussed the

influence of the principal

ment activities
ported by Mr.
a

different

schools

interviews,

each

in staff develop¬

and how staff development activities sup¬

Millard had made the McCormack Middle School

"animal"

in Boston.

(Ms.

Painter)

from other middle

Each teacher seemed to have a defined

and somewhat different role

for Mr.

Millard.

Sally

Painter noted,
. . . it's important for us to get new informa¬
tion . . . that teaching as a career isn't
static ... a lot of principals aren't aware
of what's current . . . principal has to have
some kind of vision . . . to be supportive.
Other teachers
in an active
role
might

including Joe Burton saw the principal

role.

His definition of the principal's

implies more than the vision and support that Sally
like

from the principal.

The principal sets the agenda ... I
don't think that the principal should be aloof
in staff development at all . . • what's
expected of us as teachers . . . we should
express our needs in carrying out that mission
. . . it's a working relationship . . • he has
to bring

in

some kind of
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resources.

Soma Maldonado spoke of "meeting a brick wall" with¬

out the principal's support.
if you don't h^lnk anythin<3 Positive can happen

because you can trvnundtoniStrattiVe SU?e°rt

Ihl P°lnt
a vaiid case for anything . ! ! i
would be receptive until ....
you're going ?o meet a

Ms.

Saunders,

a"dTthe"
^hi^Ray1"3*6
y

speaking a little more skeptically,

still echoed these feelings about the principal's role in
another way:
The principal should support the staff
development activities but he should be more
interested in what's happening outside of the
school and selling our school and its vision to
the community; kind of a PR man.
These comments indicate that the teachers in the case
study felt the principal was influential in their decision
to participate in staff development.
supported those activities.

They felt that he

He served as a role model for

them when he returned with new ideas and suggestions from
his own participation in staff development activities.
Content of Staff Development Programs
The second research question was "What kinds of staff
development activities meet the unique development needs
of early adolescence?"

The questionnaire asked teachers

to identiify the activities described in the historical
documentation that impacted their teaching behaviors.

The

answers were suggested as teachers described desirable or
appropriate content for new programs or as they reviewed
the content of students'

programs developed through the

three staff development programs.
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Teachers

stated a

immediate needs of
ness

strong preference

for meeting the

their students through their willing¬

to participate

in any staff

development activities

that would directly affect their students.
said

she was

available to participate

Brenda Sanchez

in any activity that

would help Hispanic students curb their dropout rate.

She

noted:
Every year it seems that the best kids get
pregnant...something should be done about sex
ed. . .
Brenda understood that early adolescents confused
their budding sexuality with their curiosity about sex.
All
ers.

teachers

spoke highly of

Many said they would

because they thought
technology.
software

meet the
ties.

for

activities happening sim¬

in a single classroom.

intellectual

needs

of

Thus computers helped

students with varied abili¬

Some moved ahead while others continued to review.

staff

their

it helped prepare their students

They also noted the ways new hardware and

Teachers
the

comput¬

like more computer training

increased the range of

ultaneously

the challenge of

identified specific activities

from each of

development programs that helped them respond to

student's needs.

Task Force

I

Teachers

selected the

instructional units designed

by the team and the activities of
greatest

impact on

during Task Force
the value of

some
I.

the team as having the

aspect of their teaching behavior

Ms.

Sanchez,

for example,

mentioned

her nutrition unit to her students which
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stressed the nutritional values
be chosen
finds

for breakfast.

the teaching of

of

ethnic

foods

likely to

She also noted that she still

the unit valuable.

Speaking of her team's work with the Boston Writing
Project,

•

Ms.

:

Starr noted

* It^1?ad a wh°le different focus .

youngsters!0'

Ms.
teams'

1 ***

. kind

^ Cha"ge in °rder to helP

Saunders supported this personal

feeling for the

work:

I believe they taught me how to teach better writing . .
. get into the heads of middle
school kids . . . get the process going.
Ralph Kelley and Iris
team's

Suarez

effort had on bilingual

spoke of

the

impact the

students.

We'd try to coordinate, to connect three
areas of the school . . .
trying to solve a
universal problem." (Mr. Kelley) "...the 'prob¬
lem' with bilingual is that there's not more of
this [planning].
Ms.

Dale,

who taught a self-contained physically han¬

dicapped program,

felt her participation contributed to

lessening her students'
easier

sense of

isolation and made

it

for her to prepare them for appropriate mainstream¬

ing opportunities.
It was helpful to work cooperatively with
other teachers who were not teaching special
education and see the continual come back to
where
It may have
Ms.

I

was.
reduced her sense of

Reed who worked on the

isolation too.
School

Climate team

. . . wanted the kids to feel that school was a
more positive experience we just wanted the
kids to be more motivated towards school...
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While

Brenda Sanchez and Jean Dale tried hard to meet

the specialized needs of their students,
English proficiency and physical

i.e.,

limitations,

limited
the others

were deeply concerned about the social and emotional
of

early adolescents.

Task Force

TT

In reporting the
McCormack Task Force
twelve

impact of various activities
H,

support

for having a great

their teaching behavior.

placed
(Ms.

in their students'

Saunders),

Reed),

kids

"Is

As
the

a

self"

to

shoes.

Teachers

things that might be

received

teachers were
saw gestures

irritating

(Ms.

fooling around or remaining too passive,

that how
result of

teachers

improve their

and

Sonia Maldonado

I want to come across to the kids?

".

their having viewed the videotapes,

showed a new interest

in how they could

effectiveness with students.

There was a

great concern about appropriate methodology as
tained to the teacher's performance,
with the

lot"

impact on some aspect

Through video,

their own distracting hand movements.
asked,

"a

impact on their behaviors.

"Personally viewing the video of
unanimous

in the

between seven and eleven of the

participants usually selected the choice

describe the

of

needs

intellectual needs of

it per¬

but limited concern

early adolescents.

Partnership activities
In measuring the value of the student activities
sponsored by the

partnership,

value based on the

teachers

assessed their

ability of the activities to meet the
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needs of

their students.

Most teachers

activities were meaningful

and therefore had

impact on their teaching behavior.
two programs that helped bilingual
Because

a

responded that the

few students

Ms.

••

Sanchez

a

lot" of

identified

students directly:

in bilingual class

ln sclence' 1 know they were able to
compiete science projects. . . the research,
the model.
Without these tutors I would never
have been able to help all the students produce
what was required in English.
And the Reading
is Fun program ...
my students [bilingual]
had to read three books a month for the ESL
teacher and then they all got free books to
read.
This made a difference in their ability
to understand my teaching in English .
definitely made a difference.
Ms.

Saunders

had the greatest

spoke of the partnership activities that
impact on her teaching behavior and

echoed the theme of
important programs
development.

when she

identified

as ones most valuable to her students'

She cited the Awards Ceremonies

their trophies"),
importance of
ate"

this research

the Perfect Attendance

("They

luncheons

awarding the behaviors that are

love

and the

"appropri¬

in school.
Ms.

Reed spoke of the collective

impact of all the

activities:

proud
we're
. . .
going

It [the activities] just made me very
to be at the McCormack School because
doing all these great things for the kids
so if you're proud of your school, it is
to reflect in your teaching.

Ten of

the twelve teachers saw the media and public

relations

effort

as having

"somewhat"

aspect of

teaching behavior.

of an

impact on some

Joe Burton and Ralph Kelley

noted how that they were willing to go along with
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it

because
the

it helped create

students'

having been
Joe

minds.

a positive

Mr

"the devil's

image of

the school

in

Kelley spoke of the school's
island"

prior to the partnership.

Burton noted that

thi nr,Aii0t of.kids

feel

special

seeing every-

™ Prl^fc;
1 think it<s a Pat ™ the back
well deserved for a lot of the youngsters that
they usually don't get.
And any time the kids
feel, good about themselves, it impacts on anything that I'm doing.
In the

interviews,

eleven of the twelve teachers

indicated that the teacher and student activities
partnership
^

impacted their teaching behavior

Each of

for each of
helped

"somewhat"

or

the activities allowed teachers to model

their students;

in this effort.

awards,

in the

the adults

Sometimes,

as

from the bank
in the case of the

students modeled for each other.

The public relations effort created an opportunity to
present the
The

school

as

self-esteem of

a model

the

experienced teacher

early adolescent as well as the

in the workplace were strengthened

through this attention.
who

attended the

with school
roles

for other middle schools.

school

This

allowed early adolescents

to have a positive identification

and created positive

identification with their

in the school.
Making the Necessary Adjustments in Instruction
The third research question asks,

teachers

are aware of

adolescence,

will

"If middle school

the developmental needs of

early

they adopt teaching strategies that can

better meet those needs?"
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In asking teachers about making

the necessary adjustments in instruction to accommodate
these needs,

a series of awareness questions were posed

about the stages of growth during early adolescence.
These questions brought almost unanimous responses of
"very aware" to most of the areas of change.

In addition

to being very aware of the student's social context, as
previously mentioned,

and of the impact of the media on

early adolescent thinking,

teachers generally stated that

an awareness of early adolescence accounted for the
instructional and curriculum adjustments they made in
allowing students to experiment in new roles or behavior.
Reading teachers said that they chose novels that had
themes that students could apply to solving daily prob¬
lems.

Ms.

Curland described implementing a banking program

that had been very successful because students understood
the need for consumer math skills.

(She was also pleased

to learn where her money was going.) Ms.
of getting inside kids'
Ms.

Saunders talked

heads to motivate them to write.

Maldonado spoke of organizing an activity period

because it provided informal opportunities to offer guid¬
ance to students.
Some of the following comments indicate the level of
teacher awareness in the changes of social,

emotional,

physical and intellectual growth experienced by
adolescent.

Mr.

early

Burton spoke of his first expe¬

rience with early adolescents:
. . . at first . . . negative behavior . . .
an affront against me . . . advised not to look
on every action as a negative action . . .
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Mr.

Kelley noted the changes in physical stature and

interest:

™ext

. . -he's a peanut, all of a sudden he's big .
* * , .e
thing you know he's not as inter¬
ested in baseball as in the [girls].
Ms.

Curland noted as a follow-up to Mr.

Kelley's

observation:
I'm aware of the flirtations and relation¬
ships . . and how they change over the course
of the year.
Ms.

Starr spoke of early adolescents'

fears about

being different from peers.
Many have an exulted opinion of them¬
selves ... to mask what's really both¬
ering them.
Ms.

Dale spoke of

. . . young people who are preoccupied with
things other than schoolwork.
I know I have to
get them focused before I can teach . . .
Ms.

Painter spoke of the erratic behavior

. . . so many factors . . . what one fellow can
do from one day to the next, or from one period
to the next one . . .
So did Ms.

Maldonado:

. . . I want to give them responsibility for
themselves and give them that flexibility to
move.
Most interviewed teachers credited personal experi¬
ence with having taught them what they know about early
adolescence.

Only two people indicated that they had

learned about early adolescent development,

including the

instructional implcations of intellectual growth from
their work in the Task Force.
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One teacher stated that the

research presentation during the Task Force reinforced
what she suspected to be true.
While teachers said they knew about early adolescent
growth,

the most divergent responses came to the guestion:

"Are you aware that an intellectual growth spurt occurs
during early adolescence?"
The responses

indicated that though five teachers

said that they were
responses

"very aware",

the distribution of the

from the other seven teachers were almost evenly

divided among the other possible answers which ranged from
"aware"

to

"not aware".

Another

interview questions asked teachers to select

the most appropriate

instructional strategies.

lists the possible answers

Table

11

(a-h).

TABLE 11
Summary of Responses to Question 12
Likely,
Very Likely

Not Likely,
Somewhat Likely

a.

Lecture and note taking

5

7

b.

In class reading of text

7

5

c.

Guest who offers

6

6

d.

Forty minute video

3

9

e.

Demonstration

12

0

f.

Academic

9

3

g.

Working with a partner

9

3

h.

Working with a group

9

3

lecture

field trip
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Items a - d represent strategies that are the least
interactive and the least appropriate for early adoles¬
cents.

items e - h represent strategies that are more

interactive in nature and therefore appropriate to foster
intellectual growth among early adolescents. Table 11 sum¬
marizes these answers by grouping "likely" and "very like¬
ly'

together and grouping "somewhat likely" and "not like¬

ly" together.
When asked to indicate a choice of strategy as the
most suitable or least suitable for early adolescent
instruction,

teachers showed a strong willingness to try

more suitable strategies but were unwilling to give up the
most traditional modes of instruction:
in class,

note taking and lecture.

reading the text

Though most teachers

state they have this working knowledge of early adoles¬
cence,

there is no a clear pattern of translating the

theory into daily practice.

Responses to the two previous

questions suggested that either teachers were unfamiliar
with the intellectual growth of early adolescents,

did not

understand the implications for instruction in classrooms,
or were unwilling to to give up the most traditional modes
of

instruction:

lecture and note-taking.

Sonia Maldonado noted,

"I think most of us teach and

behave in classrooms the way our teachers did."

This

statement might explain why instructional programs remain
so traditional.

Teachers were heavily influenced by their

own teachers who had served as role models in every area
but technology.
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Evidence of Positive Staff Interactions and Infusion
of Multi-Cultural Curriculum
The

last research question was

"In what ways can

staff development activities create positive behaviors
among staff
cultural,
tion

and students

in a multi-racial,

multi¬

multi-lingual urban middle scnool?"

The ques¬

focused on faculty and student interactions.

Faculty interact!nnR
Many of the teachers who participated in the staff
development activities reviewed here

identified two ways

in which the diversity of the school had been valued,
thus contributed to a positive climate.

and

They spoke of the

teacher pairings and the behavior modeling their teamwork
created for their students.
role models

for students to see

ate behavior.
impact of

"Teachers'

"

(Mr.

Burton).

interactions become

in choosing the appropri¬

Secondly,

they spoke of the

instructional units and school-wide activities

that had supported these interactions.

The results of the

survey questions revealed that all but one teacher who
responded
nicity,

"maybe"

race,

had worked with someone of another eth¬

sex,

or linguistic background.

twelve teachers responded that they
with

th?r

opment

[these]

person[s]

itivities."

Nine of the

"would have worked

regardless of the staff devel¬

Three teachers were not so sure

("maybe").
It was Joe Burton who said:
I worked with a young Afro-American woman.
. I would like to think that I would have
worked with her anyway but it would have taken
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get people together without
the staff development activities.
Ms.

Dale spoke of the recruitment for the staff

development programs and of how the activities help teachers work together.
It [activities] gets you engaged in con¬
versation.
Everyone is encouraged to partici¬
pate . . . there is consideration . . . making
[the] teachers involved are also reflec¬
tive of the multicultural diversity of this
school.
Speaking as a racial minority on the faculty,
Starr said,

Ms.

"It has given me a good feeling of being

involved."
Ms.

Sanchez's comments follow this feeling:
I

think I was the only Hispanic to partic¬
ipate that year but I was very comfortable.
Ralph Kelley spoke of his experience in working with
tural

identifications from his own.
We seemed to be working pretty good there
. . . our own little group [Nancy Curland, Iris
Suarez] . .
Ms.

Saunders noted that integration was her reason

for participation.
I know that having integrated teams was
always a goal.
That's one reason I was willing
to participate

.

.

.

Sally Painter often compared this school to other
urban middle

schools with which she was acquainted from

conversations with friends.
that programs
often racially

At those schools she heard

and projects for teachers and students are
identifiable.

However,

at the McCormack,

. . .
the faculty works increasingly better as
a group as a result ... so I don't think
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things are identified by race
a qualification for me.
Teachers'

.

.

.

that's not

responses to questions about highlighting

diversity in their own classrooms or in other activities
supported by the professional development activities were
almost as unanimously positive as responses to the previ¬
ous question about teacher cooperation.

All the teachers

thought they were better prepared to "help their students
be sensitive to students of different racial,
linguistic backgrounds."

ethnic and

Only one or two did not say they

had taught units specifically geared to highlighting dif¬
ferences.

Nancy Curland was one of those people;

however

she did work extensively with a bilingual teacher in an
interdisciplinary unit
. . . where we worked with vocabulary and
worked specifically with understanding some
math terminology for some non-English
speaking populations.
Multi-cultural interactions
Teachers described multi-cultural experiences that
emanated from the staff development programs.

The teach¬

ing units of Task Force I and the Childrens' Museum's mul¬
ti-cultural programs of Task Force II have been described
above.
Earlier in the historical documentation,
Saunders stroke of the i*r'
Giorv.

Denise

t of her students having seen

A number of field trips were scheduled to museums

in the greater Boston area including the Childrens'
and the Afro-American Museum,

Museum

to compliment multicultural

curriculum units created through development activities
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and to provide students with first-hand
ferent cultures and settings.

experience in dif-

Said Joe Burton,

1 understand a lot of issues today much
than 1 d^d eight years ago . . . it was
• • for all the kids and
good for me.

l Gye °pening •

Patty Reed reflected on literature selections pur¬
chased with staff development funds:
• • . just so the kids would have more of a
feeling for the Vietnamese students and
wouldn't see them as strangers from another
planet.
Patty also noted that
...other experiences had helped incoporate
bilingual students.
Many school-wide fairs resulted from the Task Forces;
everyone was expected to participate.

Sonia Maldonado

commented:
I think that when we have any of our fairs
. . . we have to make some allowances and hav¬
ing understanding because of the diversity of
the children . . . but not [by] patronizing
[kids] and making excuses.
Ms.

Saunders talked about the partnership monies from

the bank used to purchase trophies and awards for partici¬
pation in certain activities,

including achieving the

Honor Roll:
It helps to build [the] self esteem of
each individual child regardler^ of ethnic
backgrounds.
Conclusion
The teachers,

each in his or her own words,

expressed

feelings of optimism about participation in staff develop¬
ment programs.

Some teachers stated that the activities
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to their confidence and allowed them to talk about
new ideas and different teaching philosophies.
The shared activities such as being observed by a
Peer'

working in a team,

and partnership activities had

the greatest impact on the teaching behaviors of the
teachers
such as

in the case study.

Activities done

in isolation

interviews with an evaluator or activities that

did not connect to daily classroom instruction and their
students such as sharing of the videotapes had the least
impact on the teaching behaviors of the teachers

in the

case study.
During those years when the staff development and
partnership activities focused on early adolescent devel¬
opment teachers were more likely to consider the unique
needs of of

early adolescents.

This was demonstrated by

the response of the teachers to partnership activities
designed to meet of the needs of early adolescents.
ing the McCormack Task Force

II when teachers were

involved

in peer observations,

nology,

and there was

videotaping and new tech¬

less emphasis on the needs of early

adolescents teachers were
lectual

Dur¬

less

likely to meet the intel¬

needs of their students though they stated they

definitely understood what their students were experien¬
cing.
The

last chapter will

interviews

summarize the results of the

as they answer the the four research questions,

and suggest directions

for the future.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter will

summarize the answers to the

research questions based on the results of the inter¬
views,

and then link the results to a summary of the

erature review,

and other relevant research.

these conclusions

lit¬

Based on

I will recommend subjects that require

further study if urban middle schools are to be success¬
ful.

In closing,

have experienced

this chapter will

"changing patterns" while participating

in the case study,
Middle School

look at teachers who

and suggest ways that the McCormack

itself may have expeienced a

"changing pat¬

tern. "

Meeting the Personal and Professional Needs of Teachers
In their

interviews teachers

identified three activi¬

ties:

team meetings and associated activities

Force

I;

peer and video observations

in Task

in Task Force II;

and

partnership coordinatorship activities as having the high¬
est

impact

("a

behavior.

This

lot")

on some aspect of their teaching

information was obtained from teachers

response to questions
interviews.
impact of

four,

five,

in

and six during the

These questions asked teachers to weigh the

the activities of each of the staff development

and partnership activities.
questionnaire.)

(See Appendix for compl"

In the previous chapter teachers stated

in their own words exactly how they felt about those
activities
1990

at the time they occurred and in the spring of

at the time of

the

interviews.

From what they said,

I

concluded that those activities allowed teachers to:

find their work meaningful,

reaffirm their teaching role,

develop relationships at work,
Table
personal

12

and be self directing.

is a summary of the research on meeting the

and professional needs of experienced teachers.

It also appears

in Chapter 2.

TABLE 12

Matching Personal and Professional Hppris
Characteriseor
of Middle Adult¬
hood

Needs at the
Work Place

The Role of
Staff Develop¬
ment

1.

need to find
work meaningful

increased skill
development

support;
competence

2.

meaningful
relationships
at work.

strong indentification; re¬
affirm
career
path

mentor others
in the field;
offer renewal

3.

need to be
directing

succeed in high
pressure perform¬
ance

allow responsi¬
bility for
planning and
allocating time
resources and
allocations;
initiating
bottom up pro¬
grams .

Alden, 1979;
Newman and
Newman, 1983

Knowles, 1979;
Bee, 1987;
Dandridge, 1989

self

Erikson, 1950;
Bee, 1987;
Gould, 1981

By comparing these characteristics
Table
I
as

12

to the

identified in

information gained from interviews

I

identified activities that the highest impact activities
those that met the personal and professional needs of

the teachers.
served as

In those high-impact activities,

role models

teachers

for each other and provided peer
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feedback which was meaningful.
was very satisfying.

Therefore,

Modeling for each other
experienced teachers

in this case study benefitted personally and professionfrom their participation in staff development activi¬
ties.

These results

teachers'

indicating a connection between

personal growth needs and high impact staff

development activities compare with earlier studies com¬
pleted

in the Boston Public Schools by Levenson

(1981)

who

studied Boston's middle school teachers and Dandridge
(1986a)

who surveyed Boston's secondary school teachers.

These results
(1981)

also complement the results of Little's

study of

selected elementary and secondary schools

in the West which were undergoing federally-mandated dese¬
gregation.
Some researchers
that teachers are
released time
teachers

(Hinson,

et al,

1989)

have stated

interested in activities that permit

and leadership opportunities.

in this case study did not agree.

When asked,
Others have

concluded that teachers seek stipends or degree programs.
From what teachers said in the
this case
more

study

important

the results of

indicated that professional growth was a
incentive

opment activities.
case

interviews,

study were

for participation in staff devel¬

Only half the interviewees

interested

in university

researcher evaluating the Urban/Rural

in this

c-zdit.

School

A

Development

Project stated those university researchers who evaluate
school

programs

are self

serving in concluding that degree

programs were appropriate

incentives
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for teachers.

The

School

Development Project evaluations

teachers were willing to participate
activities to acquire

al.,

(1982).

views

indicated that

in staff development

improved teaching skills

However,

the

(Yarger,

et

impact of the research inter¬

in this case study and of one teacher who served as

the researcher and a role model

for the others as she

sought to complete her research was not a part of this
case

study and was therefore not measured.

importance of
may at a

role modeling,

teachers

Yet given the

in the case study

later date decide that they too are

interested in

degree granting programs that meet their personal

and

professional needs.
Teachers

also indicated a willingness to participate

in staff development activities that are organized
house".

"in

One problem posed by this criterion is the

impor¬

tance of making teachers more aware of relevant research.
The

solution

lies

in creating

"in house"

teacher-experts

who become knowledgeable about current research trends and
can provide
solution

A second

is creating situations where teachers and

researchers
borate as
dridge,

input for other faculty members.

in nearby educational

institutions can colla¬

equals and share research and experiences

1986a).

Wherever possible,

(Dan-

the research should be

marketed among the staff.

Meeting the Unique Needs of Early Adolescence
Interview results revealed that McCormack teachers
were knowledgeable and understanding
early adolescence.

All

in most areas of

of the teachers
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in this case study

were well

aware of the emotional,

social

and physical

changes that occurred in early adolescence.
are now summarized by Wiles and Bondi

(1986)

Those needs
in Table

13.

TABLE 13
Alignment pf Early Adolesecent Development
and the Middle School Program

Characteristic of
Merging Adolescents

Implication for Middle
Kiddle School Programs

Implications for
Urban Kiddle School
Staff Developnent

Physical

Onset of puberty;
body growth in spurts.

Unable to sit for
long periods of time.
A need to understand
physical changes with¬
in self. Focus on

Heed to have repertoire
of instructional skills
that are varied and en¬
gaging and experience
in using role play.

Social

Family and peer groups
provide models, advice,
friendship, approval.

Teacher becomes role
model, offer advice,
creative positive peer
group situations for
student interaction.
Creation for support
team opportunities for
volunteerism.

Need for counseling and
guidance techniques
as well as understand
social change in early
adolescents.

Emotional

View themselves and
and events in extreme.

Time for sharing uni¬
versal, multicultural
experience of early
adolescence so youth
do not feel sense of
isolation.

Need for multicultural
exposure and experiences
that can be shared to
to reinforce early
adolescent self esteem
and identity.

Intellectual

Hove from concrete to
abstract learning;
brain growth in spurts.

Need to understand Piaget,
Learning should be
hands on, experiential how to move students from
and connected in theme, concrete to abstract learn¬
ing as well as brain growth
context and skills.
theory.

Joseph Bondi

and Jon Wiles

(1986),

after having

researched and defined early adolescence,
of

programmatic

initiatives that would match the needs of

early adolescents.
example of

an

developed a set

Each of the

interactive,

implications was an

experiential

learning recom

mended by Epstein and Toepfer to meet the needs of early
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adolescents. The first two colons of Table 13 summarized
the work of Bondi and Wiles. This summary led me to create
a third column which described the implications for staff
development.
The results of the interviews indicate that teachers
understood the implications of social,

emotional and phys¬

ical growth but were less knowledgeable in the area of
early adolescent intellectual growth.

An important goal

for staff development should be the breaking away from the
mind-set that teaching is telling and learning is remem¬
bering

(Lewis,

1990).

Teaching teachers to rely on meth¬

ods and strategies other than the traditional lecture and
notetaking methodologies cited earlier will require on¬
going staff development.
ties Project

(1990)

The Quality Education for Minori¬

identified this knowledge as critical

to administrative and teacher success in middle schools.
Teachers who are aware of the impact of intellectual
growth,

the effect it has on learning and how to translate

that knowledge into practice need to serve as role models
for their peers.
Strategies to Meet the Needs of Early Adolescence
In responding to interview questions,

teachers gave

examples of how they adjusted and adopted appropriate
strategies within the classroom and within the school for
those areas of early adolescence with which they are most
acquainted.

The staff development programs successfully

served as a large umbrella to a number of school wide
activities and events that educated,
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rewarded and provided

role models
Cobras,

for these youth.

the Student Council,

ceremonies,

These events included the
the essay contest,

the awards

and student performances at the Children's

Museum and UMass/Boston.
There was,
used

however,

little evidence that teachers

interdisciplinary teaching strategies throughout the

school

year.

Interdisciplinary strategies are units

organized around the same theme or skills by a group of
teachers who serve the same students.

The benefit of

interdisciplinary instruction is that it allows the early
adolescent to see the connections between subjects taught
in school
teachers

and the real world and that the work of these
is reinforced by each other's work.

strategy for

instruction matches the

needs of the early adolescent
and George,
Finks,

1983;

Bondi

intellectual growth

(Liptsitz,

and Wiles,

This

1986;

1978;

Alexander

CCAD,

1989;

1989).

It should be noted that the situation at the McCor¬
mack regarding the regular use of
instruction was not unique.
Education

The Council on Research and

in the Middle Schools

all middle schools using this
urban middle
idle

school

interdisciplinary

(1989)

found only 36% of

instructional approach;

schools represented only 43% of that total.
advocates know that some form of

plinary

instruction makes sense at this level;

it well

is not easy

(Finks,

1989).

interdisci¬
but doing

Some faculties have

difficulty in reaching agreements about subject themes or
skills suitable

for teaching.
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Sub-groups of the faculty

could begin by developing a plan and program that the
larger

faculty could then adjust and adapt to their needs

Computer skills might be the basis of the planning.

Creating Positive
^.efrmprs Affonq Staff and stnripnfc,
Multi-Racial.

in

M.Ultl-gultural ,—Multi-Lincrua 1
Middle Schppi

Urban

Because self-esteem affects both teacher behaviors
and early adolescent behaviors
1985;

Bee,

1987),

(Gould,

1931;

Hamburg,

the content and context of all

development activities should contribute to a

staff

sense of

for all ethnicities and create opportunities
for equity.
successful
interviews.
cultural
The
assist
was

All three staff development programs were
in this regard according to the results of the
Teachers reported an increase in their cross-

contacts and the contents of what they taught.
first Task Force was funded by the state to

in the desegregation effort.

funded to address the variance

for the diverse ethnic,
within the school.

racial

The second Task Force
in achievement results

and linguistic groups

Because the partnership activities

continued the same kinds of student activities which pro¬
moted desegregation and sought to address underachievement
of
the
of

students within the school,
self-er^eem of
adult

they,

too,

students and teachers.

contributed to
The willingness

o accept these goals without a court mandate

represented an

institutionalization of these goals and

created a pattern of growth for the adults.
Developing this commitment is critical to the success
of

an urban middle school,
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it did not come automatically.

A researcher

(Schofield,

1982)

in another locale studied

an urban middle school undergoing desegregation in
funded programs for students and teachers that fostered
integration successfully within the school.

Black and

White students interacted with few racial incidents;
students made significant gains in achievement.

Black

Upon

revisiting the school one year after the funding had
ended,

it was clear to her that the staff and student

programs had not been institutionalized.

She cited numer¬

ous examples of staff and student racial isolation and an
increasing variance in achievement for Black and White
students.

She concluded that behaviors,

not attitudes,

could be altered and that on-going staff development pro¬
grams were essential in altering adult behaviors that
would serve as models for student behaviors.
Recommendations for Future Study
If urban middle schools are to be successful in
incorporating social and academic concerns then four areas
need further investigation.
appropriate role models,

They are public policy,

appropriate staff develoment,

and

linkage among cultural and educational institutions.
Public Policy and Funding
The first area ;for study is public policy and middle
school education.,
dictate programs,

number of federal and state laws
minimum standards and allocate funds for

such school programs.

For example,

Chapter One provides

federal funding for remedial reading and math programs
across the nation,

and Chapter 766,
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a state mandate for

special

education provides designations,

ratios,etc.

other state

teacher-student

laws designate the earliest age

at which a student may begin first grade.

Physical

educa¬

tion requirements also exist as criteria for promotion
from high school.
middle school
school.

However,

there are no mandates

for

and no funding programs geared for middle

Even certification is optional.

After years of being ignored,
negie Commission has
state and federal
report.

issued a report on middle schools but

legislatures have not acted on this

Twenty years earlier,

Massachusetts
islators

the prestigious Car¬

the Board of

Education in

issued a report on middle schools,

failed to act upon it.

but

leg¬

Neither funding nor pol¬

icy mandates developed as a result.
Since reports have not worked,
mine what drives
issues

federal and state policy and funding

in education and how to turn this attention to

middle schools.
in the

it is time to deter¬

Then,

middle schools can obtain funding

same way that monies to implement required policies

at other

levels are provided.

School districts should be

required to maintain minimum programs developmentally
suitable

for middle school

Secondly,
cance of
projects,
and

the

students.

only two teachers mentioned the signifi¬

funding necesr

_

to carry out

and the key word may be long-term.

funding are directed at middle schools,

accompanied by a realistic time frame.
superintendent,

Dr.

Laval Wilson,
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long term
When policy
they should be

Under the

last

certain middle schools

within the City of

Boston received large amounts of money

(for extra staffing,

materials,

overtime,

McCormack was not one of these.
made some quick gains

etc.).

The

Each of these schools

in achievement but after four years

each has begun to slide in rank as determined by the
results of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests.

The McCor¬

mack has retained its rank among middle schools as one of
the top two schools

in its

zone and across the city.

Appropriate Role Models
A second area

in need of research is the determina¬

tion of what role models are the most important for urban
middle school
sess.

students and what characteristics they pos¬

Teachers possessed far greater influence with their

students than they acknowledged.
evaluate their behavior and its
and achievement as

Teachers should re¬
impact on student behavior

it relates to role modeling.

also be noted that teachers

in the case study may model

their begavior after their own teachers.
were most successful

It should

However,

they

in meeting their student needs of

their students through technology,

an area in which these

teachers had no prior role models.
In Boston,
and
a

hiring and firing are influenced by race

linguistic background.

factor.

federal

The

Performance

justification for thi

desegregation order

the schools that

is

^w»licy set by the

is to create a work force

in

25% Afro-American and 10% Other.

These percentages were set by the
who noted the

Evaluation is not

judge hearing the case

importance of establishing role models for
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students within the schools.
Minorities Project
ers

(1990)

The Quality Education for

asked for more minority

teach¬

in science and technology because of the underrepre¬

sentation of role models in these areas.
The school

system,

personnel

specialists and princi¬

pals need to know which applicants would most likely be
successful working with early adolescents
middle school,
work

so that more appropriate teaching models

in middle schools.
What of

students
the

in an urban

the parents who serve as role models?

are children of children and are represented in

statistics cited in the

ence,

Many

introduction.

From experi¬

schools know that many of these parents have not

completed their own education.
direction
ways of

for the near future

One

important research

is to recommend successful

returning these parents to school?

I believe this

modeling behavior would allow the parents of early ado¬
lescents to recapture some of the attention and adoration
that are reaped upon media and sports personalities.
Could an early adolescent in an urban setting
image of

parents returning to school.

to explore this
courses

ignore the

The McCormack began

idea and offered parent computer literacy

at night.

Whether these programs can successfully

engage urban families

in schools deserves fur-1'

research.

Staff Development
The third area
the kinds of

for future researchers to examine

is

staff development opportunities that are most
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successful with those teachers who are not represented in
this case study.

How do schools begin to focus on those

teachers who have chosen a

"road of

have reached career plateaus:
(Bardwick,

1980).

repetition"?

They

structural or content

When a teacher reaches a structural

plateau she can no longer move up in the organization.
she reaches a content plateau,
mastery of

her subject.

If

she feels she has attained

In either situation,

the possi-

for professional growth have been diminished.
She does not seek out professional growth opportunities
for herself nor see the uniqueness of her students.
remain

in the teaching profession.

They

How do we get them to

change patterns or consider carrer alternatives?

Linkage with Cultural and Educational Institutions
The

last area that requires more research is

how best to

link cultural and educational

middle schools.
can be a

learning

institutions to

Researchers and educational

institutions

source of theory and provide school personnel

with examples of programs that work in other urban middle
schools.

Traditionally,

however,

researchers have

directed their attention to high schools and their stu¬
dents.
tion

In general,

private

institutions of higher educa¬

in the Boston area have not demonstrated an interest

in this type of

relationship.

Both cultural

institutions and educational

institu¬

tions have the ability to provide multi-cultural education
opportunities
areas of

for teachers,

the curriculum.

students,

and parents

in all

Whether in literature or history
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or the arts,

more research has to be done to determine how

best to create these permanent links to middle schools
needing to develop programs that enhance student and staff
diversity.
funds,

Despite the input of

federal desegregation

these bonds between the schools and the institu¬

tions were not forged with Boston area private universi¬
ties

in the

answer.

1970's and 80's.

Staff

successful

in those

Money,

then,

is not the

institutions must be trained for

collaboration.

Epilogue
Before closing let us take a last look at the teach¬
ers

in the case study and the McCormack Middle School

in

order to observe the changing patterns that have emerged.

Changing Patterns for Individual Teachers
In revisiting the teachers
notices that a
years
than

of
20

service
years).

(many more than 10 years and some more
They represent potential

close to retirement.

the on-off

one

large number of teachers have extended

That was not the case,
is

in the case study,

however.

"deadwood."

For example,

In 1983

Carol

Starr

she had difficulty using

switch on the computer correctly;

today she

uses three different models of computers for reading,
writing and math
liaison
Exam

instruction.

She

is also the parent

for the partnership-sponsored Graduate Equivalency

(GED)

program offered at the school at night.

Before being administratively assigned to the McCor¬
mack Middle School,
in

a

self

Nancy Curland taught for fifteen years

contained classroom in a small elementary
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school.

In 1989 she was a Horace Mann teacher of math and

W ^ra^ns teachers
math software.

in the use of the new computer-aided

Nancy Curland is the now coordinator for

the partnership banking education program.
Joe Burton was also an elementary school teacher
prior to 1982.

He was beset by problems of self-

confidence that showed themselves
behaviors.

In 1990,

in self-destructive

he completed a Certificate for

Advanced Graduate Studies and has completed forty-five
credits of graduate study since arriving at the
McCormack.

Today he

and

1990,

in May,

peers.

is the school's reading coordinator

he made his first presentation to his

He also coordinated an after-school remediation

program with bank volunteers and McCormack students.
Ms.

Sanchez's previous experience had been restricted

to bilingual
bilingual

students.

She now instructs monolingual

students grouped within one class,

advanced work class students,
participation
ties).
an

in Mass Pep

as well

and
as

and oversees the school's

(a science program for minori¬

She was selected to assist Mr.

Bernie Zubrowski,

innovative science curriculum developer at the Chil¬

drens'

Museum,

funding

in

from the National

during the winter,
Mr.
cation.

implementing a curriculum created with

Kelley
He

Endowment for the Humanities

1990-91.

is an

industrial

arts teacher by certifi¬

is over sixty years of age.

Since 1982 he has

taken courses to complete a secondary certification in
computer education and traveled to Virginia to participate
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m a computer company's own week-long training program.
At the time of his interview,

he spoke of wanting to com-

p ete a master s degree program before he retires.

Ralph

works with a bank coordinator to obtain surplus bank fur¬
niture for the school and to make school photo I.D.'s with
the bank'c equipment.
Seven teachers who initially participated in the
first Task Force have left the school.
Polaski and Ms.
Ms.

Ms.

Blount received promotions; Ms.

Bartlett transferred to other schools;

married and moved away from the area;
longer teaches.

Suarez, Ms.

and

Ms.
Mr.

Pola and
Nixon
Slade no

The remainder of the participants have

remained at the school and serve as a stable core for the
faculty and as a model of energy for peers and students,
both in their instructional behavior and in the participa¬
tion in school- wide activities.

Changing Patterns for an Urban Middle School
Within the case study there is some suggestion that
the McCormack Middle School may have experienced changing
patterns,

too.

initiatives,

In the case study of the staff development

there are identifiable patterns of change

that are closely associated with factors that researchers
connect to evidence of good schooling.
For example,

the need for collaboration,

collective

participation and focused interactions among the staff
create opportunities to review teaching practices are
cited by Judith Little

(1981)

as characteristics of staff

development programs that create "effective schools."
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The

McCormack Task Forces I and II and the Bank Partnership
activities include at least twelve of the criteria she
identified.
agreeing,

They included designing,

supporting,

This study

analyzing,

training components,

another link

observing,

and presenting

.

is one link between the McCormack School

and studies of good schools.
tent,

writing,

(Hinson,

The managment,

program con¬

and support mechanisms are

et al.,1989).

Edelfelt provides the third link.

The work of Roy C.
The McCormack School

staff development programs matched his four-step staff
development model to creating effective schools.

The

first steps focus on the teachers' needs and the classroom
setting.

In step three,

teachers begin to understand

their functions and roles and work to achieve the best
possible results which create school improvement.
fourth step,

In the

improvement then impacts the community and

the school's constituencies.

The McCormack School's part¬

nership activities moved the staff to this fourth step and
linked the school's staff development programs with the
teacher behaviors that create school improvement.
There are specific student behaviors which are evi¬
denced in good schools.

Lipsitz

(1984) described evidence

of these behaviors as the "non-negotiables."

They include

evidence of increased achievement in standardized test
scores with results that are among the highest in the
district.

The McCormack's position zone-wide as one of

the two highest scoring schools has been stated.
also cites variances,

Lipsitz

attendance and suspension rates.
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The McCormack has made significant gains in test
results and in rates of attendance and promotion and sub¬
stantial declines in variances and rates of suspensions
and rententions.

(The data appears in the Appendix.)

These are evidences that the McCormack School has
changed its patterns.

But determining that is not the

purpose of this research.

The purpose was to demonstrate

that when research was applied to meeting the needs of
teachers and students in urban middle schools both teach¬
ers and students would change.

It can now be said that

when staff development programs met the personal and pro¬
fessional needs of experienced middle school teachers,
these teachers responded more appropriately to the devel¬
opmental needs of urban middle school students.

During

that time the school provided the location for teachers to
reaffirm their the career path,

find self-esteem,

to work

autonomously making financial and educational decsions
based upon an agreed upon framework.

These changes brought

changes to what and how early adolescents were schooled.
It may well be that teachers,
created more over time,

students,

and parents

than money could buy short-term.

Time allowed teachers to nurture themselves.

It allowed

relationships among adults to grow and established a
sense of collegiality among adults.

Time permitted reflec¬

tion among peers and the growth of a shared vision with
the principal.

Time was needed to repair feelings of

discrimination in a city and school system not heralded
for its fairness or sense of equity.
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Lastly,

there

is the

importance of

expectations.

The

results of this case study also indicate that though the
teachers may work together without the presence of the
principal,

leadership is

important.

have said in this case study,
Millard's
teachers'

From what teachers

they are in concert with Mr.

vision for the McCormack Middle School.
behaviors and students'

programs,

we should

assume that this vision incorporates the students'
and academic concerns of
ers understood Mr.
Each unit,

its students.

social

Each of the teach¬

Millard's expectations

each school-wide activity,

Given

for the school.

each conversation at

the dinner meetings or at the coordinator's meeting
revolved around student performance and what both Mr.
Millard and the teachers were willing to accept from their
students.

Within those expectations teachers should

expect to address
a more
the

intellectual growth of their students

in

appropriate way in order for their students to meet

academic expectations held by their teachers and the

community.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
LETTER TO INTERVIEWEE

Dear _

__

_

•

As you may know I am currently a doctoral student at
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
My doctoral
research is in the filed of staff development in an urban
middle school. My goal is to present a case study staff
development activities in an urban middle school.
I am currently writing a narrative describing three
phases of staff development activities at the McCormack
Middle School. These phases include McCormack Task Force I
(1982-85); McCormack Task Force II (1985-87); and Bank of
Boston partnership activities (1987 to Present).
Because you were a participant in the initial phase,
I am seeking your input.
I wish to obtain this input
through a personal interview with you (approximately one
hour) .
If you are interested in participating in this pro¬
cess, please leave a note in my mailbox in the office or
contact my at my home by May 29, 1990, so that we can
arrange

further details.

At the time of the interview I will ask you to sign a
written consent form.
I am obliged under the conditions
approved by the university for research to guarantee your
anonymity.
Sincerely,

Judy Berkowitz
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appendix b
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
WITH ANSWERS
^indicates oral response to be taped
yiu wereYin iunio^h i W£° y°ur hero/heroine(s) were when
y u were in junior high school?**
2. . Can you recall the most important
political, economic, or social event at the time? The
one that affected
you most?
3.

Can you identify three adjectives that would best

cluS^V°Uithen?
(attractive, ugly; coordinated,
clumsy, popular, unpopular; smart, dumb; sophisticated,
naive; self-confident, insecure; contented, in turmoil;
happy, sad; active, passive.)
[to jog memory, retell an anecdote or play tape of
individual reporting to faculty)
4.
Describe the staff development programs in which you
have participated.
What is it that you remember?
Please think for a few moments about your participation in the McCormack Task Force (1982—85) .
Place a check
in the appropriate box to the right.
Possible answers
are; Not at all; Somewhat; A lot. To what extent did your
participation in each of the following change some aspect
of your teaching behavior?

a.

b.

c.

d.

Not
At All

Somewhat

A lot

1

6

4

6

6

Lectures with Laura Cooper,
Mahesh Sharma

Team meetings planned by
team members

Instructional units desigr
by the team

Purchase of supplemental
material by the team
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0

1
1

4

2

6

8

4

Not
At All
e.

Consultant/team assistance
offered by Childrens'
Museum, Writing Project,
Joan LaFrance, etc.

f.

g-

Somewhat

0
NA=3

A lot

3

3

Presentation to the faculty
by the team

2

3

7

Individual editing process
with Lowry Hemphill

2

4

3

NA = 3
h.

Individual evaluation
interview with Don Richards

4

2

0
NA = 6

i.
Which had the greatest impact on some aspect of your
Can you say more?
teaching behavior.
Please comment .**
6.
These questions refer to the McCormack Task Force
(1985-87).
Again, please determine to what extent each
item affected your teaching behavior and check the appro¬
priate box on the right. To what extent did your partici¬
pation in these activities change some aspect of your
teaching behavior?
a.
Attending peer observation
seminars with George Hein
06
4
NA = 2
b.

Observing a peer member of
the Task Force

0

3

8

o

10

NA = 1
c

Receiving written feedback
from an observer

0
NA = 2

d.

e.

f.

Videotaping of a class
lesson

Personally viewing the
video of self

Sharing of the video tape
with Task Force members
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0

10

o
..a = 2

0

o

10

5

4

NA = 2
1
NA = 2

gWhich had the
greatest impact on some aspect of
your teaching behavi
or.
Please comment.**

Not
At All
a.

Media and print media
attention given to the
school

Somewhat

3

A lot

3

-NA = l
b.

Coordinatorship of a
program; chaperone at an
activity; kick off
breakfast and end of the
year luncheon; software
expo

c. Availability of mentors
and tutors; Perfect
Attendance luncheons;
Reading is Fun; field
trips to Childrens Museum,
Envirolab trips in Boston
harbor; Alvin Ailey at the
Wang; Big Apple Circus

1

4
na =

136
NA = 1

d. Please identify the activity that had the greatest
impact on some aspect of your teaching behavior.
Please comment.**
8.
Please elaborate on that program which had the big¬
gest impact on some aspect of your teaching behav' r.**
9.
Please describe your worst moment in staff develop¬
ment . **
10. Please respond to the following questions in the appro¬
priate box to the right.
Possible answers are: Not Aware;
Somewhat Aware; Aware; Very Aware.
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Not
Aware

Are you aware that an
intellectual growth spurt
occurs during early
adolescence

Somewhat
Aware

2

Are you aware of the
emotional changes that
occur among early
adolescents?

1

0

Are you aware of the
physical changes that
occur during early
adolescence?

Are you aware of the
preoccupations with peer
relationships among early
adolescents?

Are you aware of early
adolescents changing images
of their own sexuality and
sexual identity?

2

0

0

Very
Aware

Aware

0

7

0

0

12

12

0

0

0

12

0

0

0

12

11
What effect does knowing about early adolescence have
on*some aspect of your teaching behavior?
From where did
you

learn

about early

adolescence?**

12.
Please answer the following questions by checking the
appropriate box to the right.
Possible answers include:
Not likely: Somewhat likely: Likely: Very Likely.
These
auestions relate to changes in your teaching behavior as
result Sf staff de velopment activities at the McCormack
School.
As a result of your experiences w^t|d|e!lct"tS'
which strategies would you be most likely to select.
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Not
Somewhat
Likely
Likely
Likely Likely
a.

b.

c.

d.

lecture

and note-taking

group activities

guests who offer

academic

lectures

field trips

3

6

0

2

4

5

3

3

5

0

2

1

0

2

6

4

e.

demonstrations

1

0

3

8

f.

working with a partner

0

2

4

6

g.

in class

1

4

2

5

h.

40

2

2

minute

reading of texts

film or video

4

4

Thei

following questions refer to activities of the McCormack Task Force I or II and the Bank of Boston Partner¬
ship.
Please respond with yes, maybe or no.
13.
Do staff development actiities in any way highlight
the diverse, multicultural nature of this school?
If so,
can you give an example?
Has this been helpful to you in
dealing with other faculty or students?**
14.
As a result of having participated in any of the Task
Force or partnership activities

Yes

a.

b.

I have worked with
another ethnicity.

Maybe

No

someone of
12

I have worked with someone of
another linguistic background.
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12

0

0

0

0

c.

d.

Yes

Maybe

No

I have worked with someone of
another race.

12

0

0

I have worked with someone of
the opposite sex.

11

1

0

10

2

0

I would have worked with this
(these) person(s) regardless
of staff development activities.

e

15
As a result of having participated in the above men¬
tioned staff development activities

b.

c.

I have taught or created a unit
which highlighted racial diversity.

9

1

I have created or taught a unit
which highlighted ethnic diversity.

10

1

I have created or taught a unit
which highlighted linguistic
diversity.

d.

e.

16.

I have increased my sensitivity
to students of different racial,
ethnic, or linguistic background.
X am better able to help my
students be sensitive to students
of different racial, ethnic and
linguistic backgrounds.

10

11

12

1

0

2

1

0

o

0

The following is a list of ctivitieI6S NumberVis'the
ticipate in staff developmen
lowest priority
highest priority for you; number 2 is the io
for you.

Select as many as you like.
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1\2
a *—12\°_ personal

growth opportunities

b*-3\9- released time during the school day
c*—2\10 break up daily routine after school
d._2\l0

leadership role within the school or district

e-_11\1_ team building within the school
f*—9\3_ opportunities to order additional materials
9*_H\1

sharing time with other faculty

h._7\5_ stipend
i-_5\7_college/university graduate credit
j*_6\6_ in-service credit applicable to salary step

17.
Please identify three other factors which might
influence your decision to participate in staff develop¬
ment activities:
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
18.

Age:

_0_ under
_4_ 40

19.

Sex:

20.

Racial,

-

30

2_ 30

45

39

_3_ 46 -

55

_2_ Male

-3-55+

10_ Female

Ethnic and Linguistic Identification:

2_ Afro American

_2_ Hispanic American

_8_ White American
21.

-

Highest Level

of

_6_ Bachelors

_0_ Other non-Hispanic

Education Obtained:
Degree

_1_ Masters Degree

_5_ Masters, plus 30 creaits
_0_ Doctorate
22.
Certification:
My current assignment in middle
school is based on the following certification:
_3_ Bilingual
4

Secondary

_2_ Elementary

_0_ Middle

_0_ Waiver _3-Other
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23.

Years of experience
-1_ 1

~

5 years

_2_ 6-10 years

in middle school:
_7_ 11

-

20 years

_2_ 20+ years

24.
Do you have advice you would like to offer someone
who would like to plan staff development activities for
you?**
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APPENDIX C
SAMPLE INTERVIEW
(unedited)

would like you,
vc-

remember®fi"

schoo!”
ANSWER:

;)unlor

first,
hi9h

f y°U WSnt t0 3

I went to K-8

to

jump back into the time

school,

middle school.

junior hi9h school,

- a parochial

J:
Sometime between the ages of 11
ber who your hero or heroines were?

.

.

Do

a middle

school.
and 14

do you remem-

A:
Politically, I remember, it was John Kennedy.
Of
course there were baseball players at the time, Ted Wil¬
liams, Willie Mays and so forth.
Certain older guys in
the neighborhood that I looked up to.
Certain relatives,
cousins, so forth, that I t hought were doing well, dis¬
played the characteristics that I wanted to have.
J:
have

Like?
If you could choose one relative you might
admired.

A:
You know, the physical ones, the attractive ones,
handsome, in character-wise seemed to get along with oth¬
ers, well-liked, seemed to be successful.
Even though I
had nuns in parochial schools there were a couple who
seemed to be really kind and caring.
One, in particular,
who helped out my father when he was out of work.
Those
kind of characteristics.
J:
Can you recall the most important political, economi¬
cal or social event of that time?
The one that might have
affected you the most.
A:
In junior high school?
Or, through the 8th grade?
Well, I remember, personally, in the 7th grade, my father
had been economically, personally, had been laid off from
his job and he was out of work and I remember it was a
difficult time.
Again, politically, it was the whole Ken¬
nedy - gearing up to run for president.
I also remember
watching my first convention in 1956.
The first one that
was televised, I think.
The presidential convention
And
getting into the whole political . . .
J:
What was it about Kennedy gearing up for election
that was

so attractive to you?

A:
Massachusetts.
Being from Massachusetts.
I think,
then, it was the whole aura of the Kennedy family.
Before
any negative was said or written or implied about them at
that point.
The Irish Catholic, coming from immigrant
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parents.
Plus it was always instilled in us the impor¬
tance . . . the Kennedys were always used as an example,
by my father anyway, of getting an education.
The impor¬
tance of an education, how you move ahead, being involved
in the political process if you want change, and so forth.
So, politics was big and my family was involved in poli¬
tics, so it was real big.
J:
Can you identify any adjectives that would best
describe you then; attractive, ugly; coordinated, clumsy;
popular, unpopular; smart, dumb; sophisticated, naive;
self confident or insecure; contented or in turmoil; happy
or sad; active, passive? Can you think of three words that
might describe you?
A:
Definitely insecure.
Yet, happy.
Happy with my fam¬
ily life but insecure outside.
Not very confident; didn't
think I was attractive at all, physically.
Felt left in
for some reason.
Never thought I had much to offer.
Although I had done well in school - honor roll and so
forth.
I didn't have a very positive self image at that
point in time.
J:
If you were to think about your students, inside
their heads, do you think you could identify a political,
economical or social event right now that is really
impacting them?
A:

Impacting them personally?

J;

As they would see

impacting them,

yes.

A:
I think the violence.
The kids are very aware of
what's going on.
Although some kids feed into it, a lot
of kids feel very insecure as a result of it and feel
trapped.
Like they're going to get caught up into it or
have no choice but to get ca ught up in it.
I think kids
because of the economic problems the state is having, any¬
way
I think the kids feel insecure about the future.. So
as a result they don't dwell on it too much.
They think
of short term gain instead of long term gain.
Politi
callv, I don't really see most of the youngsters being
politically aware as I was at that time, anyway.
I thin
the kids feel unaffected by it; that it doesn't reach down
to their level.
It's like there's nothing they can do
about

it.

jIf you could think back to the staff development pro¬
grams that you have participated in here
elsewhere
I
want you to describe a couple of them to see what it is
you remember.
A.
The first real involvement I had, voluntarily anyway,
in staff development was the collaboration with Les 19
College and the Children's Museum and the McCormack
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srssjrS-KssF’svsB";”?" ;•

sS“=F£= ^SH—Sr,
professionallv
to lmProve on our performance; both
proressionally as teachers and also personally in our

Wltt\the ki^s.
I really felt comfortable in
• t' lt4_yas good that all of a sudden I didn't feel
unique, that I was the only one that was having certain
classroom°r

feelmg a certain way about situations

in the

in those i:n th W6re able t0 get real Pers°nal and confide
eacfotLw^? group' which was excellent.
We sat in on
®a^l? other s classroom and had peer observation where we
?U:Vf°minen^ed.on things each other did in the c lassroom
in different situations without the evaluation tool, which
easy*
also were videotaped in the proposal; I
still have the videotape and play it back.
My kids love
to see it - daddy on television.
And I still learn a lot
from it. I wish I could continue.
I really, really
enjoyed that.
I think it developed a camaraderie amongst
the teachers who were involved in that program and that's
important because morale, for a lot of reasons, seems to
get low at times, and we sometime s feel alone in our own
classrooms and it's good to share with others.
Get that
positive attitude back. To back up a little, in 1980, I
was also involved in the ILT and we were involved in the
summer program.
The summer of 1979 and 1980, the Instit
ute of Learning and Teaching.
We went to lectures, I
guess, and forums over at UMASS for a couple of weeks and
again we were broken into groups and shared on different
topics.
I remember there was the presidency.
I argued
Dorchester, being an OSD. And I was living in Dorchester
at the time and teaching in North Dorchester and develop¬
ing a sense of the history of Dorchester and how it began,
what it was like, how it evolved, how it is today being,
1979, 1980, how the kids felt they could impact on the
future.
I did a lot of oral history, interviewing people
who had been in Dorchester for many, many years.
Across
the spectrum, cross cultural.
Brought it back to school,
we did the unit, what the kids shared, with the rest of
the teachers.
We did a little gardening things.
We did
our own oral histories.
We did a mural.
The kids wrote
up essays based on oral presentations and it was in con¬
junction, I believe, with the anniversary of Dorchester.
350th, I think it was at that time .
And, that was really
enjoyable.
Other in-services, I can only speak of the
McCormack, because in-service is really big at the McCor¬
mack.
I did have one when I was at the Christopher Gibson
back in, I believe it was around 1970, it was on-going f
or about 8 week on drug and alcohol awareness and sexual
abuse or child abuse awareness - back in 1970 - 20 years
ago.
Which I still have the books and it was right on
the money then and, unfortunately, it was never followed
up as far as in-service .
That was great.
Even though we
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got the credit for it, everybody went after school.
Nobody missed it.
That was excellent.
I've been doing
in-services at the McCormack on anything from computers to
self-esteem to reading to working with peers.
I find
inservice very valuable.
I think it's great for morale
and we learn alot from one another.
I do; I need that
camaraderie.
I don't like it in a vacuum and I hate to
feel alone and I think it's really important this year.
Those are a couple of inservices that really stand out.
I
loved the one with Leslie, I thought that was great.
J:
I've got to ask you, since you're the first person to
go back 20 years and remember staff development activi¬
ties, was there something particular that stuck out in
your mind about the drug and alcohol training?
A:
It was an issue that just seemed to be coming to the
front; with Vietnam, at that was going on.
It was insti¬
tuted, I guess, by the city, by the school department.
I
was teaching in North Dorchester in a "low socio-economic"
area and it seemed t o focus on, a lot of kids seemed to
be having problems.
Although it was no way near the prob¬
lems today, to be totally honest with you.
It was more an
awareness type of thing where we could spot difficulties;
try to get assistance for the youngsters before things . .
J:
I just wondered if there was something in the way of
staff development . . . was it the topic?
What was it
that made it so memorable?
The way it was conducted?
Was
there something the trainer did or who ran it or how it
was run that made it so memorable?
A;
I remember it was both the topic and the way it was
done.
I was not familar with drug abuse although I had
heard about it.
It wasn't really a big problem in my
neighborhood.
Alcholism was in my neighborhood and in my
family and it was the firs t time that it was dealt with,
that I sat in on anything that dealt with it.
The affects
it has on the family, what it can do to you physically,
mentally and spiritually.
And I was fascinated by it,
having seen it all around.
Being in that kind of environ
ment myself, at the time, concerned about myself and then
we were broken into small groups to discuss the topic.
More often than not it got into personal experiences and
it really opened my eyes to drugs and alcohol - alcohol,
P-vway.
Drugs , I know today, as a disease and the
■fects it rlally has on families.
I wasn't familar with
that before.
I thought a person was aust hurting himself
and that was it.
It was real enlightening.
result I took a couple of courses in college, later on, on
that topic?
Graduate courses just to enlighten myself on
the topic.
One other inservice I had was in Span 1
•
took inservice in Spanish, two yearsJJ1
;o get a high
the Holland School at the time.
We starting to g
^
n umber of Bilingual youngsters, a lot of us tei
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rs,-s‘s.s-v"

tastic^and ^stil]1' ShS k®3 frOIn Colui"biaThat was fanthere
So that d»=
^
*r 3 l0t of what 1 Earned in
there.
So that was good.
It might be good here, too.
J;

Now I'm going to go back and I'm going to identifv

cur?i2uIumew^SeS °f the firSt task f°rce9wh?ci^aslhe
1

writing.

i think you were on school climate

n0t reca11 the events, but I'm going
to identify the five co mponents and I'm going to ask you
. . . How do they impact some aspect of your teachinq
behavior.
The choices are not at all, somewhat or a lot.
A:
That was my first year at the McCormack School.
My
first year of teaching middle school.
For me I found it
very helpful.
I had been 14 years in elementary and
there s a big difference in teaching in elementary and
teaching in middle school as far as dealing with the ado¬
lescent issues.
I felt the information I received was
really helpful and helping me adjust to the youngsters as
a teacher.
J:
Your team planned meetings.
How about those team
meetings?
Did they impact your teaching behavior?
A:
Again, it was a reinforcement of the things I felt I
was doing right and it was also constructive criticism,
self constructive criticism, where I felt I had to
improve.
It kept me going, it kept me aware of what the
issues were dealing with adolescents on a daily basis.
I
thought they were excellent, again.
J:
Your team was a little different in that you did the
school climate one year but did you do the English writing
units another year?
Would you say that developing of an
instructional unit impacted some aspect of your teaching
behavior not at all, somewhat or alot.
A :
A lot.
We did a multi-disciplined curriculum.
I
brought in a Reading lesson that developed French into the
reading.
I still use it occasionally today.
And devel¬
oped Math into the Reading and so forth; in the content
areas before that phrase w as in vogue.
Very helpful.
J:

Was +-'ie purchase of

supplemental material by the

team?
A:
We got some trade books for the kids.
I think we
were given small stipends to buy materials for ourselves.
I remember getting, I don't know if it was Weekly Reader
or Scope magazine or something of that sort, to kind of
expand the
J;

reading at that time.

Would you the purchase was somewhat?
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A:

Somewhat.

J:
Most of the teams had a consultant; I don't know if
yours did.
Some had the writing project as a consultant,
some people worked with the Children's Museum.
Did your
team work with a consultant at all?
You don't remember
working with Joe Check? You may not have worked with him.
A;

No

I

don't.

J:
The question does not apply.
There was a presentation
to the faculty at the end of the project at the end of the
year.
Do you think it had some impact on some aspect of
your teaching behavior? Not at all, somewhat or a lot.
A:
Does that have to do with a kind of a summarizing of
the events that came with the big binder?
I think it's
always good to reflect back on past work and both refresh¬
ing, as a refresher.
Again, it showed how much we had
gotten done and it's good to be able to compare and con¬
trast thoughts; thoughts before and thoughts after the
units were done.
J;
The following year, there was the individual editing
with Laury Hemphill.
Everyone sat in the room with her.
Did that impact some aspect of your teaching, not at all,
somewhat or a lot?
A:
For some reason I don't think I was involved in that
individual editing.
I remember it but I think I was
involved with something else at the time.
J:
Ok, then you must have been involved with the indi¬
vidual evaluation.
I was going to ask of all the compo¬
nents , can you name one that might have been most helpful
or have the greatest impact on some aspect of your teach¬
ing behavior?
A;

The

small

group,

the writing of the

interdisciplinary

units.
j:

The

instructional units?

A:

Yes.

7-

The=e questir

refer to the second part of the task

MS
observation seminar with George Hem.
A:

A lot.
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J:
A:

Observing a peer member of the task force.
A lot.

J:

Receiving written feedback from an observer.

A:

A lot.

J:

Videotaping a class

A:

A lot.

J:

Personally viewing the video of yourself.

A:

A lot.

J:

Sharing the videotape with a task force member.

A:

A lot.

lesson.

J:
Can you identify one of these, in particular, that
had the greatest impact on some aspect of your teaching
behavior?
Cuz I'm really looking at teaching behavior.
What would get people to change or to do something?
A:
There were two.
The video.
But I think more impor¬
tant than the video was the peer feedback.
In a very
relaxed, non-confrontational type of way; to have somebody
tell you how you did this and how you did that; or why did
you do this or why did you do that; or I like that or that
helped that situation get along.
I thought that was
really great.
I also thought that sitting in and watching
somebody else's approach was excellent to get some fresh
ideas.
Just to sit and share; to be able to question my
own methods of doing certain things in a way that was non¬
defensive was great.
J:
Everyone has responded to the videotape.
The follow¬
ing questions refer to initiatives of students, teachers
and parents of this school as a result of the McCormack
School/Bank of Boston partnership.
Some of these are a
little more indirect.
Please indicate how each activity
may have affected some aspect of your teaching behavior;
not at all, somewhat or a lot.
The media and print media
given to your school.
A:
I would have to say a
:.
It's really encouraged
the students.
I think a lot of the kids feel special
seeing everything in print.
I think it's a pat on the
back well deserved for a lot of the youngsters that they
don't usually get.
And any time the kids are feeling good
about themselves, it impacts on anything that I'm doing,
that's

the way

I

feel

about
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it.

J.
Coordinatorship of a program, chaperoning an activ¬
ity, kick-off breakfast, end of the year luncheon, soft¬
ware expo, anything else they've done for teachers.
A:
The beginning and end are great.
Again, for morale.
You feel good walking out from breakfast in the morning it's going to be a great year.
And at the end, it's good
to get together and share and being with your colleagues.
Feel good about o urselves.
I think a lot of the activi¬
ties are good as far as morale.
Again, morale.
Enthu¬
siasm.
Not all of them have affected me personally.
Did
you mention computers.
J:
I'm going to mention it next.
To tell the truth, I
left it off my original questionaire and someone said to
me, 'how about Quantum Leap?".Again, how these
have affected some aspect of your teaching behavior.
The
availability of ment ors and tutors.
Perfect attendance
luncheons.
The Reading is Fun.
Field trips to the Chil¬
dren's Museum.
Envirolab trips in Boston Harbor.
Alvin
Ailey at the Wang.
Big Apple Circus.
Quantum Leap pro¬
gram.
Computer program.
A:
I think they're excellent programs.
I could talk
about most of them, a couple didn't affect me.
I know the
mentor program really helped one student, in particular,
in my room, who had been retained previously in grade 6
who was having a lot of family and social problems and was
having attendance problems and started coming to school on
Thursdays to see her mentor and one thing led to another.
Her mentor was excellent with her.
The field trips are
great.
I think for a lot of kids its opp ortunities to go
and see things that they would not normally have the
opportunity to do.
I've been to a number of perfect
attendance luncheons this year and the final one last
year.
When you see 79 kids out of a population of
650-680, students with perfect attendance; I think that
tell's you something.
The T-shirts and everything else.
J:
Can you go a little further and say if, however,
these activities impact some aspect of your teaching
behavior?

or how?

A:
Obviously, its the kids with perfect attendance; the
youngsters are here everyday - more ge-s done.
Andthats
related to perfect attendance.
The k' is start to develop
a Ut?L pride and responsibility ar
hat carries over
into everything else they're doing.
bench6line a lot of times with kids.

I can use that for
Just remember the

lesson you learned in here is just to be
the
it carries over.
Again, the beginning and end of the
year.
When I feel good, my^tivl ittilike to be enthusiastic, I lik
tude.
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J:
So they
siasm?

‘.Kl R*gh^:

impact you alot because

it

Almost to the point where

suits your enthu-

I get over-

ThG f!eld triPs really relate to a

lot of

or an artir?*1?*1**^09"
We Can always coine UP with story
Tf.
^ i
that goes along with what we've experienced.
eninv
writln9? writing assignments that the kids
^:SLd°in\bfCaUSe theV've experienced.
I think a lot of
b^Ck t0 the.attitude of the students.
And when
VhaV? 3 Posltive attitude, it obviously impacts on
tfacl?er because the kids are more re ceptive to
what I m trying to do and trying to say.

t

°£ the activites, the student activities, that they
do or the things that benefits teachers and of the print
media, could you identify one of them that you think has
the greatest impact on some aspect of your teaching behav¬
ior?
A:
Of the previous ones that you mentioned?
repeating them?

Mind

J:
The media and print media attention.
The coordinatorship or attending some of the activities, the kick-off
luncheon, the end of the year luncheon, or the availabil¬
ity of the student programs, the mentor, the tutor, field
trips, things like that.
A:

I would have to say the student programs.

J:
And you certainly commented on it.
your worst moment in staff development.

Please describe

A:
There are a few of them . . . not in-house.
I'm a
firm believer that in-service should be held in-house
because I feel each house has its own unique problems positive things going on - that they need to discuss.
We're sitting at an all day in -service at Dorchester High
last year or the year before - no, it wasn't this year, we
didn't have any this year - last year and somebody from
the U.S. Department of Education, putting down teachers;
telling us what we weren't doing right, and how the Presi¬
dent's commission was going to change all of that.
I
thought it was one of the most demeaning experiences or
lectures, whatever you want to call it, that I had to sit
through.
Listening to somebody who had never
en in a
classroom a day in his life.
And that's the way they were
- some real good speakers but that particular session,
I'll never forget.
Just what we had to hear - how a lousy
job we were doing and nothing ever mentioned about we do
somethings well.
J:
The next questions refer to early adolescence.
The
answers are not aware, somewhat aware, aware, very aware.
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Are you aware that an intellectual growth spurt occurs
during early adolescence?
A:

Aware.

J:
Are you aware of the emotional changes that occur
among early adolescents?
A:

Very aware.

J:
Are you aware of the physical changes that occur dur¬
ing early adolescence?
A:

Aware.

J:
Are you aware of the preoccupation with peer rela¬
tionships among early adolescents?
A:

Very aware.

J:
Are you aware of the early adolescents changing
images of their own sexuality and sexual identity?
A:
Very aware. J: What affect does knowing about early
adolescence have on some aspect of your teaching behavior?
A:
I think it's important to be aware of it to under¬
stand some of the actions that the kids take.
When I
first came to middle school from elementary it was like
culture shock, to be totally honest with you. I had eighth
grade that year and I couldn 't believe what was happen¬
ing.
I thought, at first, that everything was negative
behavior.
I thought it was a personal affront against me.
I thought when the kids weren't performing, that they
might have been lazy or didn't care.
Gradually or ver y
quickly, actually . . . talking with staff, administration
and so forth, getting an idea of what was going on . . .
it really helps to keep things in perspective for the kids
. to be able to counsel, to talk, and give advice . .
things of tha t sort . . . and not look on every action
of a students as a negative action.
I think it's impor
tant
to know that, that the kids, a lot of times, are

aware

j:

of

it.

From where did you

A. ...
.in-service

learn about early adolescence?

here at

as was mentioned
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As a result of your experience
ich strategies would you be most

A:

Somewhat.

J:

Group activities.

A:

Very

J:

Guests who offer

A:

Very

J:

Academic field trips.

likely.
lectures.

likely.

A:
Very likely. J:
Demonstration. A: Very likely. J:
Working with a partner. A:
Very likely. J: in class read¬
ing of texts. A: Somewhat likely. J:
40 minute film or
video. A:
I do that when we've completed a novel.
I
guess that previous one, you call that reading of the text
and we're discussing a novel; is that considered reading .

J;

No,

a novel

is

not a text.

A:
I do use the video when we've completed a novel and
the kids want to see the video and then we have exercises
. . . we compare the film with the book and what was in
the book that wasn't in the film . . . different jaunts
(?) and all that . . . which the kids enjoy doing ... it
really points out the different str*^egies of reading and
writing and showing things.
J:
I would like to ask you what you think the princi¬
pal's role ought to be in staff development.
Should the
principal play a role? And, if you think so, how that role
could be

played out.
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A:
I definitely think the principal has to play a role
in staff development.
Understanding the needs of the
teachers; the teachers should be able to express their
needs to him or her, whoever the principal may be.
The
principal goes about procurin g whatever resources are
needed to meet the needs of the staff.
The principal
should be aware of new techniques and so forth, that come
up in teaching.
What he or she could do to help implement
that amongst the staff.
Using the resources within th e
school.
Helping staff development.
As we had last week,
there were a variety of staff development programs to
choose from.
The teachers had the opportunity to focus in
on something that was important to them, that met their
different needs, introduce them to something new.
He
played a big part in that ... in setting that up . . .
as you did.
I think the principal really has to be
involved in staff development. I think if it comes from
the top, from Central Administration, it may meet th e
needs of some teachers and may not meet the needs of oth¬
ers. The principal is the building administrator and is
more aware of what the needs are and what he or she sees
as the direction that the principal wants the building to
go in and the staff t o go in.
J:
You used something that has happened.
Can you iden¬
tify anything else that might be of value?
A way a prin¬
cipal may have played a role (you got reall vague and far
away!)
A;
The principal sets the agenda.
Determines, again,
what's important, what's not important.
I think it all,
basically, comes down to first of all what the principal
and the staff agree . . .well, first the principal's idea
of what the mission of the school is, what needs he feels
that the staff should meet as far as the youngsters are
going, both academically and socially.
And then, once
determining those needs, from whatever kind of plan . . .
developing a plan to meet those needs . . . an d then see
what needs the staff has at that point to impact on the
plan.
Kind of trickle down from the administrator to the
staff to the students.
We have a plan, we know whic
direction, in our school, we know which direction we re
going in both a cademically and socially.
We have cluster
meetings which constantly update us on what s going on,
what's new
where we should be heading, what s expected of
us
and we^re allowed at that time, we're encouraged at
that time to express what we feel we need to -..e pn^“f
YO® know
many of the times the principal is able to

is1"?

ara^-sri's.’ssTS.S^r.a,-able to express to the Pr^"^Pal;Gee
about things amongst ours
'
>’
this, I wish I could do that ...
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j wish i could do
Tf it gets stays
It m g

^i-aev“

ESS th! rPiC UP then —

-ra srsdi^ s£?b»& - sk r-

acconodated.
x think it's
*?le to have those
relationshp - between both
'vL ‘aport:ant - a wo rking
principal nay be able
„~"er®.Eay ^ ti»es when the
development What
'^°^°Se hls or her ovn staff
things of
?“ f°r ne“ teachers,
a big i-ole.
I don' t thinktho^ ■' 1 thlntt' should play
in stafi development
t prin=lpal should be aloof
of principals aiTSnd it w without the princica' d=-«~^ ?c_es
effective as
of Boston where -ertral
for us, what we

1<ve read- a lot
‘rOE central to staff

“* agenda*
«'« not
■±“ sef’,lce d ays for the City
“hat the »9«nda is

seminars that Ire StS?vKL?“■*' 90 in and sit in
needc
mflco
.y have nothing to do with our
principal a nd"sta°fS- ^thiS^is^
Pfanning with
in-service.
Our in-serd«
rY «Portant for
the eiaht vearc
?T^
'
* the McCor®ack School in

was central wht * 'S b€en here' has developed,
it
^
***en x came here and now we're really in-house
tlTdiffei£nterV1Cln9'
The type of enthusiasm o/the staff
d ^,a
t Ftogracs, being able to pick and choose and
ee" yc^- ovn neeas, I think is really helpful.
We've
seen a metamorpnosis, I think, from the old ideas in eduing

bha~ central, cen^ral, central finally understand¬
that eacr. nouse has its own needs and best able to

ieer^hOSe needs 311(1 determine them and find the resources
to actress them themselves, principal and staff workinq
together.
^
J:
Your conversation seems to revolve to about the mis¬
sion.
You start out saying the principal sets the mission
but not everything you said after that substantiates that
tne principal set the mission. So, a lot of things after¬
wards was . . .
A:
Well, let me clarify.
The person responsible for the
building is the principal and he or she has a plan and
their minds where they want to go - academically,
socially, developing different types of skills, working
together, school climate, whate ver it may be.
Someone
has to have a plan to begin with and it's almost like a
bargaining type of tool like people use in contract nego¬
tiation.
And the plan obviously has to be implemented by
the staff.
But the plan, as presented, is commented or by
staff and then through that give and take, a plan is
developed that includes all parties.
J:

You used the word mission.

I

like the word mission.

A:
I understand what my principal's mission is.
And I
agree with it; it's where I'm coming from, too, as far as
academically and socially for the kids.
I know what he
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yoSngslersThere
T v
1
°ne Wh° has to 9et
he's told us ww e
°W What he exPe=ts from me because
there
mosTof the ?-eXPeTS from Us and 1 kn°“ h°* to qet
frT Im^ufTve
as one teacher
been encou?aaed
encouraged

bleh anowedmtWha- We'Ve talked ab°ut'
Tri H?U
d to 9ive, speaking of myself
T
d±acussln9 various issues. I've also
to better myself and I have
I've t-akPn

after°schoo?
“S past ei9ht years; in sumLr and
! fh
h°o1 and 30 forth, to help me meet that ... and
to help Le1tethfine-reSPOnSibility in the area of Reading
hf;?CI
tha- 1mission.
I know what his goals are.
^ s not an autocratic type of mission where this is

Xn

t thlS WS*
Everybody has their own way of doing
things, I guess the bottom line is that we do it in a
right way but that we get there.
So mebody has to present
_ ®
?pei? the discussion, if you know what I mean.
It s the mission.
I know what's expected of me, I know
where, as a professional, as a teacher, where my boss's
"expect me to go" and I know as an individual where I want
to go, where I want my youngster to go.
And, fortunately,
this is the same place my principal wants me to go, too.
J:
I'm going to ask you about expectations of the prin¬
cipal.
He has expectations of you, you have expectations
of the kids ...
A:
I think my personal expectations of the principal.
You want the principal to be involved.
I personally want
the principal to know what I'm doing.
I know there are
people who don't but I happen to be one that do and I
don't have a problem with that because my principal, Mr.
Martin, is constantly in my little privy of things.
He's
always in; I call him in.
He comes in on his own; him or
his Director of Instruction, both come in and see what the
kids are doing, walk around, praise the youn gsters for
the good work they're doing, and the kids love it.
I love
when the administrator comes in and gets involved in that
type of thing.
I'm asked what concerns I have and I'm
never afraid to express my concerns.
And personally as a
human bei ng, I need a pat on the back also and I get it.
I get a lot of encouragement; I need a lot of encourage¬
ment at times.
When I need constructive criticism, I want
that also.
I want to know when I'm doing something that
could be done in a better way. I'm here to improve myself.
I think a constant interchange between the staff and the
principal is really important.
I have that, I'm only
speaking for me.
I very happy with the situation; I don t
hesitate to call in my principal and he's in here a lot,
kids love it, he loves it, I love it.
It lets the young
sters know that what they're doing is appreciated; that
somebody's behind them.
We need support from the princi¬
pal dealing with different problems that may arise in the
course of the cl asses or in the course of the day where
we need parental involvement but many times
need the support of the principal.
Kids need to know that
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p™b?emnwl?h\hltSei?heriVeH°< “? teachers’
I have no
think many of the voma^ H? s always beeh supportive.
I
look to see the crincinaHc l00k ap to the Principal and
this huge role mldel
? in? reaction.
The principal is
kids to sgp
-t-K ' I think, for a lot of kids.
For the
about the younqsters ^lnciPal feally cares, individually
around, beinq ud in thl <^onilyj(? into the class and walking
monies
i thinv
n t!}e lun<rh roomWe have awards cere-

involvement is really important.
I've seen in the past
where principals sit in the office and close the door- it
pal,

k°
lx?e that'*
That-'s what I expect of a princi¬
to be involved, to back me up, to help me al ong, to

l ?eed

nppdS?tme
that' constructive criticism when I
HonM- 1
^dJ^St.to work as a team and I feel that.
I
* hf661 r1^6 I11 S me versus them ^Pe of thing; I feel
together.
I feel comfortable, be able to talk about
instances that ari se.
It's a good working relationship.
I think that's very important.
J:
I now again go back to the first task force.
You
were on the first task force, the second task force and
the Bank of Boston activities.
Do you think that staff
development activities in any way highlight the diverse
mult—cultural nature of this school.
it may be hard to
answer that without the first seguence of the guestions.
We had talked about the different speakers that we had,
the video taping, the peer observation, the consultants
from outside the school, the partnership activities . . .
A:
What immediately comes to mind, again, getting back
to the peer observing and the vidiotaping and so forth.
The group of teachers, number one, that we had together,
represented very diverse culture and ethnic background
which was really good.
W e shared our experiences about
different youngster with different backgrounds.
The
videotaping, we were able to see diversity in action which
was really good.
We were able to talk about cultures and
why certain youngsters may do this or may not do that and
understand it better.
I got a lot out of that.
I think
that was really important.
Especially working together
also.
Being able to team up with a different partner of
different ethnic or cultural backgrounds.
I think the
kids see that to o.
I remember my partner was a SPED
teacher and the kids see the interaction.
I think it was
important.
We've had speakers in in-service workshops
that have addressed various cultural diversity issues
which have been very helpful.
J;

Has this been helpful to you in dealing with other

faculty or students?
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A.
I think it's important to know where other people are
coming from, so to speak.
Both my peers and my students
and the more information I have ... I understand a lot
of issues today much better today than I did eight years
ago and that's only t hrough the wide variety of experi¬
ences that I've had being at Leslie College, the inservice training, the articles that you constantly put in
my, in all of our, mailboxes.
All of those types of
things taken together, it's important.
Field trips, C
hildren's Museum was great, going to the African Museum a
number of years ago and I remember it well.
A lot of
these kids didn't want to go; even a lot of black kids
didn't want to go, they thought it would be boring and we
got there, there was a si ide presentation, questions,
outfits, it was real eye opening.
I was done very profes¬
sionally and very sophisticated.
It presented things in a
very positive way which was all the kids here and good for
me.
Different types of things.
All of those things taken
together.
There are a lot of programs, I can't think of
all of them off the top of my head right now.
The
designer program at the Children's Museum was great.
What
we used to have here, the Arts Night, the Family Nights,
were just ... I miss the Family . . . All of these
things, the Family Night, especially, the Children's
Museum, the faculty would bring their families, the kids
would bring their families, everybody would get to meet
and mingle.
I just had a first child and, b oy, I was
proud as a peacock.
I couldn't wait to get over.
All
these kinds of things.
Bringing my own son to school, my
daughter's too young now, he looks forward to coming in
here.
For him to see cultural diversity and the kids
interact, I think it's really important.
All of these
things taken together.
J:
As a result of having participated in the task force
or partnership acitvities, would you please answer the
questions yes, no or maybe.
I have worked with someone of
another ethnicity?
A:

Yes.

j:

I

have worked with someone of another

linquistic

background?
A:

Yes

j:

have worked with someone of

A:

Yes

J:

I

A:

Yes

another race.

have worked with someone of the opposite sex.
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staffWdeielopment°activities!hiS PerSOn re9ardless of

t*. ^ThenyoSngei4dy°i was^a^^ WOUldn/t*
To work with
and the video, she taught
f°r the observation
her name.
Sh4 left to
t Ciass*
1 can/t remember
years ago.
Youn
q
i
a
Jor?an Marsh a couple of
Her and I were Da?tn^‘
S1
k ?lrl*
Caro1 Howlands.

LefS

nity^ ^'

1 ^“nite?y Sould not'havSeIh“dUthehopport^-

^nv As a ^esult of having participated in any of the
above mentioned staff developement activities
ves
mavbp
°F.n° iS
anSWGr* -1 havetaught or crewed a
which highlighted racial diversity.
A:

uAi? 7

Yes.

J:

I have taught or created a unit which highlighted
ethnic diversity.

A:

Yes.

J:
I have taught or created a unit which highlighted
linquistic diversity.
A:

Yes.

J:
I
ferent
A:

Remember my French lesson?

have increased my sensitivity to students of dif¬
racial, ethnic or linquistic backgrounds.

Yes.

J:
I am better able to help my students be sensitive to
students of different racial, ethnic or linquistic back¬
grounds .
A:

Definitely.

J:
The next group are a list of incentives for people to
participate in staff development activities.
My choices
are high and low and I always get a group where someone
says medium.
So it's ok, high, low or medium.
Would the
incentive, fov you pe rsonally, to participate.
Personal
growth oppo~
nities?
A:

High

J:

Release

A:

That's not

J:

Break up daily routine after school?

time during the school day?
important.
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A:

Hardly.

J:

Leadership role within the school or district?

A:

Not

J:

Team building within a school?

A:

Medium

J:

Opportunities to order additional materials?

A:

Medium

J:

Sharing time with other faculty?

A:

Medium.

J:

Stipends?

J:

College or university graduate credits.

A:

Yes

J:

In-service credit applicable to salary step? High,

important.

low or medium?
A:

It's

important.

J:
Any other factors which might influence you decision
to participate in staff development activities
A:
Location, everybody loves it close to home.
And the
topics.
In terms of my own professional development, when
I came to the McCormack School in September of 1982, and
Mr. Martin was at the pool, when I selected the McCormack
School, I had heard all about it and good things.
I
received a little encouragement, you could say, because I
came here in 1982 of September with a Bachelor's Degree
and not a moment beyond
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appendix d
SAMPLE PEER OBSERVATION

I

(unedited)
Classroom setting: 17 kids
without great detail.

in class;

room neat and clean

10:07

Open books to chapter on Kuwait.
Waited until everyone did so.

10:09

Noise in corridor
Directions given "Old and New Ways"
Illustrated on the board; made clear.

10:10

Checks homework one at a time
Kids

10:15

seemed to understand the routine very well

Checked how kids were doing
One kid asks

10:18

"What are we supposed to do?"

Started to go over assignment
Called on kids even though hands were not raised.
Ms.
X talks very quickly in class, but does so
all the time. Asked group question about waterall responded with raised hands.

10:21

Students given more time to finish lists. Sugges¬
tions to possible answers given.
Tall black boy at back of the room does not seem
"to be with it."

10:25

Asks for attention. New assignment given. "Compare
and contrast Kuwait today with Kuwait before
1971".
To be written in paragraph form. About
three paragraphs, invisible margins." Some kids
still putting visibles
or measuring. Almost all
students seemed to know the routine of the class¬
room.
Little or no question about assignment. Boy
nice enough to ask "May I throw this away?"

10:35

Assignment given to finish at home. Stress on put¬
ting homework in assignr^nt book. Stress on
mak¬
ing notes before writir
an essay. The point
achieved because most
Js agreed
that the essay
was easier to write by taking notes.

10:40

Students sent to

10:43

Left for

(end

of

lockers to prepare

lunch

observation)
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for

lunch

APPENDIX E
SAMPLE PEER OBSERVATION II
(unedited)
Classroom is warm and inviting with numerous posters hang¬
ing from the wall. The three bulletin boards were covered
with colorful tissue paper amd the students' work was
attractively displayed. The room was clean and organized.
There were ten students in the class.
(This was a reme¬
dial class.)
8:47

Okay, let's look at page 88 and go over last
night's homework.
The homework on compound words.
He put a list on the board and called on boy 1 to
read the compound words.
He continued to call on
students to answer the questions without waiting
for volunteers to supply the answers/ Every stu¬
dent was forced to participate.
As he went over
the words he related meaanings to things within
students experiential world For example, he helped
them to understand "uproot" by telling them
"That's what they're doing at Bayside Mall."

8:50

loudspeaker interruption

8:54

loudspeaker interruption
Mr.
X continued to review the homework assign¬
ment.
Class was nonresponsive for the most part.
Mr.X :"You're having too much trouble with some¬
thing that

just review.

8:58

boy

8:59

Mr. X began to review the comprehension questions
from the story. He asked for volunteers to answer
questions.
Then he demanded that students find
sentences in the story to prove that their answers
were

9:03

2

is

is cleaning his nails.

accurate.

Mr. X passed out mini-units in reading book so
students would get a second opinion about the
facts surrounding the Loch Ness monster.
Girl 1 : "These books are hot from being on the
radiator^

story about the Lc/h Ness monster

n the Table of Contents.
;iri 3 speaks:"What is a Table

9:04
9:05

loudspeaker
Mr.
boy
Mr.
it.

_

Contents?"

interruption

X What does Loch Ness mean in

Scottish?

4X:LakSo now look for a title with "lake"
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in

boy 5:
9:06
9:07

I

found it.

Loudspeaker
Mr.

X

S
real?
Girl 4:

"Beast of

the Lake",

113.

interruption.

again went over the new words
^r*

page

4,

in this

is the Loch Ness monster

yes.

X:
If 1 asked y°u to prove why you think so,
that s your theory. Read this story silently and
and when you're through be ready to compare and
contrast this story to the one you read last
night.
9:10

While the cclass is reading, Mr. X puts two col¬
umns on the board. He labels on "compare-same" and
the other "contrast-different."

9:15

Mr. X: Well how does this story compare with
night's story?

;last

Boy 5: Michael Jackson is in this book.
Mr.
X: Michael Jackson hasn't seen the Loch Ness
monster.
We'll talk about him some other time.
Mr.X proceeded to lead the students in the real¬
ization that both stories mention the size of the
monster and that three thousand people had claimed
to have seen it.
Boy 1:
But how did the monster get into the lake?
Mr.
X: Find the answer in the story. That's part
of the theory.
9:20
(end of

Bell
obervation)
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appendix f
DISCUSSION OF "NON-NEGOTIABLES"
The source of
issued annually

information reported on this data was

in Sshool

Schools publication.
tical

Profiles,

The profiles were based upon statis¬

data collected and calculated by the Research and

Development Office with assistance
Information Services.
1984.
in

a Boston Public

from the Office of

The first year of publication was

The publication was

issued with a different format

its second year so there is a lack of continuity in the

data

available for the

the case study.

first year and succeeding years of

It remains the only source of data for

comparing students performance in the
described

in the discussion of Lipsitz's work.

Tables
14

and 15 examine student attendance.

and ethnic groups

four years.

white

Table

an

improved from six to ten per cent

Someof the

large

increase

students was attibutable to

parents
in

14

indicates that student attendance in the three major

racial
in

"non-negotiables"

ina attendance by

lessening resistance of

in certain neighborhoods to enroll their children

integrated middle school.

TABLE

14

Student Attendance by Percentage
White
77.1%
87.7%

Black
83.6%
90.3%
+6.7%

1985
1989
change

Table
attendance

15

+10.6%

indicated the overall

for the school.
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increase

Hispanic
80.5%
87.7%
+7.2%

in daily

Of particular significance was

the decrease

in the percentage of the number of students

who were absent more than fifteen days.
motional

In Boston the pro¬

policy holds this number of days as the cut- of

for unexcused absences.

This decrease meant that fewer

were retained because they failed to meet the attendaoe
requirements.

TABLE 15
Percentage of Student Attendance and Absenteeism
Student Rate of Attendance

1983
1985
1989

% of Students Absent
More than 15 Days
1983
1985
1989

78.3%
86.6%
91.7%

39.8%
31.8%
30.8%

During the span of years covered in the case study,
the

attendance rate rose and the number of students who

meet the

attendance requirements

A second

"non-negotiable"

Table

looks at these numbers.

16

for promotion

increased.

is the rate of suspension.

TABLE 16
Number of Suspensions by Race
Total
1983
1985
1989

cally.

59
39
21

32
19
19

103
100
52

The total

White

Black

number of

The number of

Hispanic
9
36
11

suspensions declined dramati-

suspensions

for each group did not

exceed their school wide percentage of the school popula¬
tion.

The evidence of a change

181

in student behavior was

further reflected

in a pattern of

dized test scores.

improvement in standar¬

The numbers cited in Table 17 were the

median percentiles and were taken

from the School

Pro¬

files .

TABLE 17
MAT6 Math Achievement
Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

1983
1985
1989

48
54
60

28
52
50

38
44
41

Total Gain

12

12

3

In

1985,

in Math Black students

scored their peers;

in grade seven,

outscored their peers.

students
all

In

in grade eight ranged

as White student outscored

1989 the variance for Black and White

ranged from none

grades.

Hispanic students

The variance

from twelve to sixteen points
their peers.

in grade six out-

(grade 7)

Hispanic students

to three points

for

scored between fourteen and

eighteen points

lower than the other student groups.

Reading results

for the same year are shown in Table

The
18.

TABLE 18
MAT6 Reading Achievement
Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

1983
1985
1989

42
48
62

36
38
50

40
50
45

Total Gain

20

14

4

The

first year that School

by race was

in

1985.

Profiles reported scores

The variance among student groups
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ranged from two to eight points.

m

1989 there

was no

variance in scores between Black and White students
grade seven.

The median percentile for all groups

in
in

grades six and seven increased from two to fifteen points
over the years,

it is interesting to note that grade

eight students had the fewest gains in reading and math
achievement,

it is also true that fewer teachers of grade

eight students were represented in the case study.

Hence,

a correlation may exist between staff development and
student performance.
The mainstream of bilingual

students

last

"non-negotiable"

for which there

mainstream is

indication that students were not ignored

an

is data.

is the

The rate of

by the

school program but rather active participants

beside

their peers

in monolingual classrooms,

54.of the bilingual
than

students were mainstreamed for more

forty percent of their school day.

ure was

44.7%.

in 1984,

in 1989 the

fig¬

This was the third highest rate of bilin¬

gual mainstreaming in the city's middle schools.
there was a decrease

from prior years,

Though

this decrease

is

attributable to newly implemented bilingual curriculum
requiring more
the bilingual
This data
has the

instruction than
cluster

in previous years within

.

indicates that the McCormack Middle School

characteristics of

with descriptions

found

a good school when compared

in educational research.
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